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CURRICULUM VITAE 
NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
1. Homotopy equivalence of curves is denoted by « . 
2. The homotopyclass of a curve γ is denoted by {γ}. 
3. Let a and b be elements of a real or complex vectorspace. 
We denote by [a,b] both the curve defined by 
[0,1] Э t •* (l-t)a + tb , as well as its image, the context should 
make it clear, which interpretation is meant. 
Also Га,Ь) denotes [a,b] - {b}. 
4. "Connected" always means "arcwise connected". 
5. "Component" always means "arcwise connected component". 
6. The number of elements in a set A is denoted by |A| . 
7. Let С be a collection of sets. Then nerf(C) denotes the abstract 
simplicial complex with С as vertices and a finite subcollection forms 
a simplex iff the intersection is nonempty. 
ht positive integers, the nonnegative integers, the integers, thí> 
real numbers, the complex numbers and the nonzero complex numbers 
+ * 
are denoted by respectively. IN, E , E, IR, С, (С . 
9. A finite dimensional real vector space is often denoted by V , V' ,et' 
10. Definitions or recalls of definitions are indicated by ·= or = , 
where the lefthandside (resp. righthandside) is being defined. 
11. References in the same chapter are given as (3.2) e.g. References t > 
another chapter as (II.3.2) e.g . 
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SUMMARY 
We study the homotopytype of a space Y obtained by deleting 
a union of complex hyperplanes from a convex complex domain Ω. In par­
ticular we investigate the fundamental group (or -groupoid) and the 
question under which cicumstances the higher homotopy groups vanish. In 
this case Y is called а Κ(ττ,1). For instance, if fi = <C , then this is 
for Y := fi- {0} = С the case, since by the exponential map I -» <t , it 
turns out that the contractible space <t is the universal covering space 
* 
of (E . 
Sometimes the space Y is just the set of points with a 
trivial stabiliser of a group W , which acts on fi and X :•= Y/W is 
then the so called iugular orbit space. The latter occurs often as the 
complement of the semiuniversal deformation of a singularity, which has W 
as its monodromygroup. For instance this is the case for simple singular­
ities (Grothendieck, Brieskorn C3] 1970) and also for unimodular singular­
ities (Pinkham, Looijenga [9] 1976} . The question of the homotopytype of 
this complement (in particular the fundamental group ) and the conjecture 
of Arnold, Pham and Thom, that this space is a K(n,l), has been the most 
important motivation for this study. The conjecture is proved for simple 
singularities by Deligne [6] (1972) . This thesis is highly inspired by 
his proof. 
The domain fi is in 7 , the complexification of a finite 
dimensional real vectorspace • , and is always of the form Im (Η) , 
where Η is an open convex set (often a cone) in V. In the so called 
simple aase we delete from Ω a union of complex hyperplanes, which are 
complexifications of real hyperplanes from a collection M, which is 
locally finite on H. To treat the situation of generatised root systems 
([8]) (for the unimodular singularities), we give a slightly more general 
definition of a hyperpbxne system, which allows that also "complex affine" 
hyperplanes are deleted. 
Now we discuss briefly the contents of each chapter. 
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In chapter I we make an elementary topological observation, 
which leads to a description of the fundamental groupoid of a space, with 
a given open cover consisting of simply connected open sets. The calcula-
tions of presentations of fundamental groups in this thesis are all based 
on this observation. In particular we do not use theorems of Van Kampen, 
Zanski or Lefschetz. We give a combinatorial description of the fundamen-
tal groupoid of the space Y. The notion of a gallery is the most import-
ant tool. The meaning of this notion here is somewhat more general then 
the meaning in the work of Tits (and Deligne), who introduced this 
beautiful terminology. 
In chapter II we apply these results in the situation of the 
so-called linear Coxeter groups of Vinberg [1?] We calculate a presentation 
of the fundamental group of the regular orbit space, which gives a 
geometrical interpretation of al the socalled Avtin groups [5]. This 
generalises a result of Bneskorn [U], who had proved this already for 
finite groups and of Nguyên Viêt Dung [10], who treated the affine Coxeter 
groups. At the same time the theorem is placed in its natural context, 
namely the theory of Vinberg. We apply this interpretation by proving some 
results about abstract Artin groups. These results are also obtained by 
Appel and Schupp [1]. However, by their methods (small cancellation), they 
have to assume that the Artm groups are of large type. We do not need 
this pretty restrictive condition. 
In chapter III we consider the situation of a so-called 
extended Coxeter group W , which arises from a generalised root system. 
Now we use the complete power of the results of chapter I to derive a 
presentation of the fundamental group of the regular orbit space. It is 
nice to see how one can obtain this presentation (analogous as in the case 
of Artin groups) by changing the obvious presentation of the group W in 
a suitable way and then deleting some relations. We propose to call this 
group an extended Artin group, although it is not an extension in the 
usual sense. If the group W is of finite type, then W is itself again 
a Coxeter group. The Artin group associated to this (affine) Coxeter group 
is isomorphic to the extended Artin group associated to W and we 
establish an explicit isomorphism. 
- t i -
In chapter IV we discuss the К (IT, 1 ) -problem. Suppose we have 
a simple hyperplane system, which is aentral i.e. H = • and the inter­
section of all (real) hyperplanes consists of the origin only (in particlar 
nonempty). Then the components of • - Uy M are cones. If these ahcmbers 
are simplicial cones then Y is a Κ(π,1) as is proved by Deligne [6] in 
1972. His proof consists in fact of two steps: First he constructs a 
simplicial complex, which has the homotopy type of the universal covering 
space of Y. Then he proves that this complex is contractlble. The 
discovery that for the first step the central condition nor the simplicial 
condition are necessary, has encouraged us to try to generalise the result 
such that it was applicable for instance on the regular orbit space of 
infinite Coxeter groups (some results are obtained in this direction, for 
instance Okonek [11]) . 
Unfortunately this goal is not completely achieved. The first 
step is done in great generality. It leads to a simplicial complex, which 
has the homotopy type of the universal covering space of Y in the case 
that the hyperplane system is already loaalty-Y.i'n, 1) . We give detailed 
descriptions of this complex. First in general in terms of galleries. 
Then also in terms of Artin groups and extended Artin groups, if the 
system arised from a linear Coxeter group (respectively a generalised 
root system). This leads to the notions of Artin complex and extended 
Artin aomplex. These constructions are similar to the well known 
Coxeter aomplex of a Coxeter group. 
The "proof" of the second step uses a still unproven conjecture. 
Yet these partial results are interesting. There are indications that the 
problem is of the same difficulty as the so-called wordproblem for Artin 
groups. For Artin groups of finite type this was solved by Brieskorn and 
Saito [5] and Deligne [6]. For Artin groups of large type Appel and Schupp 




HYPERPLANESYSTEMS AND GALLERIES 
51. PREGALLERIES 
(1.1) Equivalencerelations on wordsets. We need terminology used in connection 
with free semigroups, relations, presentations, etc. 
Let Al and Ob be sets, called the alphabet and the objects 
respectively. Let two maps be given: beg, end : Al •+ Ob. A word is a 
finite sequence a.,...,a with a. e Al and end(a .) = beg(a ) for i = 
2,...,n. 
Let W be the set of all words. Mostly we add to W for each 
С e Ob an empty word β . Define beg, end : W -*- Ob by beg (a ,...,a ) : = 
beg(a ), end(a1,...,a ) := end(a ) and begfS• ) := endfS ) := C. If w,w' 
are words and end(w) = begtw1), then by juxtaposition we can define 
ww' e W. This operation is associative and has, if empty words are added 
left and right neutral elements. This way we get a category with the 
property that each map from Al to the morphisms together with a map from 
Ob to the objects such that the image of beg(a) and end(a) are the 
domain and range respectively of the image of a £ ΑΙ, extends uniquely 
to a functor. Therefore we call this construction the free category 
generated by the quadruple (Al, Ob; beg, end). If |ob| = 1, then this 
is nothing else then the usual free semigroup on (or generated by) Al. 
Now let R be any subset of WxW such that each pair (a,b)eR 
satisfies beg(a) = beg(b) and end(a) = end(b). Define an equivalence-
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relation ~ by: w ~ w' iff there exists a sequence w = w„,...,w = w' 
R 1 R O n 
such that w , =x. a. y and w. = x, b y, for some χ , y., a and b € W i-l ι ι "Ί i i ι ^ і ι "Ί ι ι 
with (a.,b )e R or (b ,a )e R. If w ~ w', then we say that w and w' are 
equivalent by means of the operations (от relations) in R. Remark that 
in that case beg(w) = beg(w') and end(w) = endtw'). This is the smallest 
equivalencerelation with the property (a,b)e R * xay ~ xby and hence 
we call ~ the equivalencerelation generated by R. 
(1.2) A fundamental topological theorem. 
Let X be a topological space and S a cover of X consisting 
of open and simply connected sets. We choose in each S e 5 a point a 
and now we want to give a description of the groupoid П, which has as 
objects the set S, and Π for S,T e S consists of the homotopyclasses 
of paths from a to a . This subgroupoid of the fundamental groupoid of X 
essentially describes the latter, because of the simply connectedness of 
the sets in S. 
(1.3) DEFINITION. A pregallery G consists of a sequence of elements of S : 
S , ,S such that S η S ^ (J for i = 1, . . . ,k , together with a 
sequence Κ.,,.-,Κ. where К is a connected component of S ,η S for ι = 
l,...,k. We set beg(G) := S
n
 and end(G) := S . This pregallery is denoted: 
Kl K2 \ 
S0 Sl S2 ··· Sk-1 Sk · 
If end(G) = beg(G'), then obviously we can define the pregallery G.G'. 
This way we get a category Pg&Î with objects S and whose morphisms are 
the pregallenes. 
γ 
A pregallery of the form S Τ is called direct. Remark that 
the category PgCit is in fact the free category on the direct 
pregallenes, so we can use the terminology of (1.1). 
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Now we assign to each direct 
pregallery S Τ an element 
of Π in the following way: 
Choose d e К and a path γ in 
S from a to d and a path y' 
in Τ from d to a . Now the 
homotopyclass of γγ' doesn't 
depend on the choice of d, γ 
and γ'. For let also d , γ. 
and y' be chosen. Choose also 
a path σ in К from d to d' 
(K is connected). Because γσ 
and у stay inside the simply 
connected set Ξ , we have 
-1 -1 ya ot y.. Also, σ γ' ^ Yj. So γγ' ca¡ γσσ γ' <^ Υ. Υ«. The class defined this 
way is denoted by φ(Ξ T ) . Because of freeness φ extends in a unique way to 
a functor φ : PgaZ -» Π. 
(1.4) DEFINITION. Consider the pairs 
R := {(sW, s*1^)еРдаІхРдаІІкпьтМ} и {(sss/ &c)ePgal*Pgal\se S) 
and let ~ be the equivalencerelation on Pg&t generated by R. 
The following fundamental theorem says that Π can be described 
as the quotient category Pga¿/~ . This observation is the basis for all 
R 
other presentations of fundamental groupoids and groups in the sequel. 
(1.5) THEOREM. The functor φ·. Pgat -» Π ¿β aurjeative and ф(с) = epic') iff G ~ G' . 
For the proof it is convenient to have the following: 
Ch. I -13-
(1.ι>· DEFINITION. Let γ : ГО, 1] •+ X be a continuous curve. We call a 
К \ 






...it. , = 1 »notation: G £ L (D) , if: 
K+l γ 
(i) Ytft., t.
+1]) с s for i = l,...,k 
(ii) Y(t.) e К for i = 1, ...,k. 
If there exists a division D such that G e L (D), then we say that G is 
Ύ 
linked with y, notation G e L . 
(1.7) REMARK. If S ,...,S is a sequence of elements of 5 and γ a curve and D 
a division of [0, 1] such that condition (i) of (1.6) is satisfied, then 
it follows that v(t.) e S . ,ns., so v(t.) eK. for some component K. 
ι i - l i ι ι ι 
of Ξ, ,η S.. Of course then G e L (D), where G i-l ι γ S
 K l
 S 0 l * ν 
PROOF of (1.5): First the surjectivity of ψ. Let γ : ΓΟ,Ι] -* X be a 
continuous curve from a to a . The collection {γ (S) | Se S} forms an 
open cover of [0,1], so by compactness of [0,1] there is a division D: 
t < t, S t, , = 1 such that [t.,t. .] is contained in γ (S.) 
κ+1 i i+l ι 
for some S. < S. As remarked in (1.7) we now know that there is a 
ι 
pregai lery G = S S \ S
w
 such that Ge L . The surjectivity of φ 
follows now from the 
CLAIM. If Ge L then (p(G) = {γ}. 
PROOF: Let Ge L and suppose G.y and D as above. Put d. := Y(t.) for 
γ i i 
i = 1,...,k+l and choose for 
1,...,k a curve γ. in S. 
from a„ to d. and a curve 
ίια. 2 
"i-l 
γ! in S. from d. to a„ . 
1 1 I S . 
=Y(t ) ι 
Furthermore γ' is the constant 
curve on a =: d and γ . is 
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the constant curve on a =: <1 . Let γ" := 4°tt ,t ] (see notational 
remark 3. Now for i = 0,...,k γ" as well as Y.,0Y. are curves in S 
from d. to d. .1 so №еу are homotopic. So γ =* Ύη^ Ύ'.'0 • · •"YÍ! ^ 
Y¿oY1oYÍor2o..-oYkeY¿oYk+1a: iSiYi'Yl · So ^(G) = { ¿ п ^ п р = (Y). • 
Now we prove: &- G' * ф(С) = φ ( 0 . It is sufficient to show 
that ip(S υ Τ) = ip(S Τ) for each pair from Η i.e. KnLnM ¿ (Ϊ. Choose then 
a point d e KnLnM. Let γ, γ', γ" be curves from a , a and a respectively 
to d inside S, U and Τ respectively. Then 
mtsV'T) = { y°{y,)~loy>oiy«)-1 } = 
= { γοίγ")-1} = ф(5 МТ). 
g 
We also have to remark that φ(5 S) = 
= <ρ(β ): = 1, but this is true by the 
fig. 3 simply connectedness of S £ S. 
We prove the converse: <p(G) = iptG') •• G~ G', in four steps: 
STEP 1. If G, G' e РЗ^дп and G, G' € L (D) , then G ~ G'. 
PROOF: Let G, γ and D be as before and let G' be the pregallery 
G' 
\ 
We have T„ = S_ = A and T, = S, = B. For 
0 0 к к 
i = 0,...,к we know 
Y([t.,t. .]) es. η T.. 
ι i+l ι ι 
Let W. be the component of 







Furthermore we know that ytt )e S. η T. ,, so let W! . be the component 
1+1 1 1+1 1+1 r 
of S i η Τ such that Y(t .) e W! Now define for i = l,...,k: 
Ch. I 
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к w: L ь
к G. := 5
η
 S. ... S. . 1 T. :L T. , ... Τ 
ι 0 1 i-l ι i+l κ 
К К. W. L L 
G! := S
n
 S, ... S. , 15. V 1 Τ Τ, 
i 0 1 i-1 i i i+1 к 
К К. W! L 
So: G. , = S
n
 S, ... S . 1S. 1 + T. , ... Τ, i+1 0 1 i-l i i+1 к 
where you get this last line by substituting i+1 for i in the first line 
for i =0,...,k-l. Now vit,) e W'.n K.nw., so G, ~ G! and also 
i l i l i R ι 
^W £ W i + I n V L i + 1 '
 S O G i ~R G i + l ' S O G i ~R G i + 1 f 0 r 1 = 1 ^ 1 · 
W ì L 2 Lk So G, ~ G. . Now G, = S- T. . . . Τ, , b u t b e c a u s e S 0 = T . we have i R k 1 0 1 к 0 0 
W! = L , so G = G ' . A n a l o g o u s l y G = G. So G ~ G ' . D 1 1 1 к R 
S T E P 2 . If G e L (D) and D' is a refinement of D, then there exists a 
G*, suah that G'e L (D') and G ~ G ' . 
PROOF: L e t a g a i n G, γ and D be a s b e f o r e . Of c o u r s e i t i s s u f f i c i e n t t o 
p r o v e t h i s for t h e c a s e t h a t D' h a s one more d i v i s i o n p o i n t t h a n D, so 
D' = { 0 = t < t < . . . < t < s < t . < . . . < t =1 } . Now we can t a k e 
s i m p l y К S К К 
G' = s
n
 s, . . . s.
 1
 s.
 1 + 1
 s . . ...
 k
 S.. D 0 1 i i i + l к 
STEP 3 . If C G ' e L , then G ~ G' . 
PROOF: L e t G e L (D) and G' e L ( D 1 ) . Denote by D" t h e common r e f i n e m e n t 
Г У 
of D and D ' . A c c o r d i n g t o s t e p 2 t h e r e a r e G. and G. s u c h t h a t G eL (D") 
f o r 1 = 1 , 2 and G. ~ G and G- ~ G ' . But s t e p 1 s a y s t h a t a l s o G, ~ G 1 R /ι К 1 R с 
so G ~ G'. D 
STEP 4. Let G,G' e Pg<ll.
a
. If G e L ,0' e L , and у и y' , then G ~ G' . 
AB Y γ R 
PROOF: Since γ ai γ', there is a homotopy F : [0,1]χΓ0,1] •* X such that 
F(t,0) = Y(t), F(t,l) = Y'tt), F(0,s) = a and F(l,s) = a_. The collection 
A В 
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— 1 о 
{F (S) I S e 5 } is an open cover of ΓΟ,Ι] 
and so by compactness of the latter there is 
1 a division D = { 0=t < t < Vu"1 } such 
2 
that for each pair (i/j) e { 0,...,k } there 
is a S . _,£ S such that F d , .) с Sj . where 
i»j І О І О 
^.j : = Г , : І ' Е І
+
І




 F o r j = 0 k + 1 
define Y.(t) := F(t,t.). Now fix an index j. 
Fofft.,t.),(t.,t. .)] (see notational remark 
ι j i 3+1 
(0.3) ) is a curve in S. , .η S, . for i = 1, 
i-l/D i,} 
...,k, so F(t.,t.) and F(t.,t ) lie in the 
same component of S. . .n S. . ; call this component K.. From F(I. .) c 
i-l, и i o " i I O 
S. . it follows that 7([t.,t. .]) с s. . for i = 0,...,k and also 
Ι Ο ι i + 1 l O 
Y j + 1([t.,t i + 1]) с s i ( j . We already saw У A\) , УА^^І) e ^ f o r í = ^ 
...,k. Then it follows from remark (1.7) that G. e L_ η L , where 
К К 
G. := Sn . S, . S 





j + 1 
2,j S, . . S, .. So for all j = 0,...,k we k-1,3 к,з 
have G. e L 
3 
Moreover γ 
and C . e L so by step 3 we have G. ~ G. .. 
Y j + 1 D+l Y j + 1 3 R 3+1 
= γ , G e L and G. e L , so G ~ G (sten 3) . Analogously 
« y υ γ R U 
Gk
+





 S o G
 ~R G' ' D 
То finish the proof of theorem (1.5), suppose Ц)(С) = φ ( 0 . 
For the defining curves у and γ' (i.e. ф(С) = {γ} and ipíG') ={γ'}) 
certainly G ç L and G' e L , holds. And from ф(С) = φίΟ') it follows 
γ Ύ' 
tnat y CÍ γ' , so by step 5 we have G ~ G' . Π 
§2. HYPERPLANE SYSTEMS 
Let V be a real finite dimensional vectorspace. 
(2.1) If M is a hyperplane and the set А с ν is contained in one of the two 
ooen halfspaces determined by M (i.e. components of V - M ), then we 
Ch. I -17-
denote this halfsoace by D (A) . For singletons {x} we also write Dk,(x) . 
M M 
Let H с V be an open set ( so "open in H" and "open in V" 
is the same thing ) and M а со 1lection of hyperplanes of V ( not 
necessarily containing the origin), which is locally finite on H. Recall 
that this means, that each χ e H has a neighbourhood U e H such that 
U η M ^  0 for only finitely many Me M. 
2) PROPOSITION. Let ν,Η and M be as ahooe. "hen н - U., M is open. 
PROOF: Let χ e H - U,, M . There is a neighbourhood U of χ such that 
M' := { MeM | UnM ? 0 } is finite. Then U η ,.Π.,.Ο,ίχ) is a neighbour-
мел M 
hood of χ inside H - Uj. Μ . Π 
3) COROLLARY. The components of н - U,. M are open. 
4) DEFINITION. These components are called chambers in H with respect to M. 
We denote the collection of chambers by K(M,H) or by K(M; if no confusion 
is caused by the ambiguity. 
If A € K(M), then D (A) is defined for all M e M . Let В 
M 
also be a chamber. If M e M , then there are two possibilities: 
1. D (A) η D f B ) * 0 in which case we say that M separates A and В or 
M M 
2. D Í A ) = D Í B ) . 
M M 
5) DEFINITION. M(A,B) := { Me M | M separates A and В }. 
After these preliminaries we come to the main definitions 
of this paragraph. 
6) DEFINITION. Let V, H and M be as in (2.1). If, moreover, H is convex 
then the tripel (ν,Η,Μ) is called a hyperplane configuration. 
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(2.7) DEFINITION. Let (Υ,Η,Μ) be a hyperplane configuration and let M Э M ^  p 
be given, where ρ is a locally finite collection hyperplanes in V. Then 
we call the quadruple (ν,Η,Μ,ρ) a hyperplane system. Let us summarize the 
defining oroperties of a hyperplanesystem (ν,Η,Μ,ρ)· 
(2.θ) (ι) V is a finite dimensional real vectorspace. 
(11) Η is an open convex subset of V. 
(111) M is a collection of hyperplanes of V locally finite on H. 
(iv) ρ 14 an assignment M Э Μ -+ ρ , where ρ is a locally finite 
M M 
collection hyperplanes of V. 
We associate a space Y(V,H,M,p) (or briefly Y) to a hyper­
planesystem (ν,Η,Μ,ρ) as follows: 
(2.9) DEFINITION. Y := { x+ /^Py £ V | yeH and (xeNep -» у^м)} . 
In the sequel the complex structure of V is not relevant. 
We merely use the notations V for V χ V and Re and Im for the projec­
tions as it is convenient. Note that we can assume that if M e M then 
Μ η H И 0 and p
w
 ?* 0, for otherwise M doesn't occur in the definition of 
M 
the space Y. Remark a l so t h a t { N+ /Л^МІ MeM, Nep,, } i s l o c a l l y f i n i t e 
M 
on V+ ι^ΤΉ = Im" (Η), hence Y is open in V 
(2.10) DEFINITION. Together with each hyperplaneconfiguration (V,H,M) there is 
a canonical simple hyperplane system defined, also denoted by the tripel 
(ν,Η,Μ), by setting ρ := {м}. For instance, if the origin of V is 
contained in all M e M , then Y can be considered as a complement of 
complex hyperplanes: Y = Im (H) - U,, M . 
The theory we are going to develop has two main applications 
I. The case of simple hyperplanesystems. 
II. Generalized rootsystems. 
Ch. I 
In the latter case the collection ü consists of hyperplanes all parallel 
M 
to H, hence the use of the letter p. 
Now we construct a cover of Y such that the result of §1 is 
applicable. 
(2.11) DEFINITION. For С € Κ(M) we define· 
Y„ := { x+ »^Pyl yeH and χ e N e ρ„ -» y e D (С) }. 
с M M 
Note that Y с Y. 
(2.12) PROPOSITION, γ ia open in ν . 
PROOF. Let χ + /Π"*у £ Y . Choose с £ С and put 
M' = f МеМ ] M η Гу,с] = (J } . Due to the compactness of Гу,с] and 
locally fimteness of M on H.M - M' is finite. Then p' .= U,, „. p.. is 
ΜεΜ-Μ M 
locally finite on V, since the finite union of a locally finite collection 
is again locally finite. If χ с N e p. , then у e D (С) . Thus 
M M 
[y, с ] η M = 0 , so M e M' , which means Ν / ρ ' . T h e r e f o r e χ l i e s i n a 
chamber U e K f p ' ) . Choose a l s o a chamber V e ΚίΜ',Η) s u c h t h a t 
Су/с] с v . T h i s i s p o s s i b l e , b e c a u s e Cy,c] i s c o n n e c t e d and f o r any MeM 
we h a v e Г у , с ] n M ; í 0 = » M e M ' . Now we h a v e U + / - I ' v <" Υ , f o r i f 
U η N JÉ |2( and N e p , t h e n Ν / ρ ' , so Μ с Μ' which i m p l i e s t h a t 
V с D„(V) = D (с) = D „(С) . So U + / ^ Р i s a n e i g h b o u r h o o d of x + Z ^ P y 
М М М 
i n s i d e Y . Π 
(2.13) PROPOSITION. Y = U „ Y . 
PROOF Let χ + /-l'y e Y. Choose an open neighbourhood U of y such that 
M' :^  { MeM I U η M ^  0 } is finite. By deleting from U yjj u. M < which is 
closed because of the finiteness of M' ) we see that we can suppose that 
Al' = { MeM I ysM }. Moreover we may assume that U is connected. Then 
D (U) is defined for all M / M' and D (U) = D (y). Because the interior 
M M M 
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of LL· M is empty there has to be а С е Κ(M) such that U η С И 0. For 
this С we have D (C) = D (U) for all M e M'. Now let χ £ N e p„. Then M M M 
y t M , so M i M*. Then y e D (y) = D (U) = D ÍC). So we have proved 
M H M 
that χ + /Τ* y e V . G 
(2.14) COROLLARY (from (2.12) and (2.13) ). The space Y is open in V and 
{ Y | CÊK(M) } гв an open cover of Y. 
In order to prove that Y is simply connected ( even contrac-
tible ) and to study the intersections we consider now the space 
X := Y„ η Y„ η ...nY„ for certain С.,...,C e K(M). First observe: 
c1 c 2 C n I n 
X = { χ + /^Py | yeH and χ e R e р
и
 * уе.Л
1? D ГС. ) }. 
M I«! M 1 
In particular, if χ + /Л^у £ X and χ £ N e p„ then .fi" D„(C. ) И 0. 
M 1=1 M 1 
The latter is equivalent to D (С.) = D„(C_) = ... = D (C ) and this 
M 1 M 2 Μ η 
means that M / M(C.,C ) for i ^  j. So if we give the following: 
(2.15) DEFINITION. LetA,B £ K(M) . p(A,B) := „U..,,
 и
, о and 
M£M(A,B) M 
P(ci V : = І ^ Р(сі·^'· 
($) Then we have N / p(C ,...,C ). Now note first that \p(C.,...,C ) is 
locally finite on V, for we have the following: 
(2.16) LEMMA. If А,В e K(M) , then ΙΜίΑ,Β)! < <=. 
PROOF: By compactness of S := fajb], where a ε A and b e В, and locally 
finiteness of M on H, we see that M' := { MeM | Μ η S ^  0 } is finite. 
But it is easy to see that M' = M(A,B). D 
From ($) we see that the projection Re : V + V maps the set 
X into the union of chambers with respect to p{.C.,... ,C ). In fact we 
have the following: 
Ch. I 
(2.17) PROPOSITION. The projection Re : ν -»• 7 maps each connected component of 
X onto a ohwrber w.r.t. p(c , ...,c ). This sets up a bijective corres-
[.•onicje between the connected components of X and K(p(C ,... ,C )). 
¡••uvthermove, п^зе components are contractible. 
PROOF: The projection Re maps each component of X into a component of 
the union of the chambers w.r.t. p(C.,...,C ) i.e. into a chamber. Choose 
b € C,, then D (b) = D f C . ) = . . . = D (C ) for each M г' М ( Г , , . . . , С ) : = 
1 M M l M n I n 
.U.M(C.,C.). Then for each U e K(p(C,,...fC )l U + »^Рь с χ holds. So 
ι?} ι D 1 η 
($$) U + /-1'b с χ η Re (U) and the latter is nonempty. We want to show that 
it is contractible. If u + / ^ y e Χ η Re" (U) , then 
[ .u+ i^Py, u+ /^Pb ] с χ η Re" (U) . For if u e Ν ε p
w
, then yen, (С.) 
M M i 
for i = Ι,.,.,η and so also yeD (b) for M ^  W{C ,...,C ). So we have 
M I n 
[у/Ь] с D (b), i.e. u + /-1'[y,b] с Χ η Re (U). From this we can ^ ee 
that U + /^Pb is a deformationretract of Χ η Re" (0) . U + /^ Г·.-
itself is contractible (for so is U), so Χ η Re (U) is indeed 
contractible. Hence for each U e K(p(C ,...,C )) there is one and only 
one connected, even contractible, component of X, namely Χ η Re (U) , 
that is mapped onto ( this follows from ($$) ) U by the projection Re. Π 
(2.18) COROLLARY (n=l). If С ε к(М) then Y is contractible, in particular 
simply connected. 
(2.19) COROLLARY (n=2). If А,в e к(М) then the components of Υ η Y are in 
a bijective correspondence with the elements of К(р(А,в)). This corres­
pondence is given by K(p(A,B) Э U -* Υ η Y η Re (и) . 
Denote sucha component Υ η Υ η Re (U) for the moment by 
Co(U). From (2.18) it follows that we have the situation of (1.2). A 
pregallery is now given by a sequence С ,C ,...,C , С. e K(M), together 
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with (by (2.19)) a sequence U. ,...,U , where U. e К(р(С, ..Cj). This 





pregallery Y_ Y ... Y is denoted by C. C. С 
<~
η
 L. С • ' 0 1 η 
0 1 η 
and from now on all the pregalleries we are considering, are of this 
type. We need one more corollary of (2.17): 
(2.20) COROLLARY (n=3). Let A,L,B e K(M) and U e K(p(A,L)), V e K(p(L,B)) and 
w e к(р(А,в) ) . Then υ η V η w •/ ff ** Co(u) π Co(v) η Co(w) ^  ^ . 
PROOF: {*-) is easy. For M choose χ e U η V η W. Then for all hyper-
planes N e p(A,L,B) we have χ / Ν, so there is a 0 e K(p(A,L,B)) with 
χ e О. According to proposition (2.17) the component Υ η Υ η Υ η Re (О) 
A B L 
is mapped onto 0 by Re, so it contains a d with Re(d) = x. Now we have 
d e Co (U) η Co(V) η Co(W). G 
Combining the r e s u l t s of §1 and §2 we now get the main 
r e s u l t of t h i s s e c t i o n : 
( 2 . 2 1 ) THEOREM. Let (ν,Η,Μ,ρ) be a hyperplane system. Let PgaZ be the free oa-
tejory on the direct pregalleries А в where л , в e к(М), и e К(р(А,В)), 
beaíA^B) := A and end(A В) := В. Then there is a surjeative functor 
Φ : Pgai -» Hj where Π is the subgroupoid of the fundamental groupoid of 
γ(ν,Η,Μ,ρ), consisting of all homotopy classes of paths from and to 
points of the form a where in each Y there is chosen a point a . 
Two pregalleries have the same φ-гтаде if and only if they 
are equivalent by means of the relations 
R := { ( A U L V B , AWB) e РдаЛхРда! ! u n v n w ^ i M l M (Α7Α,·β ) | A « κ(Μ) 
PROOF: This i s a res ta tement of theorem (1.5) for the case of hyper-
planesystems. By (2.20) the e q u i v a l e n c e r e l a t i o n s are indeed the same. Π 
Ch. I 
§3. TITS GALLERIES 
Given a path in the space Y (defined in §2), then by a small 
homotopy we can make the imaginary part avoid intersections of distinct 
hyperplanes of M. For the set of such points has codimension bigger then 
one. This leads to the idea, that it is always possible to choose the 
sequence С ,...,C of chambers of a pregallery in such a way, that C. 
and С aie ьериrated by only one hyperplane. Such a sequence we will 
call n Tits gallery . Tits himself and Deligne call this a gallery, but 
we prefer to use this word for the pregalleries that arise this way. 
Much of this paragraph can be found in Bourbaki V §1 [21 
and in Deligne Гб]. But our situation is slighty more general, because 
we consider only an open part H of V. Let (V,H,M) be a hyperplaneconfi-
guration as defined in (2.6). 
(3.1) DEFINITION. Two points of H are said to be on the same facet, if for 
each M e M there are only two possibilities: (i) Both points are con­
tained in M. (ii) The points are not contained in M and they are more­
over on the same side of M i.e. D (x) = D (y), if χ and y are these two 
M M 
points. This is an equivalencerelation and the classes are called facets 
of H with respect to M. The collection of facets is denoted by F(M,H) 
or for short F(M). 
For each F с н (in particular for F e F(M) ) we define: 
M := { MeM I MsF } and L := FL· M the support of F. Furthermore F 
(со)dim(F) := (со)dim (L ) 
From the definition it is clear that for F e F(И) we have 




(In general, if А с ν is on one side of M, for instance if A is convex 
and Α η M - 9, for all M e M' с M, then D^, (A) denotes
 M
niji D M ( A ) '· 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. F η Η = L П П., ., (DW(F) П Η). 
F МеМ-М M 
REMARK. F η H is just the closure of F as subset of H. We denote this in 
the sequel by F. 
PROOF of (3.3): From (3.2) it follows at once that the lefthandside is 
contained in the righthandside. Conversely, let y be contained in the right 
handside and choose χ e F, then [x,y] c L and [x,y) c D„(F) for all 
F M 
M e M-M . So' Гх,у) с p. But that means that y e F. Π 
(3.4) COROLLARY. The closure (in я) of a facet is a (disjoint) union of facets. 
PROOF: For L nH and each D (F) Π Η areso. О F M 
We also have a usefull criterion to see if a facet is part of 
this union: 
(3.5) CRITERION. Let F,G e F(M). Then F с G if and only if for all M e M 
F (Ε M ·* G с D (F) holds. M 
PROOF: Let F с G and F ¿ M, then G ¿ M, for if G <= M, then G с H and 
so F с M, a contradiction. So G is contained in one of both open half spaces 
of M. Now we have F <= G с D (G) , so F с D„(G) , which also means 
M M 
G с D (F). Conversely, suppose that the condition holds. Then F is con-
м 
tained in L η П^ , ,, (DM(G) η Η) (and so by (3.3) also in G , which is 
G 
to be proved). For if G с м, then F с M, by contraposition of the condi­
tion, so F с L . If G / M then two possibilities arise: (1) F с M and 
G 
then certainly F с D W(G). (2) F ^  M and then by the condition G с D Í F ) r M M 
SO F с D(G) с D (G) . Π 
M M 
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¡3.6) REMARK. К(М) = { F £ F(M) | codim(F) = 0 }. 
(3.7) DEFINITION Let С ε K(M) and Fe F (M) with F г- с. 
If codim(F) - 1, then F is called a face of C. 
If codim(F) = 2, then F is called a plinth of C. 
If M t M is support of a face of C, i-_ i~ called a wait of C. 
M' := { M e M Ι M is a wall of С } . 
Ler also a configuration (ν,Η',Μ') 
ÖL jiven and le L H' <= M and H' = H. If F <_ F(M,H), then there is one dnd 
only one F' с F(M',H') such that F с F'. For if χ f F , then χ e F' 
for some F' e ΡίΜ',Η') and if y is on the same facet w.r.t. M and H 
(definition(3.1)), then χ and y are also on the same facet w.r.t M' and H' 
so then F с F' Uniqueness follows from the fact that ΓίΜ',Η') is e 
partition of H'. 
(3.8) DEFINITION. The map F(M,H) •* F(M',H') obtained above is denoted by 
pr( Μ'ιΜ, H'DH ) or if H' = H, then pr( M'cM ). For F F(M) we define: 
pr := pr( M cM, V^H ) : F(M,H) ->- F(M ,V). 
F F F 
(3.9) THEOREM.(cf. Гб] Deligne 1.5(ii) ). 
The map pr restricted to { E e F(M) | F с E } is bijeative. 
PROOF: Injectivity. Suppose F <= E. ( i = 1,2 ) and pr (E ) = pr (Ь ) 
For M e M we have E. - M iff pr (E.) с- м ; So E, г- м iff E
n
 M 
F ι F ι 1 2 
And i f E, t M, t h e n E. с D ( p r ( E . ) ) - D í p r f E , ) ) = D (E ) , so then E 
1 I M F l M t / M ¿ 1 
and E on the same side of M. 
If M í" M , then F / Μ and by criterion (3.5) and the fact that F с E. 
F i 
for i = 1,2 we see that E. с D (F). So also in this case E. and E^ on the 
ι M 1 2 
same side of M. We have seen that for all M e M , Ε с м for ι = 1,2 or 
E and E on the same side of M, nolds, so E = E . 
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Surjectivity. Let G e F(M ,V), Then G = L η A
 M DM(G). It follows 
F 
that L с G , so each neighbourhood of a point f € F has points in com-F 
.- - - и 
mon with G. Choose a neighbourhood U of 'f 
such that U с D (F) ПН for all M / M_ M F 
and choose a point u e U η G. Let Ее F(M,H) 
fia, 6 \ be the facet such that u £ E. Then F с E 
and pr (E) = G (what was to be proved). The latter is clear from 
Ε η G ^  0 (u e E η G). We prove the fact that F с E holds, by criterion 
(3.5): Suppose F ^  M e M, because U с D (F) we have u e D (F), so 
M M 
E с DÍF) . Π 
M 
(3.10) REMARK. pr( M' с M, H' = H ) ( K(M,H) ) с ΚίΜ',Η') and in particular 
(by (3.9)) prF(K(M)) = K(MF) . 
If H' = V and „Пу, M И 0, then it doesn't harm to suppose 
that the origin 0 e V is contained in this intersection. This way we can 
define in this case for each E e F(M'): -E := { xeV | -χ e E } e F(M·). 
(3.11) DEFINITION. Let E,F e F(M,H) and Ё э F. Then we define the reflection 
of the facet E in the facet F by: sp (E) := pr (-pr (E)). Remark again 
F F F 
sp (E) с K(M) i f E e K(M). 
( 3 . 1 2 ) LEMMA. If С e K(M), thzn M e tf iff С ¿ DM_rM< c ) · 
PROOF: See Bourbak i Г2] V § 1 . 4 . D 
( 3 . 1 3 ) THEOREM. If С e К ( M ) , t h e n С = D ( С ) . 
PROOF: See B o u r b a k i [ 2 ] V §1.4 p r o p . 9 . 0 
( These p r o o f s a l s o work i n o u r (more g e n e r a l ) s i t u a t i o n ) 
(3 .14) COROLLARY. If А,В e K(M) and M(A,B) И 0, then A^n M(A,B) jí 0 . 
PROOF: I f ΑΛΊ MtA.B) = 0, t h e n В с D (A) f o r a l l M e А^, so 
M 
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B c η „ D(A) = D (A) = A, so A = В conflicting M(A,B) f 0. D 
M. AT M J^ 
We need some propositions about separating hyperplanes. 
(3.15) PROPOSITION. If A,L,B t K(M), i ten 
(i) M(A,B) = M(A,L) ώ M(L,B) ( Δ :syimnef-ric difference of sets) 
(ii) |M{A,B)| = |M(A,L)| + |M(L,B)| - 2|Μ(Α,Μ η M(L,B) I 
PROOF: (i) For any M € M consider D. (A). D (B) and D..(L). Three cases: 
М М М 
1. D (A) = D (B) = D (L) then M a element of neither side of (i) 
М М М 
2. D (A) = D (B) ^  D ,(L) then also M an element of neither side of (i) 
М М М 
3. D (A) = D (L) φ D (B) then M an element of both sides of (i) 
М М М 
( i i ) f o l l o w s from ( i ) . G 
( 3 . 1 6 ) PROPOSITION. If A
r
B,L f K'M), than the follcwing are equivale·-^ . 
l i ) M(A,L) η M(L,B) - 0 
( i i ) M(A,B) = M(A,L) U M(L,B) 
( i i i ) (ΜίΑ,Β)! = | M ( A , L ) | + |M(L,B)[ 
PROOF: (i) «* (ii) follows from (3.15) (i). (i) and (ii) =» (in) is obvious. 
(iii) ·* (i) follows from (3.15) (ii). Π 
(3.17) PROPOSITION. If с ,... ,C г s a sequence of elements с f кШ) then 
(i) M(c
n
,c ) с .и" М(с. ,с.) 
О η 1=1 1-1 ι 
( i i ) Equivalent are: a. M(C , , C . ) г M(C . ,c ) = (3 f o r i ф ] 
^ i - l ι i - l -) 
' U ' ^ n ' 1 i=i ' - і - Г ^ - і ' ! M ( c n , c _ ) | - Л, 'Mfc, ,,с4) 
and in this oase ue h: 'г eciuaii'b η ( i ) and if we have a 
hyperoianesuste^: p ( C . , r 1 = U, p(C , ,C ) . ¿r r .7 ' O n i - l i - l ι 
REMARK. For η > 3 t h e i n r o l i c a t i o n M(C„,C ) = .U, M(C. , ,C ) »» ( 1 1 ) 0 . 
0 η i=l i-l ι 
need not hold (it does hold for n=2 by proposition (3.16) (ii) •* ii) ), 
- .'8-
consider for instance the configura­
tion of figure 7. 
PROOF of (3.17): Trivial for n=l. Suppose proved for n-1. Then by (3.15) 
(i) we have M(C„,C ) с M(C„,C ,) и M(C .,C ) and by induction we know 
u n U n - l n - l n 
that the latter is contained in . u"" M(C. .»Cj и M(C . ,C ) . This 
1"1 1-1 i n-in 
proves (i) for η also. We always have: 
($) |M(c 0,c n)| < |.у^ Mtc.^.c^l < iljlMtc.^,^)! 
The first inequality follows from the already proved fact (i) and the 
second is obvious. Furthermore the last inequality is an equality iff 
(ii)a. holds. This proves the implication b. ·» a. Suppose now that a. 
holds. If we can show now that 
($$) M(C
n
,C ) = .U" M(C. .,C.) 
U η 1=1 1—1 1 
then we are done, for then (besides the second) the first inequality of 
($) is also an equality, so b. is verified then. Mow by induction we have: 
($$$) M(C-,C .) = u"-1 M(C. .,Ο 0 n-1 i=l i-l ι 
so also M(C
n
,C ,) η M(C . ,C ) = ( .U1?" M(C, , , Ο ) η M(C . ,C ) and 
и n-i n-i η 1=1 i-l 1 n-i η 
by a. the latter is empty, so it follows from (3.16) (i)"»(ii) that 
MfC^.C ) = M(C-,C ,) и M(C ,,C ) and this together with ($$$) gives the U n U n-1 n-1 η 
desired result ($$) . D 
(3.1Θ) DEFINITION. We call a sequence С.,...,С of chambers л Tite gallery from 
C^ to С if |M(C. ,,C.)| = 1 for i = Ι,.,.,η. The number η is-called the 
U η ' i-l i 
length of the Tits gallery. The only element of M(C .,C.) is often 
denoted by M.. 
ι 
(3.19) REMARK. This Tits gallery is completely determined by its first chamber 
C„ and t f e sequence Μ,,., . ,Μ . 
U ' I n 
PROOF: Let А,В e K(M) and Μ(Α,Β) = {M}. Then A U В с D.,, , (A) and so 
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A and В are both inequal to the latter. By lemma (3.12) this means that 
M e M n M . Then M is the support of a common face F of A and B. So В is 
determined by A and M by the rule В = sp (A). The remark follows now. ,1 
г 
(3.20) COROLLARY of (3 .17) . For, Tits gal l&ry С , . . . , C are equivalent: 
a. M. ï M. for ι И j 
b. |M(c
n
,c ) | = η 
1
 U n 
and in that case we have M(C.,c ) = { Μ , , . , . , Μ 1-. 
U n ι η 
(3.21) DEFINITION. It the conditions я. and b. of (3.20) are fullfilled then we 
call such r TitsqalLei/ a lireat Tits gallery . (Deligne uses the word 
minimal buL we want to use that word for other things) 
f.J2) THEOREM 'Deligne Гбі 1.3). If А,В € К(М), then there exists - direni 
Tits gai.'* t\i from A to B. 
PROOF: Induction on |M(A,B)|. If M(A,B) = 0, then A = B, then trivial. 
Now let |M(A,B)I > 0 and let the theorem be proved in cases where the 
number of separating hyperplanes is less. By corollary (3.14) we know that 
Μ(Α,Β) η IT J φ. Let M £ Μ(Α,Β) η ЛГ and let F be the face of A supported 
by M. Set С := sp (A) . Then we have by (3.15) d ) M(C,B) = M(C,A) Δ M(A,B) 
F 
= Μ(Λ,Β)-1Μ', since M(C,A) = {М} с Μ(Α,Β). By induction there is a direct 
Tits gallery ч-C,,...,C =B from С to В. Then A,C.,...,C is a direct 
І П І П 
Tits gallery fiom A to B. D 
(3.23) THEOREM. Let А,В e K(M). If В = sp (A) for some plir th F of A then 
there are exactly tuo direc* Tits galleries from A to в. 
PROOF: First we remark that, if С and С are chambers with a common plinth 
P, then Μ ( 0 , Ο с H . For let M ¿ M , so Ρ ^  Μ. Also Ρ с с г, С 7, so by 
,0-
criterion (3.5) both С and С' are contained in D (P), hence M / M(C,C'). 
M 
It follows that C
n
,...,C where Ct э Ρ is a (direct) Tits qallery iff U η i 
pr (C
n
),...,pr (С ) is a (direct) Tits gallery . The theorem follows from 
(3.24) LEMMA. If 0 e L := П., M and codim(L) = 2, then there are exactly two 
direct. Tits galleries from a chamber A to the chamber -A. 
PROOF: The quotientspace V/L has 
dimension two, so essentially the 
situation is now two-dimensional and 
the lemma is clear from a picture 
(Although an exact proof is rather 
lengthy; it uses for instance 
remark (3.19) ). Π . D fia. 8 
(3.25) DEFINITION. The equivalencerelation in the set (or better: the free 
Ccitegoryjof all Tits galleries, generated by the pairs PL := { (0,0') [ 
G and G' are the two direct Tits galleries from A to sp (A), where Ρ is a 
plinth of some chamber A } is called plinthequivalenae and denoted 
PL" 
(3.26) THEOREM. Let А,В € K(M) and suppose that G and G' are both direct Tits 
galleries from A to В . Then G ~ G'. 
REMARK. Both theorem and proof are essentially due to Deligne Г6] 1.12. 
We don't want to use his condition that the chambers are simplicial co­
nes. Therefore we need the simple but technically somewhat complicated 
lemma (3.28). For the proof we first give a definition: 
(3.27) DEFINITION. If F and F are two faces of a chamber A, then we call F 
and F plinthed if there exists a plinth Ρ of A such that Ρ с F.η F. , 
The supporting walls are also said to be plinthed w.r.t. A. 
Ch. I 
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PROOF of (3.26): If |M(A,B)| = 0,then there is nothing to prove. Else, 
let G be the dirt*. Tits gallery A = С ,C ,...,C. = В and G': 
A = D0,D1,...,Dk = b. Suppose MiC^Cj) = {f} and AKD^DJ) = {н1} 
CASE 1. If M = M', then С = Í' (see remdík (3.19) and then С , . . . ,C and 
Ο.,.,.,ϋ are two direci Tits galleries from D = С to В = С = D, . By 
induction they are plinthequivalent. But then also G ~ G'. 
CASE 2. Let Μ φ M' and M and M' plintbed walls of A by a plinth P. Let G 
be the unique direct Tits gallery from A to sp (A) that -tarts with С ,C 
and G the one that starts with D ,D . Let E be a direc^ Titsgallery 
from sp (A) to B. By (3.15)(i) Μ(ερ (Α),Β) = Μ(Α,Β) Δ M and the latter 
equals M(A,B) - H , sincp M с Μ(Α,Β). So by (3.70) G E and GE are 
direct Tits galleries from A to B. Because G E and G (respectively G.E and 
G') start with С ,C (respectively D-.D.) by step 1 G E ~ G (respecti­
vely G E ~ G') holds. It is clear that G E ~ G_E, so G ~ G'. 
¿. PL 1 PL ¿. PL 
CASE 3. General case. By lemma (3.2Θ) (proved in the sequel) there is a 
sequence M= Μ.,Μ.,.-.,Μ = M' such that M. , and M. are nlinthed walls U l m i-l ι 
of A for i = l,...,m. For i = l,...,m-l there exists a dire о t. Tits чаі1 ту 
G. from A to В starting with A,sp., (A) . Let G„ := G and G := G' . Bv 
ι M. U m 
ι 
step 2 we have G . ~ G. for i = l,...,m. So G ~ G'. There remains: 
(3.28) LEMMA. If Μ,Μ' e AT η ΜίΑ,Β)^ wheve А,в e к(М), then there is a sequen­
ce м=м
А
,...,M =м• such that м. , and 
u m i-i 
M. are plinthed walls of A for i= 
1,...,m and M. e M(A,B), 
ÊP.PPF: Let F and F' be the faces of A 
with M and M' as support respectively 
and choose points a e F and a' e F'. fig 
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Choose also b e В. By chosing a,a.' and b in general position we may assume 
that the affine hyperplane spanned by them intersects transversaly each 
intersection of hyperplanes of M(A,B) inside the compact triangle Д(а,а',b) . 
By compactness and locally fimteness Д(а,а',Ь) meets only a finite number of 
facets and these have codimension less than or equal to 2. Furthermore for 
each χ e Г а ^ ' ] ГЬ,х1 η A is of the form Га ,x] for some unique а еЭА 
(A is convex). It follows that [а,а'] Э χ -*• а С ЭА η A(a,a',b) is a piece-
wise lineair arc passing only faces and plinths of Α. Π 
Theorem (3.26) is proved. Π 
29) COROLLARY of (3.22) and (3.26). Let С e K(M) be fixed. Then G -»• end(G) 
induces α bijeotion between the plinthequivalence-classes of direct Tits-
galleries G with beg(G) = С and K(M) . 
§4. GALLERIES 
In this section we combine the results of §2 and § 3 to get 
the m a m result of this chapter. Let (ν,Η,Μ,ρ) be again a hyperplane 
system as in §2. 
U U 
1) DEFINITION We c a l l a p r e g a l l e r y C„ C, . . . П С a aallery i f C „ , . . . , C 
U 1 η ^ * U η 
is Tits gallery. The number η is called the length. The subcategory of VgaJL 
\ve obtain is denoted GaZ. For G с GaZ we denote the length by |G| . 
2) PROPOSITION. Let A=C ,...,C =B be a direct Titsgallery . Given WeK(p(A,B)) 
denote by и the unique element of K(p(c ,c )) which contains W. Then 
w
 1
 и и 
А в ~ с с ... с . Conversely, if υ e к(р(с ,c ) for i=l,..,n 
л U 1 Π 1 1 —1 1 
and W := .η" и ? ^, then w e К(р(А,в)) and A W В ~ с Ul ... Un с . 
PROOF: (In fact the condition that С , ...,C is a direct Titsgallery ,is 
too strona. It is enough to require that condition (ii)a. of proposition 
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(3.17) holds M(C ,C ) η M(C _ ,С ) φ У, if 1 ¿ j ) Let W £ K(p(A,B)), 
define W = pr(p(C ,C )cp(A,B))(W) and let U be as in the proposition 
i.e. U := pr(p(C ,,С )ср(А,В))(W). Then W с w and W с и so we have 
ι i-1 ι 1 ι 
W , ι U η W ^ 0 . So i - l ι ι 
W W U W U U w u 1 u n 
А В = С. С ~„ C„ С. С ~„ C„ С. C„ С ~ . . . ~_ CA . . . С 
0 n R O 1 n R O 1 2 n R 7 0 η 
Second part· ,Π, U is convex, so Π, U с w for some W £ K(p(A,B)). For i=l ι 1=1 ι 
if χ e η" U and χ e N e II., p.. then N f! ρ (С . ,С ) for ι =1,...,η 
ι=1 ι MeM M i-l ι 
Then also N ^  p(A,B) by proposition (3.17). On the otl·er hand we have 
W с и for ι = Ι,.,.,η, because W is convex and if χ e W and χ e Ν, then 
Ν ί' р(С , ,С ). So W = fi" U . Moreover U = рг(р(С , ,C )cp(A,B))(W) and i-l ι ι=1 ι ι i-l ι 
so as in the first part we conclude thp equivalence of the pregalleries. Π 
U U 
(4.3) DEFINITION. Such a qallery С
л
 С, ... " С with U,η U„n ...η U И 0 
0 1 η 1 ¿ η 
and С ,...,C a direct Tits gallery we call a direct gallery. 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Every direat gallery is pregallem-equivalent to a unique direct 
pregallery. Each direct pregallery is pregallery-equivalent to a direct 
gallery (which is in general not unique). 
"400F Clear from proposition (4.?). For the second statement we also 
need theorem (3.22). Π 
In this case we call the gallery a direct repacing gallery of the given 
direct pregallery. 
(4.5) DEFINITION. Let A £ K(M) and В = sp (A) for some plinth Ρ of A. Suppose 
W t- K(p(A,B)). According to theorem (3.23) there are exactly two direct 
Tits galleries ι r->m A to B. Let G and G' be the two direct replacinq 
W 
galleries belonging to А В by (4.2). Then we call the pair (CG 1) a 
fliprelatzon. The equivalencerelation in (^at generated bv these 
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fliprelations is called flzpequivalence and denoted by «. 
b) COROLLARY of proposition (4.2) and theorem (3.26): Let G and G' be two 
direct replaaing galleries of a direct pregallery. Then G « G'. 
7) DEFINITION. Pairs of the type ( А В A, S ) e GaJLxGal we call oanoelrela-
tions. The equivalencerelation in GaL generated by the fliprelations and 
the cancelrelations is called gallery équivalence or simply equivalence 
and is denoted by ~ ( note that ~ 7* », see (5.5)) . 
8) PROPOSITION. If C.G' e СтОІ , then G ~ G' <» G ~ G'. 
AB R 
For the proof we need: 
9) LEMMA. Let R' = { (AULVB,AWB) e R I |M(LfB)| < 1 } U { (А А,^Д) |AeK(M) }. 
Then for G,G' e Рдл£ G ~ G' •» G ~ G' . (This means that if two pregal-
R R 
lenes are pregallery-equivalent, then this equivalence can be realised by 
a sharpened sort of pregallery-equivalence relations, i.e. one can suppose 
that |M(L,B)J < 1 ) . 
PROOF: The («=) -part is trivial. For the (-»)-part it is sufficient to show 
U V w 
that A L В ~ , A В if U n V n W ^ 0 . We proceed by induction on 
|M(L,B)|. If |M(L,B)|< 1, then we are done. Let |M(L,B)| > 1. Choose a 
M € Μ η M(L,B) (exists by (3.14) and define L' := sp (B). Then 
M 
|M(L',B)| = |{M}| = 1. Put: 
V .= pr(p(L,L,)=p(L,B)) (V) => V 
V" := prfpiL',B)=p(L,B)) (V) ^ V 
Let χ e U η V η W and suppose χ e N e ,U., ρ , Then Ν ¿ p(A,L) (for 
x £ Li e K(p(A,L))) and N i p(L,B) (for X e V e K(p(L,B)) ) ,so N ¿ p(L,L^) 
( cp(L,B) ). It follows that N ¿ ρίΑΛ 1) = p(A,L) Δ ρα,Ε'). So χ e. W' 
uv uv'v" for some W' e ΚίρίΑ,ί')). So now we have A L B ~ A L L ' В for 
R 
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V η V' "ι V" / 0 and |HlL',B)| = 1. Since | A , I L / L , ) | = |M(L,B) - {Μ} | = 
|M(L,B)| - 1 the inductionhypothesis savs that A L L' ~ A L', for 
χ -- U -. V' lì W'.rinallv A L , V В ~ А В for χ
 t W' η V" η W and 
|M(L\B) | = 1. Π 
и и 
PROOF of proposition (4.8) :Sufficient for the (*-) -part is: 1. А В A 
U U V 
and 'S are preqallerv-equivalent. Well, U η U г 4 ? ψ, so A B A ~ A A ~„S. 
A R F A 
2. If G and G' are as in the definition of fliprelation (4.5), then G '-ν,Ο'. 
The M-part: Let G,G' € Gal and G ~ G'. To nrove: G ~ G'. Let 
AB R 
G = G„,G.,...,G = G' be a seauence of pregallpriPS such that we obtain 0 1 n 
G. from G. by a pregallery-equivalenceoperation. By lemma (4.9) we iray 
assume that these operations are in the there defined sharpened form. 
Choose now for each G. a qallery G". in the followmq wav: substitute foi 
1 1 
each direct piece a replacinq direct aallery (4.¿). Then automatically 
G' = G„ = G and G' = G - G' , because these were already galleries. 
0 0 n n 
CLAIM. G! ,~G'. Sufficient for this is: Let ( AULVB,AWB ) . R' as in (4.9) i-l ι 
If G (respectively G') is a replacing direct oallerv of A L (respectively 
W 
A B ) , then 
V (£) G.L в ~ G'. This suffices, because all other rep'acinq direct qallenes 
are (eveii flip-) equivalent by (4.6) for the prooi of (f) let M(L,B)={M} 
.. V 
and Jisider two cases: (1) M ¿ rvA.Li. IM 'his cast G.L Β ι .= d¡ι^ ' 
be-just ϋ V ¿ $ and so we have even 'î.L В « G' . 12 ) h« - Mt» ,τ ι 
V U V 
G'.Β L is a replacina direct gali«-^ .^f A L. So G s» G'.В L ami we поч/е 
V V V G.L В « G' .В L В ~ G' . [I 
Summaris ing we have t h e main re·- i r of t h i s c h a p t e r . 
i 4 . l 0 ) THEOREM. Le^ (ν,Η,Μ,ρ) be a hmerpiane Ga(' :>t. :h. Ч;І. ,ГІІ 
of 3.1 í galí-eriríS I.P. ',he free -O'^J-IÍU jt^.i'j^^ i t\. t11. ?,^:ιΙί^ί ,'.е ¿iep 
galleries А В where A and в are ehambers separated by one common wall M, 
U e K(pJ, beg(A В) := A and end(A B) := в. Let in each С e K(M) α potnt 
a be chosen and let Π be the subgroupoid of the fundamental groupoid of 
the space Υ(Τ,Η,Μ,ρ) (2.9)., where Π for Α,Β e K(M) consists of the 
homotopyclasses of paths from /^Pa to /^Р а . 
Then there exists a surjective functor φ : Got •* Π. 
Moreover the equivalencerelation on Gat "having the same φ—image" is 
generated by the 
conceIrelations: ( A UB UA, «
Д
 ) e GalxGal (4.7) 
fliprelations: ( G, G' ) e GalxGal (4.5) 
where G and G' are the two direct replacing galleries of a direct pregal-
lery A W sp (A), A e K(M), ρ plinth of Ά and w e K(p(A,sp (A) ) ) . 
PROOF: The required functor is the restriction to G&t of the functor of 
theorem (2.21). This restriction remains surjective, because each pregal-
lery is pregallery-equivalent to some gallery by (4.4). The assertion 
about the relations follows from the corresponding one in (2.21) and 
proposition (4.8). Π 
This theorem describes the fundamental groupoid of the space 
Y(V,H,M,p) as a combinatorial object, namely the quotient category GaZ/~ 
which is even more related to the structure of the hyperplane system than 
Pga£/~ (cf. (1.5) and (2.21) ). 
§5. SIMPLE HYPERPLANE SYSTEMS AND SIGNED GALLERIES 
In the case of a simple hyperplane system we have ρ = {м} for 
M 
all M e K(M). So if А В is a one-step gallery with M(A,B) = {Μ}, then 
we have two possibilities: U = D (A) or U = D (В). In the first case 
M M 
the one-step cjallery i s ca l l ed positive and we denote i t by А В, otherwise 
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it is called negative and denoted A B. Therefore an arbitrary gallery 
is now of the form 
tl t2 \ 
С С с 
where С ,С ,...,С is a Tits gallery and t e { +, - }. For this reason 
we will call then sometimes signed galleries. Such a signed gallery is 
called positive (respectively negative), if t. = + (respectively t. = -) 
for i = 1 .,k. There is a bijective correspondence between the 
Tits galleries „nd the positive galleries. 
(5.1) PROPOSITI'".!; 1 positive gallery is direct if and only if the underlying 
Titj gallery is so. 
PROOF: To see the if-part of this statement, note that if С ,C ,...,C is 
a direct Tits gallery and M(C ,C.) = {M.}, then M. ¿ M(C ,C. ,) = 






) η D„ (C.) η ... η D„ (C. ,) ¿ 0. Hence C„ C,+ ... C, :s 
M, U M 1 M, k-l U l к 
1 2 к 
direct as a gallery (def. (4.3) ). D 
Corresponding to the two possibilities of U e K(M(A,B)) the 
oanaelrelations are now the pairs of the type: 
(5.2) ( A+B~A, S ) or ( A~B+A, S ) for А,В t K(M), |M(A,B)|= 1. 
The fliprelations are the pairs: 
S 4 \ 4 
(5.3) ( C 0 Cj ... C k , D 0 k D 1 ... D k ) 
where C-,C,,...,C, and D„fD,,...,D, are the two direct Titsaalleries U 1 к 0 1 к 
from С = D„ to С, = D, = sp fC„) for some plinth Ρ of C,
s
 ind in the 0 0 k k P O 0 
sequence of signs t ,...,t there is at most one change of sign. 
PROOF of this statement: If (5.3) is a plinthrelation, then there is a 
U e K(M(C ,C )) = K(M ) = { С',...,С' D'.....DJ ), where С! = Pr ÍC.) 
O k Ρ 0 k l k-l ι " P i 
and D! = pr (D ), that "prescribes signs" i.e.such that both galleries are 
ι Ρ ι ' 
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replacing direct galleries of the pregallery C
n
 С . Suppose for instance 
that U = С! . Then t,= t -
χ 1 2 = t, and t i+1 = t = +, hence 
at roost one change of sign (no change if i = 0 or i = к). Conversely, if 
there is at most one change in sign, for instance t = - and t · . ^ +' 
then U = С' is as above. D 
EXAMPLE. To give examples we recall (3.19) that a Tits gallery is given by 
its first chamber and the sequence of separating walls. A signed gallery 
can he denoted by this sequence, underlining the elements of M correspon­
ding to the negative steps. For instance, if we number the elements of M 
2 3 
in figure 10 from 1 to 4 then the gal­
leries of the plinthrelation 
( C
o"
Cl + C2 + C3 + C4 ' D o V D 2 + D 3 " D 4 ' 
can be denoted as 1 2 3 4 respectively 
4 3 2 ^ (assuming that one knows what 
the first chamber is). 
We depict a signed gallery by drawing an arrow »—>—t 
for positive one step galleries and an arrow « » » for negative one step 
galleries. The following sequence illustrates the next remark 
fig. 11 
^ 2 3 4 i_2 3 4 I 1_ _1_1432_1. 432_1_ 
(5.4) REMARK. Tuo signed galleries are equivalent iff they are equivalent by 
means of the cancelrelations and the positive (i.e. with t.= ... = t = + 
in (5.3) ) fliprelations. 
PROOF: Consider an arbitrary fliprelation (5.3) with for instance 
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t j = t 2 - . . and t i+1 = +. Then 
- - + + 
С С, ... С. С. ... . С, 
О 1 ι 1+1 к 
іь by means of cancelrelations equivalent to 
c
o
c i ··· C i C i
+
l 
+ C + D + 
к k-1 k-i k-i+1 
and this is by means of a positive fliprelation equivalent to 
C
n
~C ...~C. C. ... С D. + ... +D, ." D, .,," ...~D, 0 1 ι i-l 0 1 k-i k-i+1 к 
and this is by means of cancelrelations equivalent to 
+. sS* °k-i Dk-i*i ··· "κ · D 
)) We conclude this paragraph with an example of two equivalent galleries 
which are not flipequivalent : 
2 
fiq. 12 
1 2 2 ] . 3 2 2 3 
They a r e e q u i v a l e n t f o r 




§1 COXETER- AND ARTIN GROUPS 
First we recall some definitions and facts from [2] and [S]. 
A group W is called a Coxeter group ( ami the pair (W, { σ ,...,σ, }) a 
Coxeter system ), if it admits a presentation of the following form: 
m. . 
(1.1) generators: σ.,...,σ . relations: (σ σ ) =1 , i,j e {!,...,£}. 
where { m. . }, . ,. „•,, with m. . e Ν и {»} and m. =1 is the Coxeter 
matrix. In other words, W is generated by ( in the cases we are interes­
ted in, only finitely many ) elements of order two ; and by saying what 
the orders of the products of two such are, we have given a complete set 
of relations. The relations (1.1) are clearly equivalent to the following: 
(1.2) a. σ? = 1 , i = !,...,£ b. o.o.CTj ... = σ,σ.σ. ... 
-ι - ι j i i χ j 
(each side m.. factors and i ^  j) 
The Artin group (named this way and studied in [5] ) belonging 
to W (or to {m..}), denoted by A , is the group we get by forgetting i] W 
the relation (1.2)a^  So it has a presentation: 
(1.3) generators: s.,...,s
n
. relations: s.s.s. ... = s.s.s. ... 
-
2
 1 i i ] i j i D 
(each side m . factors and i ^  j) 
The pair (A , {s,...,s} is called an Artin system. Note that we can sup­
pose that m >- 2 for i ^  j and from now on we do so. We have also the 
Coxeter graph. This is a graph, having for each i e {l,...,i} a vertex ,-
and two vertices are joint by an edge if m.. 2 3 and if m 2 4 , then 
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the number m.. is written along the edge. 
An Artin group or Coxeter matrix or -graph is called of finite 
type if the associated Coxeter group іь finite. The Coxeter graphs ( and 
hence the -groups ) of finite type are classified ( [2] ). 
(1.4) EXAMPLE. Braidgroups. 
Artin groups arise as fundamental groups of certain regular or­
bit spaces associated with the Coxeter groups Let us recall the classical 
example. The permutation group on £+1 elements, S is generated by the 
interchanges σ := ( i-1 i ) , i = 1,...Д. And it is well known that 
( S , {о.,...,a }) is a Coxeter system. Then m = 2 if |i-j| > 1 and 
m = 3 if Ii-jI = 1. So the Coxeter graph looks like: 
H+l 
This group acts on <E by permuting coordinates. This action is free, 
when we restrict it to points, where all the coordinates are different. 
Dividing out the action we get the space of unordered l.+ \-tuples of dif­
ferent complex numbers. The fundamental group of this space (choosing for 
ί,+1 instance (0,1,..., A) e (С as basepoint) can easily be visualized as the 
so-called braidgroup on l+l-strings: В . 
Intuitively it is clear that В is generated by {s., 
where s. is a braid of the form:
 n
 . , 
i 0 i-l ι ι 
•V 
fig. 13 
Also we obviously have the following relations: 
Si SD 
S.S. if i-jl г 2 
S.S. ,S. =S .S.S. , 
i i+1 i i+l ι i+1 
1,...,Л-1 
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i-l i i+1 fig. 14 
i+l 
i+l 
-1 i i+1 l 
л 
л; 
ι η 1 
=i+l 
Artin showed that {s.,...,s.} together with this rela­
tions forms a presentation of В . So in fact he proved, that the braid-
group is the Artingroup associated with the permutationgroup. 
Brieskorn [4] proved a similar theorem for all finite Coxetergroups. The 
case of affine Coxetergroups is considered by Nguyen Viêt Düng [10] . In 
this chapter we want to state and prove a theorem giving a geometric 
interpretation of Artin groups as fundamental groups of certain regular 
orbit spaces of Coxeter groups, generalising these results. The natural 
context for this theorem is the theory of "linear Coxeter groups" of 
Vinberg, which we will discuss next. 
§2. LINEAR COXETER GROUPS 
In this paragraph we want to summarise some of the results of 
Vinberg [12]. He considers a set of reflections in the faces of an open 
polyhedral cone (cf.(Vl))# such that the images of the cone under the el-
ements of the group generated by the reflections, are mutually disjoint 
(cf.(V2)). To be more exact: 
(2.1) DEFINITION, let V be a finite dimensional real vectorspace. A pair 
(C, {σ.,...,σ }) is called a Vinberg pair if σ. e G1(V) is a reflection in 
a hyperplane M. for i = 1,...,I and С e К({М ,...,Μ.}), satisfying the 
following two conditions : 
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(vi) The volyhedral cone property: ÍT = {м ,...,Μ } 
(V2) The Tits property: w(C) η С ¿ СІ -» w = id for all w É V, where 
W с G1(V) is the group generated by {σ.,...,σ }. 
(2.2) THEOREM (Vinberg) . Lot (C, {σ ,...,o }) be a Vinbery pai>', +!^п 
(a) The sei I := U w(C) is a convex cone and V osls ГУСР^^У J¿3-
W€W 
contfnuously on the mterbor I. 
(b) If χ f. C, then the stabiliser of χ is the group generated by 
to | χ e M } and χ e I iff this group is finite. 
(c) The pair (W, {σ.,,.-,σ }) is a Coxeter syr.tem. 
PROOF. See Vinberg Гі^] theorem 2, page 10'J2. ι 
(2. J) DbFINITION. A Coxeter system (respectively Coxeter group) as obtained fr .№ 
a Vinberg pair by (2.2)(c) is called a linear (or geometric) Coxeter sy.ui' 
* respectively group) . We often will suppose, that a Vinberg pair is fixed 
(2.4) COROLLARY. The interior I is exactly the set of points in I wivh finite 
stabiliser. 
(2.5) COROLLARY. We have ι = ν iff w is finite. 
(2.6) COROLLARY. 1er M denote the set of re fletti'on hyperplanes of reflections 
of w (the "mirrors" of ы). Thf ?' ;'.; K'a'ly finite on I. 
ν,Ι,Μ) ¿sa hyperplane ':οι: figura' s к ' -f. (1.2.6) ) . 
о 
PROOF i^f (2.6): Since the action of W on I is properly discontinuous , . 
point χ t" I has a neighbornood U such that w(U) R U / 0 ' * w £ W , the 
stabiliser of x. So if U η Μ φ 0, M e f·1, then the reflection in M is in 
W , which is finite, ll 
χ 
Vinberg also gives л i-omnli-te theory how to construct Vinberg 
pairs (and so linear Coxeter groups). One consequence of this is the exis­
tence of at least one linear Coxeter group isomorphic to a given abstract 
Coxeter group. So the geometric interpretation of Artin groups given in the 
next paragraph applies to all of them. Another consequence is an easy way 
to introduce the so-called extended Coxeter (or Weyl ) groups in chapter 
III. So we briefly describe these results. First a result from linear al-
gebra. Let 7 be a linear space and V its dual. For systems v.,...,v eV, 
φ.,...,φ. e V , we define the following invariants: 
7) 1. The Cartanmatrix A = {a } , a = φ (v.) ; 
lj 1 » J— l
 r
 . . ·
 r
 x- Ij 1 J 
2. The space L of linear relations among the v., i.e. the kernel of 
I 
the map IR Э (χ ,.,.,χ ) ->• χ.ν +... + χ.ν Ε V ; 
3. The space L, of linear relations among the φ. ; 
— φ ι 
4_. The defect d = âim(b/bn[v , . . . ,v ]) , where L := Ann( Гф. , . . . ,φ. ]) . 
The set {A, L , L, , d} will be called the aharaotevistio of the system 
ν φ 
{v.,φ.}. The space L (respectively L ) is a subspace of L (A) (respecti­
vely L (A) ), the space of linear relations among the columns (respective­
ly rows) of A. For if (x,,...,x.) £ L , then for each i e {!,...,£} we 
have χ
ι 3 ;. 1 + ... + х ^ = х 1Ф і( 1 ) + ... + Χ £Φ.(ν £) = Ф ^ х ^ * ... + х ^ ) 
= ΦJ (0) = 0. Let d denote the codimension of L in L (A), and d, the co-i V V с φ 
dimension of L. in L (A). Such a system is called isomorphic to another 
Ф r 
{v' e V', φ' £ ( V ) , i = !,...,£ }, if there exists an isomorphism from 
7 to V' transforming ν into v' and φ' into φ . 
8) PROPOSITION. Let А Ъе any ί χ £ -matrix, let L and L be eubspaaee of 
L (A) and L (A) respectively, and let d be a nonnegative integer. 
Then there exists a system {ν εν, φ e • , i = 1,..., ί,} unique up to 
isomorphismj having {A,L ,L.,d} as its characteristic. Also: 
9) dim(V) = rank(A) + d + âx + d. 
ν φ 
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PROOF: See V i n b e r g Г і ^ ] p r o p . 1 5 . Π 
L e t σ. be t h e l i n e , map qiweri by α (χ) := χ - φ . ( χ ) ν . f o r 
ι ι l i 
s . V. [f j . i s a r e f l e c t i j r , Lhen a . . / 0 arni v . h a s t o be t h e e i g e i v e c t ^ 
1 11 i 
ЧІ .•: qi-'iivalue -1 , so tnen one has a - 2, hence the necessity ^t 
11 
the first part of condition (C2) below. 
Let C : = { x e V Іф.(х) > 0 , i =!,...,£}. If С ¿ 0, say 
с £ С, then if χ φ.(с) + ... + χ φ (с) = 0, then all χ ,...,x are zero 
or at least one is negative. So we have seen why (C3) below is necessary. 
(2.1П) PROPOSITION (Vinberg) . Let the system {v.€ V, Ф.е V , i = 1, .. . Д } have 
ι ι 
•'ііг-з^іеггзігс { A . L , Ь
Х
, С З } . Let с and σ . , . . . , σ „ be as above. 
ν φ Ι Α 
/¿ л ( с , [σ.,.,.,σ }) i's α Vinberg pair if and only if the followinj 
'onditions are satisfied: 
(Cl) a . . < 0 for i ¿ i and 'f a - 0, then a . . = 0 . 
iD i ] Di 
(C2) a . . = 2 f o r i = 1, . . . , 9 and 
1 1 
2 . . . 
a . . a . . > 4 or a . .a = 4cos (π/m. ) for a posttrve vnteaer m . . 
ID Di ID Di i ] i ] 
(C3) LA η { ( x , , . . . , x „ ) e L (A) Ι χ > 0, i = 1 JL } = {0}. 
φ 1 Í. r ' ι 
Aqreeinq that m = °°. if a a - 4 . t«c? {m. .}. . . . i s exactlv 
ι ι · ij Ti ij 1,3 = 1 ,.. .Д 
t/ге Coxe ter matrix of the Coxster uyjtem (w, {σ. , ... ,σ }) . 
PROOF: See Vinberg [1,0 theorem 5 p. 1105. Ρ 
(2.11) REMARKS. The nolyhedral cone property (2.1 ) (Vl ) follows from (C1),(C3) and 
a. . / 0 for i = 1,...,1-
11 
If the polyhedral cone nroperty holds, then (Cl) and (C2) is e-
QUivalent to the "itsproperty (2.1)(V2). 
Suppose we have a Cartanmatrix satisfyina (Cl) and (C2). By 
choosing L = {0} we can always force (C3) to be true. In this case С is 
Jo-
even a simpliaial cone. 
Now let M = {ra } be an arbitrary Coxetermatrix. 
13 1,3=1, . . . , l * 
Then the matrix Cos(M), which has by definition entries -2cos(ir/m ) 
satisfies (Cl) and (C2) (if we agree, that π/» = 0). The linear Coxeter-
group with characteristic ( Cos(M), L (Cos(M)), 0, 0 ) іь called the 
Tits(linear)vepresentation of the abstract Coxeter group associated to M. 
This linear Coxeter group is reduced (cf. [12]). Note that ditn(L (Cos (M) ) 
= I - rank(Cos(M)), so in this case dim(V) = l . (cf. Bourbaki [2] Ui.V 
§4.4 "La representation contraarediente"). So we have· 
(2.12) COROLLARY. Eaoh abstract Coxett > q* nip isomorphic to a linear Coxeter group. 
(2.13) Finally let N = {n } _. . be a Cartanmatnx satisfying (Cl) and 
13 ι, 3 —^, ··«,*' 
η = 2 with integer entries. Then (C2) is automatically satified witn 
m =2,3,4,6 orooas η η =0,l,2,ì/or ^4 resOectively. Choosing L = 0 i] 13 3i ν 
and L, = 0 we get a linear Coxetei group acting on a lattice Q := Θ. Zv . 
φ 1=1 ι 
This leads to the notion of an extended Coxeter group and is connected with 
the notion of a generalised rootsystem. This situation will be treated in 
chapter III. 
After this exposition of the theory of Vinberg we concludp 
this paragraph by studying the Tits galleries of the hvperplane configuration 
<V,I,M) associated to a linear Coxeter group of a Vinberg pair. 
(2.14) LEMMA. There is a bijective correspondence between the set of conjugates 
of the generators σ in w and the set of rmrrors of w (Ю . 
PROOF In general each element M f W is a wall of some chamber. For a 
point χ £ M m the cone I has, by the locally finiteness, a neighbourhood 
meeting finitely many facets inside M. At least one of these has the same 
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dimension as M, hence is a face of some chamber. In this case this implies 
that M is of the torm w(M ) for some w e W and ι e {!,...,£}. So if we 
know that for all w,v € W and Ι,τ e {Ι,.,.,ΐ} we have 
(2.15) w o w = ν σ ν « w(M ) = v(M ) 
then w o w -»• w(M ) sets up the desired bi^ective correspondence. Now 
(2.15) is equivalent to 
($) σ = w σ w •» H = w(M ) for w e W and i,-) с {!,...,£} 
To prove ($) note that 
σ is a reflection with reflectionhyperplane M 
w o w is a reflection with reflectionhyperplane w(M.). 
So if σ_, = w σ w , then M = v(V ) . On the other hand if M = w(M ) , 
i D i D ι : 
then σ and w σ w are both reflections fixina M С, which is the 
closure of some face of С and the stabiliser of this face is the group 
{id , σ } (by theorem (2.2)(b)). So then w o w = σ Ρ 
V i j ι 
(2.16) PROPOSITION. For each sequence i.,...,i s {!,...,{} the seavence· 
(2.17) r,( , , . .,C, with С = σ ο ...σ 'Ο r=l,...,k 
1 к r ι, i 2 i r 
ÍS aTit^ nllery and each Τ its gallery starting гп с is obtainable thzs 
way from a unique seque^" ι ,.,.,ι . 
This Tits gallery is direct if and inly if the length of 
σ σ ... σ as element of the Coxetergroup is ^qual to k. 
11 12 1k 
PROOF: We have M(C . ,C ) = A<(w (C) ,w σ (C))= w (M(C,a (C) ) ) = {w (M )} 
r - l r r r i r 1 r i 
r r r 
where w .= σ σ ... σ . So |M(C ,,C )| = 1 and the seauence (2.17) 
r ι,ΐο ι , r - l r 1 
1 2 r-1 
is indeed a Tits nailery. Moreover we see that M = w. (M ), w (M ),. . . , 
11 1 12 
w (M ) is its sequence of mirrors. According to the definition ( see 
k
 \ 
(1.3.21) and (1.3.20)(a)) this Titsqallerv is direct iff all the mirrors 
are different. Lemma (2.14) tells us that this is the case iff all the con-
Tuciates w, σ w, , .. . , w, σ w, are different. Bv Bourbaki Γ23 1 i, 1 к i, к 1 к 
Ch. IV §1.4 lemme 2 this in turn is equivalent to the condition in the 
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proposition.Let С,С.,...,С be a Tits gallery and suppose by induction 
that we have proved, that there is an unique sequence i.,...,i, such 
that С is given as in (2.17) for r = l,...,k-l. The chambers С « and 
С are separated by exactly one common wall, so also С = w. (C .) and 
w (C ), say by M. . Note that i is unique. Then w (C ) = σ. (С), 
K — I K 1, К K — I K χ. 
so С, = w, ,σ. (С) = σ, ... σ. (С) . Π k k-1 ι, i. ι, k Í k 
18) EXAMPLE. If i^ j and ksm , then σ.σ.σ....(k factors) has length k , as 
is well known. 
§3. THE REGULAR ORBIT SPACE 
Let (W,{σ , . ..,σ }) be a linear Coxeter system (2.3) in a space 
V and let ф., С, Μ., I ,1 and M be as in §2. The group W acts also pro­
perly discontinuously on the domain: 
1) Ώ := lm - (Ï) с ν 
С 
The regular points of the action, which are by definition the 
points with trivial stabiliser are the points of the space: 
2) Y := Ω - {reflection hyperplanes} = Ω - U,, M . 
Now the action of W on Y is proper and free, so we get a space 
3) X := Y/W 
which is a complex manifold. This space is called the regular orbit space 
associated to the linear Coxeter group. 
4) Let ρ : Y -» X denote the canonical projection. Choose a point 
5) с e С. Let * := v'-T'c and * := p(i) as base point for X. For i = !,...,£ 
define the curve S. in Y from * to σ.(*) by: 
ι ι 
6) S 1(t) := v(t) + N/^P ((l-t)c + ta i(c)) 
where ν : [0,1] -• V is continuous and v(l) = v(0) = 0 and ф.( (,і))> 0. 
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7) Finally let s. := {p°S } e TT(X,*). 
Now we can state and prove the main theorem of this chapter: 
8) THEOREM. The fundamental group of a regular orbit space associated to a 
linear Coxeter system is the Artin group associated to the abstract Coxeter 
system. More precisely, with the notations above: 
The group ττ(χ,*) is generated by s , . . . ,s and a complete 
set of relations is: 
9) s.s.s. ... = s .s .s .... 
i j i D i l 
where m. < <=° and each side has m. . factors. 
1] 1] 
For the proof we need some more preparation, which is also of 
general use. First we discuss the effects of a qroup acting on a general 
hyperplane system. The assertions are clear from naturality and also exact 
proofs are not difficult. 
10) DISCUSSION. Let (ν,Η,Μ,ρ) be a hyperplanesystem. Let W с G1(V) be a 
group with the property that for all w e W, M e M and Ν ε ρ we have: 
M 
11) w(M) e M and w(N) a ρ ,,., . 
w(M) 
Then there is a functorial action of W on VQOJL and Got. This means that W 
permutes K(M) and if G e Vaal „ (or 0αΧ.\, then w(G) e VaaüL ,„. ,„. 
AB AB ^ w(A)w(B) 
(respectively Gal ,„, ,_,) and w(G.G.) =w(G1)w(G„). w(A)w(B) 1 2 1 2 
Suppose we are given in each chamber С e K(M) a point a 
such that w(a„) = a ,„, for all w e W and С £ K(M). Then the subgrouo-C w(C) ^ 
oid Π of the fundamentalgroupoid of the space Y(V,H,M,p) is defined and 
the functor φ : Pga£ (respectively QtoJL) -» Π, as occuring in thm. (1.2.21) 
(respectively (1.4.10)) is equivariant under the action of W on Pga£ (res­
pectively GoJL) and the natural action of W on Π. 
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(3.12) PROPOSITION. If moreover ν permutes κ(Μ) simply transitively, then Gat/w 
is a semigroup freely generated by the vi-orbits of the following one step 
galleries: 
и 
(3 .13) С S P M < C > 
for some fixed chamber с e K(M) and all Нем and и e K(p ) . 
PROOF: If W acts transitively on K(M), GaZ/W is a category with only one 
object, hence a semigroup. Now fix С e K(M). If the action is simply 
U 
transitive, then each one step gallery A B is in the W-orbit of a unique 
one step gallery of the form (3.13). Since Gai is by definition freely 
generated by the one step galleries the freeness for Ga£/W follows too.O 
A linear Coxeter group satisfies (3.11) and the condition of 
(3.12), so we have: 
(3.14) COROLLARY. If (V,I,M) is the simple hyperplane system of a linear Coxeter 
group w j then GcdL/W is a free semigroup, freely generated by 
S ,...,s ,s., ,s where S. is the w-orbit of the one step gallery: 
С
 e
 ai(C) E € {+,-}, i e {1,...Д} 
ε 1 Е2 e k 
Furthermore a gallery с с . . . . с is in the w-orbit 
6 6 δ 
(3.15) s . s, . . . s. m e Gal/w 
i , i - ι 
1 2 m 
if and only if k = m, e. = S. ail i = 1 , . . . ,k and for r = 1 , . . . ,k 
С = σ. σ. . . . σ. (С) . 
r i . i 0 i 1 2 г 
If б. = ... = δ = + and с. ... σ, has length m in the Coxeter J
 1 m i, i ^ 1 m 
group, then the galleries in the w-orbit (3.15) are direct. 
PROOF: To prove equality of the signs we note that if А В is a one-step 
Ch. II 
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gallery and w e W then w(AeB) = w(A)ew(B). For if M(A,B) = {м}, then 
for instance (ε=+) w(D (A)) = D , .(w(A)). The rest of the assertions 
M w(M) 
follow easily from (2.16),(3 .10) and (3.12). D 
PROOF of theorem (3.Θ) First note that the the space Y is the same as 
о . , 
the space Y(V,I,M) as defined in (1.2.9). We have already the point с f С 
(3.5) and the group W satisfies the conditions of the discussion (3.10) 
and proposition (3.12). So the groupoid Π is defined and the projection 
ρ : Y -» X induces a functor p
+
 : Π -» ττ(Χ,*) . From the fact that 
ρ (*) = [V-l'wtc)|w e W } and the unique path lifting property it 





(μ) iff λ =w(p) for some w £ W. So we have a natural 
(3.16) isomorphism: P*/W · Π/W -» nfx,*) 
According to the discussion in (3.10) the map φ : Gai -» Π 
is equivariant for the action of W on Gat and Π , so we have a map 
ip/W : GaZ/Vi -» Π/W. Now φ/W is sur^ective, for φ is so and φ/W is 
a homomorphism of semigroups because φ is a functor. From the 
equivanance it follows that the equivalence relation on GaZ/W "having 
the same φ/W-image" is generated by the W-orbits of the pairs, 
which generate the gallery equivalence relation. By remark (1.5.4) for 
these we can take the cancel relations and the positive fliprelations. 
If we consider the W-orbits of the cancelrelations (1.5.2) 
(А В A, S ) and (А В A, 'S ) we see that we get all of them by taking 
A = С and В = σ (С) ι = 1 , . . . , l , so they are the W-orbits of 
( С σ (С) С , S ) and (С σ (С) С , S· ) so we get the pairs 
(3.17) ( S* S^ , S. ) and ( S^ S^ , S ) ι = 1,...Д 
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Now we consider the W-orbits of the positive fliprelations. Again we can 
suppose С = D = с now in formula (1.5.3). If Ρ is a plinth of C, then 
since dim(P) = 2 there are two walls of С say У. and M. such that 
Μ η M is the support of P. The group generated by σ and σ. 
о 
stabilises Ρ с ι so it is finite ( theorem (2.2)(b) ), hence m. < ш 
and it follows from proposition (2.16) that C-,C,,...,C and 
0 1 mjj 
D ,D ,...,D , where С := w (C) with w := σ. σ.σ. ... (r factors) 
О 1' mij г г г i ] i 
and D := w'(С) with w' := σ.σ.σ. ... (r factors) are two, hence the 
r r r D ι j 
two direct (by example (2.18)) Tits galleries from С to sp (C). 
On the other hand if i,j с {!,... Д } and m < », then the 
set Ρ := { x € V 1 φ (χ) > 0 if r ^ i,i and φ. (χ) = φ (χ) = 0 } с С is 
nonempty as follows from Vinberg [1¿1, theorem 7. pg 1114. Its W-stabjliser 
о 
14. finite since m. < ", so Ρ ^ I and Ρ is a plinth of C. 
It follows that the W-orbits of the positive fliprelatioiis are: 
(3.18) ( S + S + S + . . . , S + S + S + ... ) where i,] с {1, . . . Д } , i ^ ] and 
1 3 1 3 1 3 
m < » and both elements of (3.18) have m . factors. It is easily 
13 13 
checked that under the map tp/W followed by the isomorphism p*/W (3.16) 
the element S. is mapped on the element s ._ тт(Х,*) as defined 
earlier (3.7). 
Summarising we have proved the following: We have a sur3ective 
homomorphism from the free semigroup GaJL/W freely generated by 
S , . . . ,S ,S , . . . ,S to the group TT(X,*) ((f'W and the natural isomorphism 
Pa/W), sending S to s and S to s. and the images of two are equal iff 
they are equivalent by means of the cancelrelations (3.17) and the flip-
relations (3.18). This proves the theorem. Π 
(3.19) REMARK. Two words in the elements σ. are minimal representatives of 
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the same element in W if and only if they are equivalent by means of 
the relations σ.σ σ. ... = σ σ,σ. ... (both sides πκ < » factors). This 
i l i 3 i- 3 io 
follows from (1.3.26) and (2.16). It implies that σ -* s induces a map 
from W to A , which is infective since the projection A -» W is a 
w w 
left inverse. But the map is not a homomorphism! 
§4. APPLICATIONS TO ABSTRACT ARTIN GROUPS 
With the help of the geometrical interpretation of Artin groups 
we shall prove some of their algebraic properties. For instance, we show 
in this way that the subgroup generated by a subset of the generators 
forms a Artin system. And the intersection of two such groups is the 
group generated by the common generators of the two. These facts were 
proved for so called Artin groups of large type ( which means that 
m > 3 for i Φ τ, so there are no commution relations mJ = 2) by Appel i] J Í3 
[1] First some preparations. Let W be a linear Coxeter group with 
Vinberg pair ( C, {σ.,...,σ.} ). 
(4.1) PROPOSITION.(cf. Bourbaki [2] Ch.V §4.6) The closure С is a fundamental 
domain for the action of W on I in the following strong sense: 
if χ ε С and w e W such that w(x) e Cj then w(x) = x. 
PROOF: Since w(x) e С η w(C), we see that if w(x) ¿ M e M, then С and 
w(C) meet, hence are contained in, D (w(x)). So M ¿ M(C,w(C)). The 
M 
element w can be written as a product of reflections in the hyperplanes 
separating С and w(C) and these all contain w(x) as we saw. Hence 
w(x) = χ. Π 




a Vinberg pair for some С , then we denote the linear Coxeter group, 
J 
the set of mirrors, the Tits cone, the space of regular points, the regular 
orbit space and the Artin group by W , Μ , I , Y , X and A 
u J J J J W 
J 
respectively. We call a subset J с {!,...,£} of faaettype (u.r.t. a facet 
F ) , if CL· M = L , the support of F, where the facet F is in C. For ]eJ Э F 
instance for the Tits representation all subsets of {!,...,£} are of 
facettype. 
(4.3) REMARK. In fact for each J с {1,...Д} there is such а С (cf. Vinberg 
J 
[12] Cor i pg. 1105). This follows from theorem (2.10). We need the fact 
only in the case that J is of facettype and then the proof is simple and 
will be given (4.6) (i) . 
(4.4) DEFINITION. Let J с {!,...,£} and let H be a left coset of W . Then 
J 
we define the star of H by Star(H) := U w(C ) , where С is defined 
we H 
as С : = { x £ C | x e M - » i e j ) . In particular we define 
St(J) ·= Star(WT). Note that Star(w.W ) = w(St(J)). 
(4.5) PROPOSITION, (i) If J' с j, then с c c and SttJ') с St(J). 
(ii) c J l η c j 2 = c J i n j 2 and stiJi) η st(j2) = stfjjn^), J
x
 с {ι,..,«,}. 
(in) Star(H) is aonvex. 
PROOF: The only not obvious fact of (i) and (ii) is StiJj) η St(J2) <= 
St(Ji η J2) . For this suppose X e w (С 1) η w (С 2) с w (С) η w (С) , 
with w e W Since w. (χ) e С η w. w_(C) we have by (4.1) that 
ι Jx 1 1 2 
($) w. w w (x) = w. (χ), hence w. (x) = w. (x) and this is an element of 
C J l η C J 2 = C J i n J 2 . From ($) it follows also that v" w 0 e W, η W 
1 ¿ J\ ¿2 
W_ (The last equality is well known for Coxeter groups). It follows 
that w, e W and χ с w, (C J i n j 2) с stíJifiJ?) . 
1 J1nJ2 1 1 ¿ 
(in) is proved analogously as in Bourbaki [2] Ch.V 54.6 prop. 6(i). Π 
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(4.6) PROPOSITION. Suppose ( С, {σ.,.,.,σ.} ) is a Vinberg pair and let 
φ , . . . , φ e V* such that M = φ" (0) and φ (С) с I R + for ι = 1 , . . .Д 
Hence с = { х е 7 | ф (χ) > 0, л. = 1 , . . . , ί }. 
Let J <= {1, ,ί.} be of facettype by a facet F. 
Set С := { χ e V Ι φ (χ) > 0, ] £ J }. T/zen: 
(i) ( с , {σ Ι з e j} ) is also a V-inberg pair. 
J
 D 
d i ) с = С + L„ (Hence also С = с + L ) . J F J F 
( i l l ) 1 = 1 + L . J г 
(iv) If w is finite^ then St(j) is open in V j hence contained in I. 
J 
о , 
(ν) st(J) η ι гв open. 
PROOF, (i) For je J we have M e M" so there exists a point χ e С η M 
such that χ ^  M for ι ^  τ. But then also χ e С Π Μ , so Μ e Hf" . 
1 J D D 
So the polyhedral cone property (2.1) (Vl) holds also for the subpair 
( C_» {a I 3 e J } ). To check the Tits property let y = w(x) e 
С η w(C ), where w € W and χ e С . Let f e F, choose ε > 0 such 
JJ J J 
Φ 1 ( ί ) φ (f) that e < , for all i ¿ J with φ (χ) < 0 and e < . , , .. for 
-φ (χ) ι -φ (w(x)) 
all i ^  J with φ (w(x)) < 0. Then φ (f + εχ) = φ (f) + εφ (χ) > 0 for 
all ι ^  J and φ (f + ex) = εφ (χ) > 0 for j e J , so f + εχ e С. 
Similar we have that w(f + εχ) = f + εν(χ) e С, so w(f + εχ) e С η w(C), 
hence w = i d . 
V 
di) To prove С = С + L let first χ e С and у e L , then 
u F F 
Φ ( х + у ) = φ (x) > 0 for 3 e J so С + L с с . Conversely, let 
J 3 F J 
φ, (χ) 
χ e С 
J 
/ Φ IXJ \ 
Choose λ > max - , .,. , then φ (χ + Xf) = φ (χ) + λφ (f)>0 
ι, j V φ (f) ; Ύι τ ] τι 
if ι ^  J and φ (χ + Xf) = φ (χ) > 0 if τ e J, so χ + Xf e С, hence 
3 J 
χ e С + L F. 
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(iii) I = y w(C ) с и ( w(C) + L ) с ι + L . For the other 
weW weWj 
inclusion it suffices to prove I c i i.e. w(C) с I if w e W. Then 
J J 
w(C) с Î even w(C) e K(M,I). Let C' (respectively C") be the chamber 
in K(M ,1) that contain С (resp. 
J 
c
" w(C)). Let M-,...,Μ. be a sequence 
of elements of M determing a J 
direct Tits gallery from C' to C" 
in the hyperplane configuration 
(V,I,M ). This determines an element 
j 
w' e WT such that (w')" (w(C)) с С . 
J 
Now С' с 0„(Ο for all M € M , in 
Μ и 
particular С' с с . So (w1)" (w(C)) 
J 
с с , hence wCC) с w'(С ), so J J 
w(C) с w' (С
т
) с I 
(iv) Eet A := { χ e V Ι φ.(w(x)) > 0 for all i ¿ J and w e W } 
1 J 
Then always St(J) с A and we prove the converse in the case that W is 
J 
finite ( which proves (iv) , because if W is finite then A is open in 
V) . Let χ e A. Since W, is finite, we have χ e V = I = U w(C ), 
J J weW J J 
so χ = w(y) for an y e C = C + L . Let у = у' +y", у' e С and у" e L . 
J F F 
Then φ. (y) = Φ.(νΓ (χ)) > 0 if i < J for χ e A, 
Φ., (У) = Φ.(у') + Φ.(у") = Φ (у') > 0 if j e J. 
So у e С , hence χ с St(J). 
(ν) Let χ € St(J) ni. We can suppose that χ с С . Pince χ e I, we 
jl 
have χ e С with W , finite and J' с J. Then St(J') is an open J 
о 
neighbourhood of χ in St(J) η I. D 
(4.7) REMARK. If W is finite, then J is of facettype. (cf. Vinberg [12] 
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theorem 7. pg. 1114). Hence (v) is true for general J. As we saw (remark 
(4.3)) this is also true for (i), Perhaps for (ii) and (iii) too, where 
L has to be replaced by Π M.. 
F jeJ з 
) DEFINITION. We have already defined (4.2) the space Y := Y(V,Î ,M ) . 
J и Γ 
We also define: Y(J) := Y(7, ïnSt(J),M) for J с {!,...,£}. Note that 
γ (j) c= γ с Y and Y (J) = Im" (St (J)), where Im : Y-» H. 
) PROPOSITION. Let J с {!,...д} be of facettype. Then there exists a 
map r : Y -» Y (J) Dtth the properties: J 
(i)The map r is a homotopy inverse of the inclusion i : Y(J) с γ 
J 
(ii)For another J1 с {!,...,£} we have r(YtJ1)) с Y ( J ' ) . 
PROOF: Let f ε F. Then φ. (f) > 0 for j ¿ J. Choose a closed ball В 
(in some metric on V), such that φ . (В) с IR for j ¿ J. Then we have 
Β Π С с с . For each у f С there is a unique r(y) e В П С such 
J u J 
that [f,r(y)] = Β η [f,у]. Then r is a continuous map С -» С . Extend 
•J 
to a map r : I -• St(J) by r(y) := w (r(w(y))), where w e W is such J J 
that w(y) e С . This is well defined by (4.1). 
J 
We show that r is continuous on I . Let H := wW be a 
J J 
left coset, where J' с J, such that W is finite. Now r is continu-
J 
j Ι -τ τ I 




 e W . Star(H) is a finite union of these, in Star(H) closed sets, 
и 
so r is continuous on Star{H). Sets of this type Star(H) are open by 
(4.6)(iv) and cover 1 - hence r is continuous on I . J J 
Since f e M for each M e M T and r(y) ^  f iff у ^  f, we 
have for y e I , у И f and M e M : J J 
y € M » [y,r(y)] η M ¿ 0 «4 [y,r(y)]c M « r(y) £ M. 
From ($) it follows that y and r(y) have the same stabiliser in W 
Since r(y) e St(J), the stabiliser of r(y) in W and W is also the 
J 
same. It follows with the help of (II.2.2)(b) that r(î ) с Î . 
J J 
Since r(I_) с St (J) с I , we have: J 
) r(î ) с St(J) Π î. 
J 
By ($) and ($$) we see that we can extend r to a map r : Y_ -* Y(J) by 
r(x + \fT,y) := χ + v^riy).
 F r o m ($) l t folios aiSo that [z,r(z)] is 
contained in Y (respectively Y(J) ) if ζ e Y (respectively ζ £ Y(J)). 
J J 
From this we see that i<>r =* id (respectively roi o* id , , ) . Hence 
Yj Y(J) 
r is an homotopy inverse of i. This proves (i). 
To prove (ii) it suffices to see that, if y e StfJ1), then 
r(y) e StíJ'). Now f e С, so fe StíJ') and since StfJ') is convex 
we have (f,y] с stfj'). Π 
Now we come to the study of the abstract Artin groups. 
Let W be an (abstract) Coxeter group. 
0) DEFINITION. The kernel of the projection of the associated Artin group on 




We have an exact sequence 1-»CA -»A -» W -» 1. Note that 
W W 
CA = Π (Y,;) in the case of a linear Coxeter group, where * := У- с 
serves as a base point of Y as before. 
1) LEMMA. Let J с {!,...,i,}. Then there is a natural infective homomorphiam 
Cf : C A W j - CA W. 
PROOF: We may suppose that W is a Tits linear Coxeter group (II.2.11). 
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Then J is of facettype, hence by lemma (4.9) Y(J) c= γ is a homotopy-
J 
equivalence, so Y(J) с у has a homotopy leftinverse. Hence 
n(y(J),î) -» π(Υ,*) is injective. Since n(Y(J),*) is natural isomophic 
to π(Υ ,*) = CA by the homotopy equivalence Y (J) c= γ , we get the 
desired in-jective homomorphism Cf : CA -»A . Π 
WJ WJ 
So from now on we can consider CA as a subgroup of CA . 
Wj W 
(4.12) LEMMA. Let J1,J2 e {!,...,£), then CA, П CA„ = CA 
"J1 WJ 2 WjlnJ2 
PROOF: We can again suppose that W is a Tits linear group. Consider 
Im : Y -» Î. By proposition (4.5) (n) we have YfJ1) П Y(J2) = 
Im'^SttJ1) Π Î) Π InT^SUJ2) Π î) = Inf^SUJ1) П St(J2) П ï) = 
Im" ( St^nJ2) Π î ) =: Y^nJ 2) . Define the abbreviations 
G,- := ntYtJ1) Π Y(J2) , î) = ntYCJ^J2) , i) = CA, 
12 WjlnJ2 
G := níYlJ1),*) = CA 1
 V 
G := (Y,*) = CAW 
Let r be the map Y \ -» YtJ1) as exists J 
by (4.9). Now from (4.9)(il) it follows 
that r(Y(J2)) с Y(J2) Π YtJ1) = Yij'nJ2) . 
So r
+
(G ) C G and since by (4.9)(i) 
r4._ = id„ , we see that 
»IGJ Gi 
G1 Π G2 = г*! Gj Π G2 ) с G 1 2. 
Since the other inclusion is obvious, we have that G Π G = G ., what 
was to be proved. Π 
(4.13) THEOREM. Let ( A , {s., ...,s.} ) Ъе an Artin system. W 1 R 
(i) If J с {ι, Д} , then the subgroup generated by {s I ] e J } 
forms with these generators itself an Artin system In particular the 
< ^ 










Artin group A aan Ъе seen as subgroup of A . 
(ii) Let J 1,J 2 с {1,...д}. Then A„ П A = A 
V WJ2 VnJ2 
PROOF: Let f : A -* A and f : W -» W be the natural homomorphisms. 
We know already that f is injective. We have a commutative diaqram with 
1 1 exact rows and columns. 
4 i 
That f is infective 
1 -» CA -> A -» W -» 1 
. J J — follows from the fact 
1 -» CA,, "»Α., -» W - » l that f and Cf (4.11) 
w W 
are so and by diagram 
chasing. This proves the first nart of the theorem. 
(ii) It is clear that А, П A => A„ . To prove the other 
V W J 2 V n j 2 
inclusion suppose that χ f А, Л A,, . Then n(x) =: w e W ι Π W.2 = 




2· By remark (j.19) we can consider w as an element of A,, J nj J W ι 2 
_1 J n J 
Then xw e CA., П CA = CA, с А . Since w í A 
V V (4.12) V n j 2 V n J 2 V n j 2 






EXTENDED ARTIN GROUPS 
Si. GENERALISED ROOTSYSTEMS AND EXTENDED COXETER GROUPS 
We recall some definitions from Looijenga [8] . Let V be a 
real vectorspace of finite dimension. A subset В of V together with an 
ν * ν . 
injection : В ·>• V , a •*• a ,a e В is called a rootbasbs if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
ν * 
(i) В (respectively В ) is a linearly independent subset of V (resp.V ). 
ν (ii) α(α) = 2 for all α e В. 
(iii) ρ(α) is a nonpositive integer for a,Be Β, a ^ β. 
(iv) ïla) = 0 implies α(β) = 0. 
We order the elements of В = {α ,.,.,α }, I = |в|. The Cartanmatrix N 
ν 
has entries defined by n.. := α.(a.) (This deviates from the convention 
13 I D 
ν 
in [7] and [8] ,where п., = α . (α.), 
ID : i 
Two rootbases (V.,B ) and (V-,B ) are said to be isomorphic 
if they are so in the sense of (II.2), i.e. if there exists a linear 
isomorphism f : V -» V such that f(B ) = f(B ) and f* (B ) = f*(B ). 
It follows from proposition (II.2.10) that for each Cartan­
matrix N with properties (CI) and (C2) and integervalued entries there 
exists a rootbasis with this Cartanmatrix and two such are isomorphic if 
the vectorspaces in which they are defined have the same dimension. 
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It follows from (II.2.9) that we have dim(V) > i + corank(N) and if the 
rootbasis is irreducible (see Looijenga [8]), the equality holds. 
Since condition (C3) of theorem (II.2.10) is automatically 
satisfied we know that (C,ίσ ,...,σ }) is a Viriberqpair, where 
ν 
σ.(χ) := χ - а.(х)а
л
 and 
i l i 
1) С := { χ e V I α. (χ) > 0 } 
So if as before W denotes the subgroup of G1(V) generated by the 
reflections {σ,,...,σ.} and I := U w(C) then the conclusions of 1 i weW 
(II.2.2) to (II.2.6) hold. 
But now due to the integrality of the Cartan matrix we have 
more structure: Let Q : = .§ Ea , the so--called (root)lattice. Since 
σ.(P) с η , W acts on Q. Let W be the group of affine transfomations 
of V generated by W and Q. This group is called an extended Coxetei aroup. 
2) REMARK. In the sequel of ten Q will be seen as a subgroup of a non commutative 
q 
group. Then it is convenient to write an element q с p as e . 
а. 
For instance Q с w. In this case we denote the elements e by τ,. 
Pince for w e W, q с Q and χ £ V we have: 
w.e (x) = w(q + x) = w(q) + w(x) = e .w(x) 
we see that W is the semidirect product of W and p. So we have the 
following two propositions, which are given to compare with the various 
formulations of the main result of this chapter: 
•3) PROPOSITION. The group w aan be described as follous: 
Add to the free product of w and Q the follcuing relations: 
q a (q) 
a. .e = e .о. 
ι ι 
1
 - ι e {1, . . . ,1], q e p. 
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( 1 . 4 ) PROPOSITION. The group W гз generated by σ ,...,σ ,τ , . . . , τ , where 
α. 
τ := e . A complete set of relations is ( i , j e { 1 , . . . , ! } ) : 
m . 
1. ( σ . σ . ) = 1 f o r m. . < <=. - > 
I D ID 
2. τ . τ . = τ . τ . . 
3 . σ . τ . = τ . τ . -"σ. . 
I D D i i 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. If |w| < ", then V is an affine Coxeter group (5.1). 
Then it acts simply transitively ση the chambers w.r.t. the reflection 
hyperplanes (mirrors) of w. 
PROOF: See Bourbaki [2] Ch. V §3. D 
The group W acts on V by the rule W(T)(X) := τ (w (x) ) , 
* , ν ν 
for χ £ V, w e W and τ e V . Let R := W.B (respectively R := W.B ) 
denote the set of roots (respectively dual roots). This construction is 
called a generalised root system. 
ν V 
(1.6) DEFINITION. For α € R and η e E we introduce: 
ι/ V 
Μ(α,η) := { χ € V Ι α(χ) = η }, 
Μν := Μ(α,Ο), 
a 
U(a,n) := { χ e V | η < α(χ) < η+1 }, 
U(5,+) := { χ e V | α(χ) > 0 }, 




 : * { Μ(Χ,η) | η t E }, 
α 
ρ : M Э M5 ->- Р £ . 
(1.7) PROPOSITION. Let ä e Rv, w e W and η e E. Then 
i) The quadruple (ν,Ι,Μ,ρ) is a hyperplane system (1.2.7), 
ii) w(M(á,n)) = M(w(a) ,n) , 
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ili) w(U(S,n)) = U(w(a) ,n) , 
iv) w(U(a,+n = U(w(Ä) ,+) , 
ν) q + M(S,n) = Μ(&, η + a(q)), 
vi) q + U{a,n) = U(ci, η + a(q)). 
PROOF: Straightforward. For instance vi): χ e q + U(í,n) *» x - q e U(a,n) 
V V V V 
» η < α(χ - q) < η + 1 *» η + α (q) < α(χ) < η + a(q) + 1 . Π 
§2. THE REGULAR ORBIT SPACE AND ITS FUNDAMENTAL GROUP 
In this chapter the symbols Y and X have a different, although 
similar meaning as in chapter II. Let we have as m SI a generalised 
rootsystem and the associated Coxeter (or Weyl) group W. As m (II.3) the 
-1 о 
group W acts properly discontinuously on the domain Ω = Im (I). 
Also W acts properly discontinuously on β, where the action of Q is 
given by χ + \'-1 'у -* χ + q + v'-Py for q e Q, i.e. Q affects the real 
part only. 
In Ω the points in regular orbits or the regular points, 
which are by definition the points with trivial stabiliser (of the W-action 
now) are the points of the space 
(2.1) Y .= Ω - { reflection hyperplanes of W }. 
This follows from. 
(2.2) LEMMA. The set of non regular points in Ω is the union of the reflectbor 
hyperplanes of W . The reflection hyperplanes are the sets of the form 
V V V 
{ ζ ε Ω I a(z) = n } for some a e R and η e Ζ. 
PROOF: See Looijenga [8] lemma 2.17. Π 
Now we define the regular orbit з аае associated to the 
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extended Coxeter group (or in fact to the generalised rootsystem) by: 
3) X := Y / W and let ρ : Y -* X denote the projection. 
In the fundamental chamber С (1.1) we choose a point с Now \/-l1c € Y 
(from (2.2)) and we take * := D(V-1'c) as a base point for X. 
4) Now we define elements s ,...,s ,t ,...,t e π(Χ,*) 
For i = !,...,£ define: 
S. : ГО,Π -» Υ by 
ι 
t ->• 6(t)a. + \рГ,(а - t)c + to. (с)) 
1 1 
where δ : [0,1 ] -» [ 0 , 4) is 
continuous and 6(4) J 0, e.g. 
5(t) = i>sin(iTt), see fig. 16 
4 1 
fig. 16 
T. : [0,1] -» Y by 
t •* ta. + V^Pc. 
χ 
Now peS. and poT. are closed curves (loops) in X and they represent by 
definition the classes s. and t respectively. 
1 1 
Now we can state the main theorem of this chapter: 
5) THEOREM. The fundamental group ττ(χ,*) of the regular orbit space χ of 
an extended Coxeter group w is generated by two subgroups isomorphic to 
A and Q respectively. In turn these groups are generated by 
{s ,...,s } and {t.,...^ ) respectively, where s. and t. as above. 
Furthermore the following relations hold: 
ν (n) q σ. (q) (n + a. (q) ) 
6) s. .e = e .s. 
1 1 
for i = !,...,£, q t Q and n ( г, where 
_, (2m) m лп , (2m - 1) .m -1 .m . 7 s. : = t . s. t . and s. : = t . s t . for m e Ζ . 
ι 1 1 1 ι i l i · 1 
This is a complete set of relations. 
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(2.8) REMARK. The relations (2.6) are called pushrelations, because they tell 
how to "push" e 4 through s . This "pushing" seems to be from the 
right to the left, however we also have: 
(2.9) 
q (n) (n + α (q)) σ (q) 
e .s. = s .e 
i ι 
PROOF of ( 2 . 9 ) : By {2.6) t h e n g h t h a n d s i d e of ( 2 . 9 ) e q u a l s 
σ (σ ( q ) ) (η + α (q) + α (σ (q) ] 
•
S i and t h i s e q u a l s e . s , f o r 
α (q + σ, (q) ) = α (2q - α ( q ) a ) = 2α, (q) - α ( q ) a , (α, ) = 0 . D 1 i 1 1 1 i i l i 
We will prove theorem (2.В) in §3 and 54. Now we first 
(n) 
illustrate the elements s and the pushrelations: 




Figure 17 depicts a curve in Y, which is the lift of a typical represen­
tative of s 
(η) 
The imaginary part moves from с to σ (с). The real part 
starts and ends in the origin., but when the imaginary part is on Mv , the 
real part has to be in the layer U(a ,n) := { χ e V Ι η < α (χ) < n+1 }. 
--τ'—7 τ , . 
/ q + U(a ,n) = u(a , η + a (q) )
 / 







η + a (q) 
0
 (n) q σ (q) (η + ά (q)) 
Figure 18 depicts the pushrelations s .e = e .s 
A lift of a typical representative of s .e 4 can be described as follows 
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First the real part moves from the origin to q. Then the curve described 
above takes place, the real part being shifted over q. So now, if the 
imaginary part is on Mv , the real part is in the layer q + U(a ,n) = 
ν ν
 a i 






with s ι . The element e is then necessary to take care, 
that the real part ends in the correct point, namely q. 
(2.10) COROLLARY (cf. prop. (1.3)). The group ττ(χ,*) aan be described as follows: 
Add to the free product of A and Q the pushvelations (2.6). 
As a second reformulation of the main result (2.5) we give an 
explicit presentation of n(X,*). 
(2.11) COROLLARY (cf. prop. (1.4)). The group π(Χ,*) ts generated by the 
elements s. ,... ,st, t ,... ,t , a complete set of relations is: 
l b . s s s , . . . = s s s . . . ι ?* τ , m < œ , m factors both sides. 
i l i : ι : i] i] 
2. t t = t t 
1 3 D i 
r —r 3 b . s t = t t s t η even and η = -2r 
ι ] ] ι i i i ] i ] 
r+1 -l-i , , , 
з t = t t s t η odd and η 
ι j 3 ι ι ι 13 13 
where 1,3 e {!,...,£}. 
In fact these corollaries are equivalent to the theorem. 
PROOF of (2.5) *» (2.11): Relations 3b. and 3c. are special cases of the 
pushrelations (2.6). Namely, if η = 0 and q = α then 
(0) α σ ( ο . ) (α (α )) 
s t = s . e J = e . s 
1 3 1 1 
σ (α ) - η 
Now σ (α ) = α, - α (α ) ο = α - η α , s o e = t t 
1 3 j 1 1 1 1 i l 1 D 1 
v 
I f η := α (α ) i s e v e n , say - n = 2 r , t h e n 
13 1 3 • ' i D 
Ch. Ϊ Ι Ι 
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s t = t t r t Г з ^ " Г = t t r s t ~ r . 
1 ] ] i l i l ] 1 1 1 
And i f η i s odd, say -η = 2r + 1 , then 
. 2r + 1 - r - l . - r r + 1 - l . - r 
s t = t . t . t . s. t . - t t s t . . 
i ] j i i i i ] 1 l i 
Conversely it is easy to see that the pushrelations (2.6) follow from these 
special cases and the commutation relations 2. Π Relations 3b. and 3c. say how one can "push t through s ". 
But one cannot push t through s , because for 1 = j we have -n = -2, 
so r = -1 and 3b. becomes s t = s t . This in contrast to W where 
1 1 1 1 
the relation 3a. σ τ =τ σ is valid. 
In the special case that η r {0,-1 } for all 1 ^ 3, we get 
a complete set of relations 
s s = s s 
1 D D i J J M 
> f o r η = 0 . 
t = t s > ^ Ξ 1 3 3 1 
t t = t t for a l l i , i e { ! , . . . , £ } . 
1 3 3 1 
s s s = s . s s 
1 3 1 j 1 3 } 
t t J 
for η = - 1 . 
(2.12) s, t s = t t J l : ) 
i 3 1 1 3 
This was conjectured by E. Looijenga in 1978 in a letter to 
C.T.C. Wall. 
It is interesting to see how the presentation of (2.11), 
similar to what we saw with Coxeter and Artin groups, can be obtained by 
starting with a presentation of W , changing it in a suitable equivalent 
presentation and then deleting some relations. In fact this describes 
precisely the homomorphism π . тт(Х,*) -» W. 
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A presentation of W (1.4): 
generators: Oj,.. . »o^Xj,... ,τ^ 
relations: 
m 
1. (σ.σ.) ^ = 1 
ι J 
2
· \ ^ - ^ Т і 
""ij 3. σ,τ. = x.x. V i ] ] і i 
Another presentation of W : 
generators: Oj, . . . .a^Tj ,x£ 
relations: 
la. σ^  = 1 
lb. σ^ σ^.. = σ.σ^ σ^ ... , i ¿ j, 
i И j » m.. < » m factors 
2. x.x. = x.x, 
13 3 i 
3a. (i=j) aixi = x^o. 
3b. (-n^  = 2r) c.x. = τ^^σ.χ^ 
Зс. (-п±. = 2r+l) σ^. = т.хр х ^ 
And we see that we get the presentation of corollary (2.11) by deleting 
the relations: 
2 la. σ. = 1 (W changes into A ) 
i W 
3a. σ x. = x. σ. (pushing χ. through σ. is not longer allowed) 
(2.13) DEFINITION. We call the abstract group defined by the presentation (2.11) 
the extended Artin group A~, associated to the extended Coxeter group W. 
The number I is called the rank of the extended Artin group. 
Note that it isn't an extension in the usual sense. 
So finally we can rephrase the result as: 
(2.14) THEOREM. The fundamental group of the regular orbitspace assoa-iated to an 
extended Coxeter group is the extended Artin group associated to the 
extended Coxeter group. 
These results were announced in van der Lek [7], 
Ch. Ill 
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53. A PRESENTATION OF n'^W) 
Let π : TT(X,*) -» W be the canonical surjective homomorphism. 
In this paragraph we derive a presentation of the subgroup и (W) of 
π(Χ,*), as a first step in the proof of the main theorem (2.5) and because 
it is interesting in itself. 
The space Y equals Y(V,I,M,p), where M and ρ are as defined 
in (1.6). Recall that below (2.3) we have fixed a point с e С. For each 
w £ W we define a ,_. := w(c) e w(C), so in each chamber a point is 
w(C) 
given. Now we apply the results of the discussion (II.3.10). So we know 
that the functor φ : GaZ -» Π gives us a surjective homomorphism of semi­
groups tp/W : Gai/W -» n/w. 
The cover Y/W -» X induces an injection Tt(Y/W) -* TT(X) of 
fundamental groups and the image is exactly π (W). Hence Π (W) is 
isomorphic to π(Y/W). Now π(Y/W) is canonically isomorphic to Π/W, as 
can be seen in the same way as (11.3.16). Let ν be the surjective 
homomorphism obtained by φ/W and this last isomorphism: 
v
 -1 




Furthermore we saw in (II.3.12) that Gat/w is a free semigroup freely 
generated by the W-orbits of the one step galleries of the form (II.3.13) 
In the present situation these one step galleries are of the form: 
U(¿í.,n) 
2) С ^ σ (С) where i e {1,...,!} and η e E. 
We denote the W-orbit of (3.2) by Si . 
- 7 2 -
Now we study the W-orbits of the cancel- and fliprelations. 
3) LEMMA. The W-orbits of the aancelrelations are: 
( s^'s'"11-1', S ) for ι = l,...,l and η e E. 
PROOF: A typical cancelrelation is of the form: 
U(ci ,n) U(a ,n) 




Since σ (U(a ,η)) = υ(-α ,η) = { χ e V | η < -ο (χ) < η+1 } = 
1 1 1 ι 
= { χ e V Ι -η-1 < α (χ) < -η } = Uta ,-η-1), the W-orbit of the le f t 
element of ($) i s S ^ V " " " 1 ' . D 
ι ι 
4) DEFINITION. If (C G 1 ) f Gal * Gat is a fliprelatlon, then we call G 
flippable and G' its flipped form. We use the same terminology for 
W-orbits. 
We collect some properties needed in the sequel. Properties 
( i n ) , (iv) and (v) are used in 54. 
5) PROPOSITION. 
Ul U2 U m 
(i) A gallery G = С с ... с is flippable if and only if 
there are ι,τ <- {!,...,A} with m = m (so m < »J ι Φ л and 
ID ID 
the w-orbit of G is of the form: 
(n ) (n ) (n ) 
g = S S Ξ ... ( m factors) for some n.,...,n ι. E 
i l i J 1 m 
jrd U := U, η . . . η U / 0 1 m 
d i ) In this aase the flipped form of the w-orbit g is. 
(n ) (n ) (n _) 
~,\ m m-1 „ m- ¿ , ^ , . 
7) S Ξ Ξ . . . m factors 
] i D 
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(iii) If η. = η. = = η ="0 and g of the form (3.6), then 0 ε υ . 
i ¿ m , 
In particular и / ÇI, hence С and g are fZippable. 
(iv) If the set и has the property that 0 e и, then η e {0,-1} 
for г = l,...fm. 
(ν) If G ¿s flippable, then there is a q e Q змей that 0 e q + и. 
PROOF: (i) If G is flippable then g has the form (3.6). This follows 
in the same way as (II.3.18) is proved and the fact that U φ CI is part 
of the definition of flippable. The converse is obvious. 
(ii) From the fact that g is the W-orbit of G we know that 
ν ν V 
) U = U (4 (r), η ) г = l,...,m where air) is some dual root of Rr. .-i. 
Г Г V1 r J J 
v v v ν ν V 
(In fact we have a(l) =a. , a(2) =a.(aJ) , a(3) = σ. σ. (a. ) ,etc.) 
i i j i 3 ι 




 ^m-l ' ^ т - г ' S. S. S. . . . (m factors) . We have then t h a t : 
3 i j 
) U = Щ а Ч г ) , η') for some a.' (r) e RV ., 
r r {i,DÍ 
v v v ν ν ν 
(In fact we have ο'(η) = сь , a'tin-l) = σ. (a. ) , a' (m-2) = σ.σ.(α.) , e tc . ) 
j D i 3 1 3 
To be able to conclude from (E) and (££) that η = η' we have to rule 
r r 
out the possibility that &'(r) = -4(r). For this consider the galleries 
« li 
of the simple hyperplane system (V,I,M). We know that the signed gallery 
U! UÎ U' 
+ + + 1 2 m 
С С. С. ... С = С С, с. ... с 1 2 m 1 2 m 
is flippable and its flipped form is 
U' U' , U! 
+ + + m m-1 1 
С D. D„ ... D = С D. D_ ... D 1 2 m 1 2 m 
where U' = U(S(r),+) = UiX'tr),*) (definition (1.6)). It follows that 
r 
•J ι/ 
α'(rî and a(r) are the same (positive) dual roots. 
(iii) We know that U' := υ! η ... η U' is nonempty so pick an χ e U'. 
ν 
Then for λ > 0 small enough we have a(r) (λχ) < 1 for r = l,...,m, so 
λχ e
 г
П™ u(a(r),0) =: U 0 , hence (iii). 
(iv) Is obvious. 
(v) If G is flippable, let i,j £ {!,..., 1} be as in (i) and U
n
 as in 
the proof of (iii). Note that 0 e ΰ-,. Set J := {i,j}. Then W_ is 
finite, so W is an affine group, acting transitively on the chambers 
w.r.t. its mirrors (see (1.5)). Since M(C,C ) = M, , U is such a chamber 
m J 
and so is U . So there exists an unique w.e e W , w e W , q e Q such 
U J J J 
that w.e-(U) = U . Then 0 с w.e (U) and because w(0) = 0 we also have 
0 e q + ÏÏ. Π 
(3.8) Let i,j e {1,...,ί.} and m := m. . < ». We want to determine 
explicitly the set N.. с E of elements (η,,.,.,η ) such that (3.6) is 
i] 1 m 
flippable. Since N. . = { (n, , . . . ,n ) e V, | (η , .. . ,n. ) e N. . } by 
31 1 m m 1 Ij 
(3.5) (ii) we can restrict ourselves to n. . < п.. , so, since п. .п.. < 4, 
ij ji ІЗ 31 
there are four cases: (n..,n..) = (0,0) , (-1,-1) , (-1,-2) and (-1,-3) 
V V 
respectively. The positive dual roots a(r) e R.. , r = l,...,m are 
ν ν 
linear combinations x(r)a + y(r)a. with integer coefficients x(r) and 






x ( r ) 
y ( r ) 
1. 
2 



















2 3 4 
2 1 0 
1 1 1 
4 . 
6 







3 4 5 
2 3 1 





As is well known. Let us recall one example how these coefficients can 
be calculated: CASE 3. (n. .,n..) = (-1,-2). then 
ID Di 
V v v v v v V V V 
α ( 2 ) = σ . ( α . ) = α . - α . ( α . ) α . = α . - η . . α . = 2 α . + α . . 
I D D D i l j э і ι ι ¡J 
Let U be as in (3.5)(i) . If ζ e U, then the numbers 
ν ν ν 
a := a.(z) and b := a.(z) satisfy, since a(r)(z) = x(r)a + y(r)b and 
ζ e U = U(a(r),n ), the following: 
($) η < х(г)а + y(r)b < η + 1 г = l,...,m. 
г г 
ν ν 
Conversely, since a. and α are linearly independent the existence of 
numbers a and b such that ($) hold, qarantees that U φ ÇS. Now we 
look for necessary and sufficient conditions on (η ,...,n ) for the 
1 m 
existence of a and b with ($) in each special case: 
CASE l . n . . = n . . = 0 , m = 2 . 
ID Di 
η < a < n. + 1 No conditions on (n ,n ) 
n 2 < b < n 2 + 1 so N.. 
ID 
CASE 2. п.. = п„. = -1, m 
ID ji 
fig. 19 
(1) η < a < η + 1 
(2) n 2 < a + b < η + 1 
(3) η < b < n ? + 1 
(1) and (3) imply η + η < a + b < η + п., + 2, 
so with (2) we see that η 
η + η, or 
п. = η + n 3 + 1, so η - η + η e {0,-1}. 
η + 1 And conversely if the latter is satisfied, there 
So Ν±. = { (n1,n2,n3) e E 
are a,b ε IR such that (1),(2) and (3) hold. 
' nl - n 2 + n 3 e {0,-1}}. 
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CASE 3. η. . = -1 and п.. = -2, m = 4. ij J l 
П4 + 1 
fig. 20 
(1) η < a < η + 1 
(2) n 2 < 2a + b < 'η + 1 
(3) η < a + b < η + 1 
(4) п. < b < п. + 1 
4 4 
From (1),(3) and (4) it follows that 
η - η + η e {0,-1} and from (1),(2) and 
(3) it follows that n. - n. + η e {0,-1}. 
So ( iij - η, + η , п. - η + η ) e {0,-1} and conversely in each of 
the four possibilities, there are a,b £ IR satisfying (l)-(4). The point 
(а,Ы can be found in the region indicated in figure 20. 
Hence N i j = { (rij,...,^) € Ζ I (n1 -n 3 + n 4,n 1 - n 2 + n 3) e {0,-l}2 }. 
CASE 4. η. . = -1 and η.. 
13 31 
η * 1 b 
к 
V\\\ \ Ч Ν. 
\ \ \ 
о \ 
\ 0 \ 
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\ о \ 
. \ 
\ \ \ \ 
\ \ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 
\^ \ \ \ 
д 
(1) η < а < η + 1 
(2) η < За + Ь < η + 1 
(3) η < 2а + b < η + 1 
(4) η < За + 2b < η,, + 1 
4 4 
(5) п. < a + b < η, + 1 
э b 
(6) η, < Ь < п^ + 1 
6 6 
As in the previous cases 
it can be derived that 
к := (к1,к2,к3,к4)е{0,-1}'
; 
where к is given by 
fig. 21 
n. + 1 
Ch. Ill 
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к := ( η - η + η , η - η + η
Ε
 , η - η_ + η, , η - η + η, ) . 1 5 6 1 3 5 1 2 3 2 4 6 
But not all 16 possibilities occur for we have an extra condition, for 
instance к. φ к. •* к = к . In fact it can be checked that we have the 
following: There exist a,b e IR satisfying (l)-(6) if and only if keA, 
where A := { ( k ^ k ^ k ^ k ^ e {0,-l}4 I kj ^  k 3 ·• k 4 = kj }. The 12 open 
regions in the open square (η.,η.+1)x(n ,n +1) where (a,b) can be found 
1 1 6 о 
corresponding to the 12 possibilities of k e A are depicted in fig. 21. 
(3.9) DEFINITION. For i £ {1,...,Л} and η e E we define the elements 
§'n) := \>(S(n)) e iT^W) ( V : Gal/V -» π"1 (W) as in (3.1) ) 
It can be checked that s = s. , where s e ττ(Χ,*) is as 
defined in (2.4) . 
(3.10) COROLLARY of lemma (3.3). (si"')"1 = s ( ~ n _ 1 , . 
(3.11) COROLLARY (n=0) . s"1 = s ^ 1 5 (But in general s" f s ( n ) \\) 
1 1 1 1 
We have done the most of the work for the following result: 
(3.12) THEOREM. The group π" (W) is generated by s , i e {!,...,£}, η e E. 
A complete set of relations is: 
(1) S^V"""1' =1 for i £ {1,...Д}, η e E. 
(η.) (η.) (η,) (η ) (η .) (η .) 
,-ι . 1 - 2 . 3 . m . m-1 _ m-2 , (2) §, s ê ... = § s s ... where m := m, < ·» 
1 3 ι 3 ι 3 ІЗ 
and both sides of (2) have m factors and (η,,.,.,η ) e Ν, . 
1 m 13 
The sets N £ Ζ are determined as follows: 
2 
η = n = 0 •» N = E 
13 31 ID 












N = Í (n1,n2,n3,n4)£ E | ( ni - n3 + n4 , n1 - n2 + n3 ) ε {0,-1} } 
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η = -1, η = -3 =» 
ID 31 
Ν = f m ,...,η ) с E ' (n1-n5+n6 , n 1-n 3+n 5 , "^"з^з '
 n2" n4 + n6^ Г A ' 
uher* A = { (k1,k2,k3,k4) (Ο,-Ο
4
 | kj ji k 3 · k 4 = k 1 }. 
PROOF: We have the sur^ective homomorphism of semigroups 
ν : GaZ/W -» π (W) (3.1). So the theorem follows from the fact that 
Gat/W is freely generated by the elements S and the remark that two 
W-orbits of galleries have the same v-image, if and only if they are 
equivalent by means of the W-orbits of the cancelrelations and the 
fliprelations. And these are explicitly determined in lemma (3.3) 
(cancelrelations) and the discusion in (3.8) (fliprelations). Π 
(3.13) REMARK. In the proof of theorem (2.5) given in the next paragraph, we do 
not use the detailed description of the relations of the group Π (W) 
given here. Instead we use properties (111),(iv) and (v) of proposition 
(3.5), which we didn't use in this paragraph. 
54. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
First we outline the proof of theorem (2.5), the main theorem 
of this chapter. We inbed A and ρ in TT(X,*) (lemma (4.1) and (4.3)). 
As long as the proof is not finished, it is important to distinguish 
between the fundamental group π(Χ,*) and the abstract group A~, which 
can be described as follows (cf. def.(2.13) and cor. (2.10)): 
Add to the free product of A and Q the pushrelations (2.6). 
Hit inbfcddmgs A -» ττ(Χ,*), ρ -» ττ(Χ,*) induce a homomorphism 
A * ρ -> n(X,*), which yields, after we have estabished the pushrelations 
1-orollary (4.12)), a homomorphism of the quotient A~ of A * ρ to 
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TT(X, + ) . The theorem will be proved, once we have shown that this 
homomorphism is an isomorphism. 
To see this we factor the homomorphism via a quotient group 
G of π (W) * Q: A~ -* G -» π(Χ,*) . We prove separately that h and 
f are isomorphisms (propositions (4.10) and (4.13) respectively). Here 
are de details: 
(4.1) LEMMA. The elements s., ,s as defined in (2.4) and the subgroup of 
π (w) generated by them form an Artin system. In particular A is 
inbedded in n (w). 
PROOF. It follows from proposition (3.5) (ii) and (iii) that the elements 
s. e Tl(X,*ì satisfy the relations s.s.s, ... = s.s.s. ... i^j, m. . < ·» 
and m factors on both sides. So there is a homomorphism A -» ττ(Χ,*) . 
-1 о .. 
The image is inside π (W). The fact that Y с γ(ν,ι,Μ) induces a 
-1 · 
homomorphism n(Y/W) a n (W) -» n(Y(V,I,M)/W) = A , which is a left 
inverse, so the first homomorphism was injective. D 
(4.2) DEFINITION. If q e Q, let Τ be the curve [0,1] Э t •+ tq +V cPc £ Y. 
q 
Define e 4 := {poT } e TT(X,*)·. 
q 
a. 
Note that (see (2.4)) Τ = Τ , hence t. = e . In view of 
remark (1.2) the use of the notation e needs justification, which is 
given by the following lemma: 
(4.3) LEMMA. The map Q Э q •* e 4 € ττ(Χ,*) is an injeative homomorphism. 
PROOF: It is easy to see that the composition with π : π(Χ,*) induces 
the identity on Q. Π 
Now we prove a prenatal form of the pushrelations. 
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(4.4) PROPOSITION. In π(χ,*) we have the following relations: 
ν (n) q σ (q) (η + α (q) ) ) 
(4.5) s .e = e .§ for ι e {1, Д } , η e Z,q e Q. 
PROOF: Equivalently: ( see figure 1Θ for this proof ) 
ν 
σ (-q) 
(4.6) e 1 .ν' 
ι 
(s'"')..' . » ( s " , ^ " " ) 
Let S be the curve in Y defined by 
S(t) := p(t) + Ί-Ρ [ (l-t)c + to (c) ], where ρ : [0,1] -» V is continuous 
ν 
with the property that η < α (ptb)) < η + 1 and ρ(0) = p(l) = 0. Then 
φ I i' . J = {s}, so p«S is a curve in X representing 
ι 
v(S n ). Define curves γ , γ , γ in Y by (t e [0,1]): 
( 4 . 7 ) γ ( t ) = Τ ( t ) = q t + V^TV 
Y 2 ( t ) = q + S ( t ) = q + p ( t ) + V^T [ ( l - t ) c + t o (c) ] 
γ i t ) = q + σ (T , , ) = q - t q + νΠΓ» σ ( с ) . J 1 0 (-q) ι 
1 
q (η) σ < _ Ч ' 
Then ρογ r e p r e s e n t e , ν(Ξ ) and e f o r ] = 1,2 and 3 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . S i n c e 
Y j d ) = γ 2 ( 0 ) = q + \ΡΤΌ and 
Y 2 ( l ) = Y 3 (0) = q + V ^ T O ^ c ) 
the curve γ = Y.Y^ Y-s l s defined and ρ·γ represents the lefthandside 
of (4.6). So it suffice to prove that 
υ(α ,η+α (q) ) 
С ^
 1
 σ (С) € L in the sense of def. (1.1.6). 
ι Y 
For this we check with the help of formulas (4.7) that the following hold: 
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(i) γ^ΕΟ,Ι]) и Y2(C0,i5]) e Y c 
(ii) Y 2([
1J,1]) U Ύ3([0,1]) € Υ σ ( c ) 
(iii) γ2(
15) € Re-1* U(ìtirn+ai(q)) ) 
Property (i) follows from Imty.tt)) = с e С and for t e [O,^) we have 
Im(Y2(t)) = (l-t)c + σ.(с) e С. Moreover for t = h the latter is 
contained in Mw but then RefY^Cs)) = q + pi's) ¿ M(áí. ,m) for all meE, 
i
 ν 
because we have η < a.tpCs)) < η + 1 so also: 
ν ν ν 
(4.Θ) η + α (q) < α. ( q + pCs) ) < η + 1 + α (q) 
ν 
so о; ( q + PCJ) ) ^ E. This proves (i). (ii) is proved analogously 
and (iii) follows from (4.0). Π 
(4.9) DEFINITION. Let G be the group which can be described as follows: 
Add to the free product of π (W) and Q the relations (4.5). 
The inclusion n~ (W) с ТТ(Х,*) and the inbedding Q -» TT(X,*} 
(4.3) induce a homomorphism π (W) * Q -» ττ(Χ,*) and by (4.4) this 
gives a homomorphism h : G -» Я (Χ,*) . 
(4.10) PROPOSITION, h гв an -isomorphism. 
PROOF:
 п
- 1 ( и ) ^ Q э π - 1 ( Μ ) >]/} 
Χ I ^ . Π 
G » ΤΤ(Χ,«,) ^Ϊί => Q 
Since W = W.Q, we have π(Χ,*) = π (W).Q so h is surjective. 
By the relations (4.5), which by definition (4.9) hold in G it follows 
that G = π (W).Q. Now let χ € H (W) and q í Q and consider 
x.e4 £ G. Suppose h(x.e4) = 1. Then TT(h(x) ) .K(h(e4) ) is the unique 
decomposition of TT(h(x.e ) = ТТ(1) = 1 in W , so q = TT(h(e )) = 0. 
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Hence h (χ) = 1. Now h is already bijective on π (W) , as can be seen 
from the diagram. So χ = 1. Π 
Before we state the next proposition, we recall the definition 
of the elements s. for i e {1,...Д} and η e Ъ: 
(2m) .m m 
s, := t. s. t. 
i 1 1 1 
(2m-l) ^ m -1 m 
s. := t. s. t. 
ι 1 1 1 
Since s,, s. e A с ττ (W) and t. e Q these elements s. can be i ι W i ι 
interpreted as elements of one of the groups A * β, A~, π (W) * Q, 
G and finally TT(X,*). The elements §. can be seen only as elements 
of the last three groups (unless η = 0 or -1). So the statement has only 
in this three cases a meaning. The statement is not true in ττ (w) * Q. 
(4.11) PROPOSITION. In G and nix,*) we have §. = s: . 
1 i 
PROOF: 
(2m) (a. (ma.)) ma. (0) ma. m m (2m) 
- i l i - 1 ^ ^ j 
s. = s. = e s. e = t. s. t =: s. and 
(4.5) 1 (3.9) 1 1 1 
ν 
(2m-l) (-l+a.(ma.)) ma. (-1) ma. m . m (2m-l) 
i l i . ι . -1
 r 
s. = s. = e s. e t. s. t. =: s. .L 
(4.5) 1 (3.11) І 1 1 1 
(4.12) COROLLARY. In G and тт(Х,*) the pushrelations (2.6) hold. 
By definition the pushrelations (2.6) hold in A~. The fact 
that they hold in G implies, that the inclusion A * β с ττ (W) * Q 
induces a homomorphism f : A~ -» G. 
(4.13) PROPOSITION. This homomorphism f is an isomorphism. 
As pointed out earlier this proposition together with 
proposition (4.10) proves theorem (2.5). For the proof of (4.13) we 
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need some preparations. 
(4.14) DEFINITION. We define an Action, called pseudoconjugation, of Q on 
π (W) as follows, for q с Q, χ с π" (W) and π(χ) =· w e W 
, , . q -w (q) 
λ (χ) .= e χ e 
q 
Note that λ is not a homomorphism. Instead we have: 
(4.15) λ (xy) = λ (χ) λ .ι, , (y) , w := π(χ) 
q q w (q) 
In the same way we can define an action λ of Q on τι iW) 
as subgroup of A~ , where Ъ_ : A~ -» W is the projection induced by the 
projection A -• W с w and the identety Q -· ρ с w. After the 
establishing of the theorem JT and π can be identified. This action of 
Q corresponds to an action of 0 (s'lifting) on Godi which is defined in 
the following lemma. 
(4.16) LEMMA. An aation μ of Q on GaZ is induced by μ (А в) := А ч В. 
"or q e Q and w e w we have: 
(4.17) w«y = ν , ,»w 
q w(q) 
PROOF: Let U e K(p(A,B)). We have to prove that q+U e K(p(A,B)) for 
q e Q. If A = w(C) for w e W, then U = w(U(a ,n)) for some η e Ζ 
and ι e {!,...,{.}. Then q + w(U(a ,η)) = w( w~ (q) + U(a ,n) ) = 
(by (1.7) v) ) = w( U(a ,η+cx (vf^q))) ) с K(p(A,B). Property (4.17) 
follows from w(A q + U B) = w(A) W(<î+U) „(в) = w(A) "<4>+«<и> „(в). D 
Since GaZ/W is freely generated by S we have a 
homomorphism of semigroups ρ : GoJL/V -» A~ such that p(S ) = s 
Denote the composition with GaZ -» GaZ/V by B, so β GaZ -» A~. 
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(4.18) LEMMA. The functor β is equivariant w.r.t. the action λ and y 
restricted to Gat . i.e. for G t GaZ and beg(G) = С ,q с ρ we have: 
λ (ß(G)) = g(v (G)). 
q q 
PROOF: First we prove ^appose the lemma is true for G and G' and 
let end(G) = w(C), w W. Then the lemma is true for G.wtG1). 
λ (ß(G.w(G·))) = λ (ß(G) 3(G·)) = λ (6(G)).λ _,, ,(ß(G·)) = 
q q
 ( 4 Л 5 ) q w Mq) 
8(y (G)).ß(y _!, .(G1)) = β(μ (G)).S(y (wtG1))) = β(μ (G.w(G'))). 
q w ( q )
 (4.17) q q q 
So we are done if we check the lemma for a one step gallery: 
/ / U(a ,n) \ \ / q+U(a ,n) \ 
6 ( \ \ c x a i ( c ) ; ) • 6 ( c " \ { c ) ) = 
V V V 
U(a ,n+a (q)) \ / (n+a.(q)) \ (n+a (q)) 
ß с 
On the o t h e r hand· 
X ( β f С U ( V n , σ (С) ) ) - Χ ( p ( S ( n ' , , - Λ (.«»>, = e q
 Ξ
( η
' e - ^
( q ) 
q \ * i / z q 1 q i ι 
(n+a^ t^q)) 
and by (2.9) this equals also s . D 
(4.19) PROPOSITION. There exists a unique homomorphism g : π (w) -» A~ such 
that we have ρ = g « v. Note that g(s ) = s 
Gal/W PROOF· It is enough to check that the elements 
* V^ s с A~ satisfy the cancelrelations and the 
. ^ ι W 
W fliprelations. First the cancelrelations: 
g 
(2m) (-2m-l) ,m ^m ^ -m -1 ^ -m 
s s = t s t t s t = l and 
ι i i i i i i i 
(2m-l) (-2m+l-l) m -1 m -m -m 
s s = t s . t t s t = l 
ι 1 l i l i l í 
Now the f liprelations Suppose ι,] e {1,...,Я} and m = m < <= and 
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(η,) (η.) (η,) (η ) (η ) 
(η ,.,.,η ) e Ν . Let χ := s. s. s, ... and y:=s. s. 
I m i ] ί j i ^ji 
(both m factors). We have to prove: χ = y. Let q € Q be as exists by 




(3.5, (iv) that λ (χ), λ (у) д 
q q J W 
Since f(χ) = f(y), because the 
fliprelations hold by definition 





 >G >n(X,») hence also f (λ (χ)) = f (λ (y)). 
w
 q q 
But f is injective on A as follows 
W 
from the diagram, so λ (χ) = λ (y) . Hence χ = у. Π 
q q 
PROOF of proposition (4.13): The homomorphism g : π (W) -» A~ induces 
a homomorphism π (W) * Q -* A~ and this induces a homomorphism G -» A~ 
which is an inverse of f : A~ -+ G as easily can be checked on various 
generators. Π 
Now theorem (2.5) is completely proved. 
55. AFFINE ARTIN GROUPS 
In this paragraph we make first some remarks about affine or 
parabolic linear Coxeter groups. This makes clear why the result of 
Nguyên Viêt Dung [10] is indeed a special case of theorem (II.3.8). 
Next we establish an isomorphism between an extended Artin group of finite 
type and a certain affine Artin group. 
1) DEFINITION. A Coxeter group is called affine or parabolic, if it is 
isomorphic to a group W of affine transformations of an affine space 
E , such that W acts properly discontinuously on E and is generated 
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by orthogonal reflfctions 
It can be proved (Bourbaki [2] ) that such a group is 
generated by the reflections in the walls of a chamber with respect to 
the reflection hyperplanes of the reflections in the group. The group 
forms with these generators d ^ oxeter system. 
If one want to construct a space of regular orbits in the 
situation of definition (5.1) there are various possibilities (depending 
on a parameter ζ с С ), which we will encounter in (5.3). One possibility 
(corresponding to ξ = 1 + V-1') is obvious by the affine nature of E: 
Let E := E x E and let the group W act on E by acting on both 
components. The complexified reflection hyperpanes are then of the form 
M + \/-l'M , where M is a real affine reflection hyperplane of W . This 
is the aproach of Nguyên Viêt Dung [10]. 
It turns out that it is not important to distinguish between 
these various complexifications, because they lead to homeomorphic 
regular orbit spaces, as we will see in (5.3). 
(5.2) DEFINITION. Let W be a linear Coxeter group acting on a real vector-
space V' . w is called an affine (ΟΥ ра аЪоЪга) linear Coxeter group 
if there is an invariant hyperplane V <= V' , with an invariant inner-
product and V η I = {0}. 
* -1 о -1 
Let ψ L (V) such that V = ψ (0) and I с ψ ((0,~)). 
Then E := ψ (1) is also invariant and W acts on E as an affine 
α -1 
Coxeter group (in particular I = ψ ((0,™)) ) as described in def. (5.1). 
Conversely given an affine Coxeter group as in (5.1) we can form 
V := E x IR, considering E as a vector space. Now each (affine) 
Ch. Ill 
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reflection in E extends uniquely to a linear reflection in V' and in this 
way we get a parabolic linear Coxeter group. The form ψ can be defined 
by ψ(χ,ΐ) := t. 
(5.3) Complexification. Let W be an affine linear Coxeter group in a space 
V' and let ψ e (V) be as before. Let Y' and X' be the space of 
regular points and the regular orbit space respectively of W as defined 
in (II.3.2) and (II.3.3). 
Let ξ € С* and consider E^ := ψ" (ξ). Let Y := Е^ - „U^M 
and X := Y./W . The map Y. Э ζ •+• ξζ € Y is an homeomorphism 
equivariant under the action of W , so X is homeomorphic to X. . On 
a ς 1 
the other hand for Ιιη(ξ) > 0 , we have that Y_ is a deformation retract 
of Y', because if ζ e Y' , then ζ. := , , -τ.ζ e Υ_ and [ζ,ζ,.] с γ'. 
ξ ψ(ζ) ξ ξ 
This deformation retraction is also equivariant for the action of W , so 
X f is a deformation retract of X'. 
(5.4) In particular this shows that the result of Nguyên Viêt Düng, 
which in fact says that the fundamental group of X. ..лтр is the Artin 
group associated to W , is a special case of theorem (II.3.8). 
We apply these ideas to the situation of an extended Coxeter 
group W of finite type, i.e. W is finite. Then the number of roots 
is finite and we have a classical rootsystem. We assume this to be 
ν 
irreducible. Let a. be the longest dual root, α the corresponding root. 
The corresponding reflection σ e W is defined by for ν e V: 
ν ~ 
σ (ν) := ν - α.(ν)α.. Define also the affine reflection σ. e W by 
OQ О О О 
σ_ := e
 0
σ . Let W be the group of affine transformations of V 
О ар a
 r 
generated by {σ ,σ.,...,σ }. Then it is known (Bourbaki [21 Ch.VI §2) 
that (W , {σ
η
,σ ,...,σ }) is a (parabolic) Coxeter system, 
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y ~ 
С η { χ £ V Ι α„(χ) £ 1 } is a fundamental domain of W and W = W. 0 a a 
We want to establish an isomorphism between the (parabolic) Artin group 
A associated to W and the extended Artin group A~: 
W a W 
a 
ν ν (5.5j THEOREM. I jet В - {α , ,α }, : В -» в be the rootbasis of a finite 
irreduaibи> r^otsystem. Let α be the longest dual root, a the 
corresponding root, a the corresponding reflection in the Weyl group W. 
Let ( A , {s./S.,.·. ,s } ) be the Artin system associated 
to the Coxeter system ( W , {σ.,σ,,...,σ„} ), where σ„-= e 0 σ e W. 
" а О 1 Я 0 ад 






* s i for 
* ^*1\ 
ι = 1,. ..Л 
where t„ := e 0 and s is the image of a under the injection 
0 ao •' ao 
w -» A , discussed in (II.3. ). 
w 
PROOF: From the fact that W is finite it follows that W is an affine 
Coxeter group acting on V as discussed in the begining of this paragraph. 
We construct the (affine) linear Coxeter system ( W , {σί,σ!,...,σ!} ) as 
suggested there. Put 
V' := V x IR 
ν 
ν := (а ,0) , φ (v,t) ·= α (ν) ι = 1,...Д 
ν 0 := (-α0,0), φ^ν,ΐ) := t - α0(ν) 
And as usual: a'(v,t) := (v,t) - φ (v,t) v. for ι = 1, . . ., t. 
i\ow W leaves invariant E^ := V x {ξ} с ν χ <C = (V) for each ζ e С* 
Let us in particular study this action for ξ = 1. 
For ι = 1,...,Л we have : 
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σ|(ν,1) = (ν,Ι) - ^ (ν,Ι) vi - (ν,Ι) - ^ (ν) (α^Ο) = (а±М ,1) 
a¿(v,l) = (ν,Ι) - α0(ν,1) ν 0 = (ν,Ι) - (1 - α0(ν))(-ο0,0) = 
= ( ν - α
η
(ν)α. + α. , 1 ) = ( σ (ν) + α
η
, 1 ) = (σ
η
(ν),1) 
So the action of W on V x {1} = V corresponds with the action of W 
on V . Hence X = X. . So by the reasoning in (5.3) we have X' e* X, 
hence ^ S A~. 
We check that an isomorphism is explicitly given by (5.6). 
Consider the diagram 
\^P ($$j * Yl 
τ > X 
where ($) is the deformationretraction defined in (5.3) and ($$) is the 
multiplication with -V^T1 . The basepoint of X' is p' ( П Р (с, 1) ) , its 
image under f: f βρ' (sZ-P (с, 1) ) = р(д(\ГГ> (с, 1) ) ) = р(с) . But the 
basepoint of X is p(V-l 'c) . So we define λ := [v'::T,c,c] and then 
ρβλ. is a curve from the basepoint of X to the f-image of the basepoint 
of X'. So an explicit isomorphism TrfX' ,ρ' (v^P (c, 1) ) ) -» т\{Х,р(\/-Рc) ) 
is given by 
(5.7) {p'n·} -• {poX^ fpogov'} {ρ'λ^ 1 
Now let γ' be a curve in Y' such that ρ'^γ' represents the element 
(Sp.) , so for instance we can take 
y'it) := P(t)v0 + \£T>[ (l-t)(c,l) + to0(c,l) } with p(>i) < 0. 
Let γ := goy' . Then Y(t) = \fT,p(.b)iiQ + (l-t)c + to (c) which is a 
curve from с to o„(c) = σ (с) + α„. Wow we have to study the curve 
0 on 0 •' 
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 "ρ U UQ О 
that peXj = ρολ2 , so poy represents the nghthandside of (5.7) . The 
curve ρ is illustrated in figure 22 , where the rootsystem В is shown. 
Real part of λ, Ύ λ Imaginary part of λ, γ λ 
fig. 22 1 
Now we make 4 remarks about this curve y. These remarks are 
sufficient to describe its homotopy type: 
(1) Im(y) is a curve from с to σ (с). 
(2) Re(μ) is a curve from 0 to a 0 and exept for the begin and end-
point there is only one other value of the parameter, say t = 4 such that 
the real part is on some hyperplane N e ρ , Μ e M. 
M 
(3) We have Imtyth)) = ρ Μ α . Since ρ (h) < 0 this means that the 
imaginary part has already passed by all the hyperplanes separating 
С and σ (С) . 
α0 




the real part is in С η { χ e V Ι α (χ) < 1 }. 
From these considerations it follows that pop is a loop in 
X representing the element s e 0 e A"·. So the image of s„ is 
dg W = 0 
e
 0
 s = t
n
 s . A similar reasoning gives that the image of s £ A 
ÍS β 1 € V Π 
(5.8) COB0LLARY. If A~ is an extended Artin group of rank I , such that W 
w 
is finite and irreducible, then A~ has a finite -presentation with ί,+1 
generators. 
The conclusion of this corollary is true under some other 
conditions too: 
(5.9) THEOREM. If A~ is an extended Artin group of rank I with n.. e {0,-1} 
for all i,j e {!,...,{,} and with a connected Oynkin diagram, then A~ 
fcas a finite presentation with £+1 generators. 
PROOF: If n.. = -1 then s. t. sJ = t. t. (2.9), so then t, can be 
eliminated. Since the Dynkin diagram is connected all but one of the 
generators t ,...,t can be eliminated. Π 
But there is an important difference between (5.8) and (5.9). 
The relations of the presentation meant in (5.8) are pretty simple, 
because they are the relations of an Artin group. But the relations 





Let (ν,Η,Μ,ρ) be a hyperplane system. In this chapter we 
consider the question under which circumstances one can prove that the 
space Y := Y(V,H,M,p) is a Κ(π,1). If this is the case we call the 
system (ν,Η,Μ,ρ) а К(тт, 1) -system. 
(1.1) DEFINITION. A hyperplane system is called simplioial, if the с .>ne on a 
к -1 
chamber is a simplicial cone, i.e. of the form Q ψ ((О,»)) for some 
independent set {φ1/...ίφ.} с (VxIR) The со 'tí on a set AcV ia detined to 
be {(v,t) t VxIR | t>0, ^-cA}. Cf. fig.32 (siirnncial) and fig.24 (not simpl.). 
The result of Deligne [6] can be stated as (see (3.2) for central). 
(1.2) THEOREM. A simple, central and simplioial hyperplane system is Κ(π,1). 
(1.3) CONJECTURE. This theorem is still true if one drops the condition that 
the system has to be central. 
After some preliminaries in §2 we construct in §3 an open 
cover U of the universal covering space Y of Y. To ensure that the 
abstract simplicial complex Σ := nerf(ü) has simplices with a finite 
number of vertices we suppose from now on that the configuration satisfies. 




Assuming that the system is loaally-K{T\, 1) (3.7), by which we 
mean that the star subsystems (2.9) are K(n,l),s, we prove that this 
cover is simple i.e. that intersections are contractible. Then the 
geometric realisation ΙΣΙ of Σ has the same homotopytype as Y (Weil 
[13D . So the Κ(ττ, l)-problem is reduced to a contractibility problem for 
a simplicial complex, if one knows that the system is locally Κ(ττ,1). But 
this "locally-K(TT, 1) " problem is often solved at the same time one solves 
the contractibility problem for the complex in a positive way, because 
one can then apply induction on the dimension of V. 
We investigate the simplicial complex. In §4 we do this in 
the general situation and give a description in terms of galleries. In 
§5 we describe the complex in terms of (extended) Artin groups in the 
cases that the system is associated to a linear Coxeter group or an 
extended Coxeter group (generalised rootsystem). The construction is 
then of the type of the "Coxeter complex" of a Coxeter group. 
As example (3.5) shows, not every hyperplane system is a 
Κίπ,1)-system. In the central case the simpliciality takes care for a 
nice triangulation of a sphere S around the origin. The simplicial 
complex Σ . (defined in (3.6)), which is the complex used by Deligne, 
can be described in terms of this triangulation and the galleries. But 
in this context the use of the simpliciality condition is not essential. 
Because we wanted to know where the use of the condition was crucial, we 
have tried to postpone the use as far as possible. This is a main reason 
why we construct in §6 a space Ζ(ν,Η,Μ,ρ) homotopic to ΙΣΙ. Besides 
this the space Ζ is more related to the structure of the facets and the 
galleries. 
Also in §6 we sketch the way how certain generalisations of 
the theorem of Deligne (1.2), for instance conjecture Π . 3 ) , perhaps can 
be proved. One of the conjectures we need (namely "simpliciality implies 
the direct pieces property (6.28)) can be seen as a generalisation of the 
"key lemma" of Deligne ([6] prop. 1.19). Strengthening somewhat this con­
jecture gives an interesting and simple solution conjecture about the word 
problem for Artin groups. In general for the proposed kind of proof of the 
Κ(π, 1) conjecture it seems necessary to havt knowledge about the minimal 
représentatives of galleries. Hence the connection with wordproblems. 
52. STARS AND THEIR HYPERPLANE SYSTEMS 
Let again (ν,Η,Μ,ρ) be a hyperplane system. We need some more 
notions and properties, first of the configuration (V,H,W). 




(2.2) PROPOSITION. We have: st(F) = pr( M - M с M ) (F) >· κ( M - M ). 
(ι) F di) F 
PROOF: (il) Since F φ M for ail M E M - M , F is contained in a chamber 
with respect to M - M . 








 N o w l e t F C G
' 
then by criterion (1.3.5) for each M e "-№ we have Gc D„(F), so G is 
F M 
contained in the nghthandside. And conversely. Π 
( . ) C O R O L L A R Y . st(F) гз open in v. 
2.4) LEMMA. Let F ,F e F(M. Then the following properties are equivalent. 
(i) Fj <= F 2 
(n) St(F2) •= SttFj) 
(ili) For each A <- K(M) we have A c= st(F ) =* A <= st(F ) . 
PROOF· (i) » (n) Let E f F(M) and E с St(F ) . So F C E . Then 
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F с F2 с E, so Е е St(F ). 
(ii) » {ìii) is trivial. 
tiü) •· (i) Let M € M-M . By criterion (1.3.5) we have to show that 
Fl 
F_ с D.,(F.). Suppose not. Then F_ с D , where D is the other half-¿ M 1 2 M M 
space. So St(F ) η D is an open nonemptv set so there exists a chamber 
A which intersects it and since it is also a union of facets, A is even 
contained in it. By (lii) А с St(F,), so А с D (F.), contradiction 
1 M l 
w i t h А с D „ . D 
M 
5) LEMMA. Let F <= G, F,G e FfM), then: 
( i ) L^ с г , so dira(F) < d i m ( G ) . F G 
( i i ) L F = L G •» F = G. 
( i i i ) F jt G * d im(F) < dim(G) . 
PROOF: (i) If G с M then F с м, so L^ = Π M С П M = L . 
F F CM GCM G 
(ii) If L = L_, then F с M ** G с M for ail M € M. And with (1.3.5) : 
F G 
F s* M *• G / M ** G с DM(F) . It follows bv definition of facet that F = G. M 
(iii) follows from (i) and (ii). Π 
6) PROPOSITION. Let F ,F e F (M) and F η F ^ 
Then there is a facet F e F(M) suah that F. η F = F. 
PROOF: F пр. is a union of facets (since F is so (1.3.4)). Take 
F с F. η F with maximal dimension. Suppose a € F. η F„. To prove: 
a e F. Choose f € F. If a = f, then finished. If a ^  f, then consider 
the line 1 trough a and f. 
CASE 1: 1 η L centaines only f. Since St(F) is open (2.3), St(F)nl 
is open in 1, so there is а ее [a,f) η St(F). Let E be the facet 
containing the point e. Then F с E, but F / E, for e / F. So by 
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(2.5)(iii) dim(E) > dim(F). But since F η F is convex, we have 
e e F η F , so Ε с F. η F . Hence dim(E) < dim(F), a contradiction. 
CASE 2: le L . Since F is open in L , 1 η F is an open interval on 
1 containing f. If (a,f] с F, then a f F and we are ready. If 
(x,f] с F and χ 4 F mr some χ s (a,f), then there is a M e M, such 
that χ e M and f 4 M. so a and f are at different sides of Μ , but 
F η F is an intersection of hyperplanes in M and closed halfspaces. 
D„(f) is one of their, so then a 4 F. η F , contradiction. Π 
(2.7) DEFINITION. Let F ,F e F(M). If F η F φ 0, then we denote the 
unique facet F e F(M) such that F = F η F as exists by (2.6) by FA F . 
If F and F are such that there exists a G с F(M) such that G = F. и F., 
then by locally finiteness there are only finitely many such facets G. 
Then by (2.6) there is a facet F € F(M) such that F = -Π G. We 
1
 G=F1uF2 
denote this facet by F. ν F.. 
Note that for i = 1,2 F A F C F . (respectively 
F. с ρ ν F ) and this "meet" (respectively "join") is maximal (respect­
ively minimal) with this property, if it exists. 
(2.8) THEOREM. If F1,F2 6 F(M), then stiFj) η st(F2) is nonempty, if and only 
if F v F is defined and in this case St(F ) η st(F ) = st(F ν F ). 
PROOF: S t ( F j П S t ( F j = ( _U G ) П ( -JJ G ) = _U G 
1 2 \ ü=Fi / \ ^ F 2 / 3bFiUF 2 
T A . «„ G = : S t ( F ν F . ) . The e q u a l i t y ($) h o l d s b e c a u s e G-'Fi »Fp 1 2. 
F U F с G « F V F с G « F V F с G. Π 
(2.9) DEFINITION, (cf. def. (II.4.8)) Let again F e F(A1) and define 
Y F := Y(V,V,MF,p|MF) and 




Note that Y(F) = Υ η Im ^SUF)) (or simply InT (St(F) ) if 
Im is considered as a map Y -» H) . Furthermore note that Y(F) с Y с Y . 
(2.10) PROPOSITION, (cf. prop. (II.4.9)). Let F e F(M). Then there exists a map 
r : Y -» Y (F) with the properties: 
(i) The map r is a homotopy inverse of the inclusion i : Y(F) С γ . 
(ii) For another F' € F(M) such that F ν F' exists we have 
r(Y(F')) e Y(F·). 
PROOF: Choose f e F and let В be 
a closed ball around f inside St(F) 
in some metric on V (St(F) is open!). 
For each у e V there is a unique 
r(y) £ B, such that [f,r(y)]=[f,y]nB. 
Now r is a continuous map V -> St(F) . 
The rest of the proof is analogous to 
the proof of proposition (II.4.9) from the point ($). Including the proof 
of (ii) for which we have to remark that f e F ^ F v p ' с sttF'). D 
(2.11) COROLLARY. The spaces Y(F) and Y are homotopy equivalent. 
(2.12) COROLLARY. Let j be the inclusion Y(F) с γ and a e Y(F)., then the 
homomorphism j^ : ii(Y(F),a) -* it(Y,a) is infective. 
(2.13) LEMMA. Let F ,F e F(M) such that F ν F exists and let a e Y(F ν F ) 
(2.14) Then: níYfFjba) nn(Y(F2)ra) = n(Y(F vp),a) 
where these fundamental groups are seen as subgroups of п(у,а), which 
is done by (2.12). 
PROOF: This follows from (2.10)(ii) in the same way as (II.4.12) follows 
from (II.4.9) (ii) . Π 
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The following corollary is the key to an important result of 
this chapter.(theorem (3.11)). It mdkes it possible to prove this result 
for so called non central (def.(3.2)) systems. This in contrast to Deligne 
[6] . Compare remark (3.14). 
(2.15) COROLLARY. For i = 1,2 Ze' ¡г. t. F .¡À) and y. a ourve in Y ( F J. 
ι ι ι 
Suppose y is homotopia to y in Y. Then F ν F exists and the 
^urves y. are homotopia in Y to a curve y in Y(F. ν F ). 
PROOF: It is easy to see that we may restrict ourselves to the case that 
γ and γ are loops, say from a point a e Y(F ν F ). From γ. ^  γ 
it follows that {y ) = {γ„} and so it is an element contained in the 
leffhandside of (2.14). So it is also contained in the righthandside, hence 
of the form {>] where γ is a curve in Y(F ν F ). Π 
(2.16) DEFINITION. Let F Ι M . Define: 
U U _ 
GalF := { c„ с, ... с, . Gal \ F С С. } and 
U l k ι 
Π := { χ с П Ι χ = {γ} for some curve γ with y (t.) L Yip) for t £ [0,1]) 
(2.17) LEMMA. We have ip(Ga£F) = r/. 
PROOF: This is a simple inspection of the proof of (1.1.5) . CI 
(2.1b) COROLLARY of (2.15). For i = 1,2 let F. . F(Mj. /'ƒ G с GaL i and 
R ~ G , then F VF exists and G. ~ G for à;me gallery G г Gat ! 2. 
PROOF: Let γ. be a curve in Y(F.) such that ip(G.) = {γ.} as exists by 
(2.17). From G ~ G it follows that ip(G ) = (p(G ) , hence у —У-,· So 
by (2.15) there is a curve γ in Y(F " F ) such that γ — γ.. Then 
there is by (2.17) a G £ Ga¿ F l V F 2 such that ID(G) = {γ}. Then 
ip(G) = ip(G. ) , hence G ~ G. . D 
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(2.19) REMARK. It is possible and, since we have developed all of the necessary 
tools, perhaps more natural to prove (2.18) and a "gallery version" of 
(2.12) independent from (2.10) and its corollaries with the help of 
galleries alone. Here is a sketch: 
PROOF of (2.18)(sketch): Let F. e F(M) for i = 1,2. With the help of 
(1.3.9) and (1.3.10) we have a map pr^opr : K(M) -»K(M ) -» {AeK(M) | F.cÄ}. 
Fl Fj F 1 
This induces a map R : Gai -* GaZ 1, which respects gallery equivalence. 
(this map corresponds in a sense with the map r in prop. (2.10) ) . Now 
let G := R(G2). Then Gj = RiG^ ~ R(G2) = G. Π 
In fact this is the way (2.18) and hence its consequence (3.11) was 
discovered. We have given the other aproach, because the geometrical 
background seems more clear. 
§3. AN OPEN COVER OF THE UNIVERSAL COVERING SPACE 
After these preliminaries we are going to construct an open 
cover U of the universal covering space of Υ(ν,Η,Μ,ρ), where (ν,Η,Μ,ρ) 
is a hyperplane system as before. 
(3.1) DEFINITION. We call a facet F e F(M) minimal if it is so for the natural 
order relation i.e. if there is no facet E ^  F contained in the closure F. 
(3.2) DEFINITION. We call a hyperplane system central if H = V and ГЬ M ¿ 0. 
We call a system non aentrai if there doesn't exist a unique minimal facet. 
(3.3) REMARK. As the terminology suggests, we can suppose that a system is either 
central or non central. For, suppose there exists an unique minimal facet 
F . . Then since each facet contains at least one minimal facet, we have 
min 
for all F € F(M) that F . с F. Hence St(F . ) = H. The only hyper-
min mm ' r 
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planes, which meet St(F ) are the elements of M , so M = M„ r
 m m F F 
mxn min 
By (2.11) we have Y =* Y(V,V,M,p). Since we are only interested in the 
homotopytype of Y, we see that indeed we can suppose that the system is 
central in the sence of def. (3.2), if there exists a unique minimal facet. 
Note that we have· 
(3.4) F = Π , M 
min MeM 
(3.5) DEFINITION. We agree that F := φ in the non central case (this fits 
m m 
in with (3.4)1). We define the set of proper facets by: 
F*(M) .= F(M) - {F } (hence F (M) = F(M) in the non central case) 
min 
A proper facet is called ppopevly minimal if its closure doesn't contain 
a different proper facet. The set of properly minimal facets is denoted by 
F* (M). 
m m 
(3.6) DEFINITION. Let ρ : Y -» Y be the universal covering. For F e F (M) define: 
U(F) •= the collection of components of ρ (Y(F)) and: 
U ·= „ U _*,.., 11(F) , U := U * ,... U(F) 
F Ε F (M) m m F e F (M) 
min 
If the system is central, then M is finite, hence p., := U., ρ is 
M Me M M 
locally finite on V. For A e K(p,,) we define: 
(/(A) -= the collection of components of ρ (Re (A)) and 
V = . U ,„,„ , l/(A) and we agree that V := 0 if the svstem is non 
A e K(pM) 
central. Furthermore we define: 
Li := U U V , Û := U U I / 
m m min 
Σ = nerf(U) , Σ := nerf(U ) 
min min 
Σ := nerf(U) , £ := nerf(Û ). 
min m m 
(3.7) DEFINITION. We call a hyperplane system locally-Kin, 1) if (V,V,H ,ρ... ) is 
F I M-p 
а Κ(ττ, l)-system for each F e F (M). This means that Y and hence (by 
F 
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(2.11) ) Y(F) are K(n,l)'s. 
(3.8) EXAMPLE. A simple, simplicial system is 1оса11у-К(тт, 1) (central or non 
central'.). This follows from the theorem of Deligne (1.2) and the obser­
vation that the local system (V,V,H ,».., ) is simplicial if the original 
F |Mp 
system is so, and this local system is clearly central. 
(3.9) EXAMPLE. If it is true that a simple, simplicial system is K(TT,1) 
(conjecture (1.3))at least in the case of an affine linear Coxeter group 
then the hyperplane systems associated to the extended Coxeter groups 
(III.1.6) are 1оса11у-К(тт,1) . 
(3.10) EXAMPLE. (The "triangle"). Let V = H be a plane and let M = {1 ,1 ,1 } 
2 consist of three different lines with 
1 η 1. ψ 0, but 1 η 1 η 1 «= 0 (so 
fig· 2 4 \y_ a non central system!). See figure 24. 
Consider the simple hyperplane system 
j of this configuration. The local systems 
are easily seen to be simplicial, hence 
Κ(π,1). So the system is 1оса11у-К(я,1) . 
But it is not К(тт,1)1 This is well known and can be seen by the method of 
§4 (see (4.17)). 
(3.11) THEOREM. Let (ν,Η,Μ,ρ) be a hyperplane system which is loeally-f.(v, 1) . 
Then LI as defined in (3.6) is a simple covering of the universal 
covering space of Y(V,H,M,p). In particular this universal covering 
space is homotopy equivalent to the geometric realisation III of the 
abstract simplicial complex T3 the nerf of the cover (i. 
PROOF: First we prove the following remark: If U. e U(F.) for i = 1,2 
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and U := U η О ψ 0, then F := F. ν F exists and U e U(F),i.e. (J is 
closed under intersections. Now St(F ) η SttF.) И 0» because U. Π U- И0 
and so it equals St(F) ( theorem(2.8)). Let h = Imop. Then we have 
(3.12) h " ^ St(F) ) = h" 1! StfFj) ) Π h^t St(F ) ) 
The nghthandside is a union of intersections of elements in U(F.) and 
U(F ) and each intersection is in turn a union of components. So, for 
instance U. η U„ is an union of elements in ti(F) and we have to show 
that this union consists of just one element, that is we have to see that 
U is connected. 
For this purpose suppose a,b ε U and let γ be a curve in 
U from a to b (each U is connected). We have v. — ?, in Y, because 
Y is simply connected. So γ α γ m Y, where ν ·= ρογ . Now γ 
is in Y(F ) so by corollary (2.15) we know that γ — γ where γ is a 
curve in Y(F). Let γ be the unique lift of γ to Y with ^(0) = a, 
then Ύ — ?, in Y, in particular γ(1) = b. Furthermore γ is inside 
U so we have connected a and b by a curve m U, hence U is connected. 
This proves the first remark i.e that U is closed under intersections. 
It can be verified that for U e U(F), p. : U -» Y(F) is a 
universal covering. For instance the simply connectedness of U follows 
from the fact that Y(F) с Y induces an injection of fundamental groups 
(2.12). The locally-K(TT, 1 ) assumption ensures now that Y(F) is a Κ(π,1) 
if F e F (M). Hence U is contractible then. Together with the first 
remark it now follows that all intersections of elements of U are con­
tractible. In the non central case the elements of (J cover Y and so 
this is then indeed a simple cover. 
In the central case we still have to cover the points of Y 
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with Imop(x) € F . . This can be done with the elements of V. Since 
min 
these elements are mutually disjoint, we still have only to prove that 
U η V is contractible (if nonempty) for U e Ü(F) and V ε V{A), where 
F e F (M) and A e K(Pip · W e have: 
(3.13) p " ^ Re'^A) ) Π p " ^ Y(F) ) = p~1( A + \pPstl.F) ) 
Argueing as after (3.12) we can conclude from (3.13) that U η V is a 
union of components of the righthand side of (3.13). we will see that 
this union consist of just one element i.e. That U η V is connected. The 
only thing we have to do is to prove the folowing analog of corollary 
(2.15): Let γ. (resectively γ ) be a curve in Re (A) (respectively 
in Y(F) = Im (St(F)), where we consider Im : Y -» H) and suppose γ. « γ 
in Υ. Then there is a curve γ in Re" (А) П Im~ (St(F)) = A + V ^ T S U F ) 
such that γ ^ Y- — γ- in Y. To prove this we define a curve γ by 
Y(t) := Re(Y (t)) + V^T'lmtY (t) ) . Let G be a homotopy from γ to γ 
then (s,t) •* ( Re(Y. (t) ) , Im(G (t)) ) gives a homotopy from γ. to γ. 
So y c t y . e t y , as we wanted. 
So U η V is indeed connected, p, , . : U π V -* A + \/::T,St(F) 
lunv 
is again a universal covering. The base space is convex, hence contractible 
(and p. is even a homeomorphism) So U is indeed a simple open cover. 
As said before, the second statement of the theorem follows 
from Weil [13]. Π 
(3.14) REMARK. Note that we did not suppose simpliciality nor centrality. This 
in contrast with Deligne. His ingredient which is comparable with corollary 
(2.15) is [6] 1.31. And there he uses the existence of a gallery Δ, which 
depends on the fact that the situation is central. 
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(3.15) REMARK. We have the same result for the open cover U . and the abstract 
min 
simplicial complex Σ . , as easily can be seen. The space ΙΣΙ looks 




§4. THE SIMPLICIAL COMPLEX IN TERMS OF GALLERIES 
In this paragraph we study the simplicial complex defined in 
the previous paragraph with the help of the galleries of the hyperplane 
system. We fix a chamber С e К(M), a point с e С and a point с e Y 
above V-l 'с € Y, where ρ : Y -• Υ is the universal covering. 
(4.1) DEFINITION. For Fe F(M) define: 
G a £CF : = AÊK(M),FCA ^ С А ( N O t e ^ ^ F c Ä**A с st(F) ) and recall (2.16) 
ßct£F := { Cn 1 Cj C, e Gal | F с с.} 
(4.2) DEFINITION. Let G. € ßa£„„ 
1 CF.· 
fig. 25 
for i = 1,2. We write (GjrFj) с (G^F^ if 
(i) F1 с F2 
(ii) There is a Ge Gat 1 such that 
G ~ G.G (gallery equivalence (1.4.7)) 
Note that St(F ) <= St(F ) by (i) , so 
Gal a Gal 
CFT CF, 
so (ii) make sense. 
Note also that this relation с is 
transitive. 
(4.3) DEFINITION. If G ,G e ^ ^^p t h e n w e c a l 1 Gi a n d G2 ^-equivalent, 
notation: G ~ G , if (G ,F) с (G ,F) (then automatically (G ,F)c(G ,F)) 
ρ 
i.e. if there is a G e Gal such that G ~ GG. The F-equivalence-
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classes are denoted by gat . If g e gat„„, then end(g) := F. Note 
CF CF 
that for A e K(M) S^rj, = ^ ^ г А ^ ' w h e : r e ~ i s gallery equivalence. 
Furthermore gat := U * .,,. ga¿ . (note that this is a disjoint union). 
(4.4) DEFINITION. Let g e 9<^-CF for i = 1,2. Then g < g means that 
i 
(G,,F,) c: (G_,F-), where G, is in the F.-equivalence class g. . It is 1 1 — 2 2 1 ι ^ ι 
easily checked that this indeed does not depend on the choice of the 
representatives. 
(4.5) PROPOSITION. 
(i) The relation ¿ is transitive. 
(ii) Suppose g, ε Qcdi and F. с τ then there is a unique g. e З^™, » 
2 CF2 1 ^ 1 1 
such that g. S д . . 
( i i i ) If g^g-, e gci£ cm<i there exists a g e gal such that g. < g, then 
there exists a unique g1 ν g suoh that д. < g. ν g which is 
the smallest, i.e. if g. <. g t/геи g ν g < д . 
(iv) J/ g^g, € 9 ^ o^á there exists a g e доЛ. suoh that g < g. then 
there exists a unique д. л g suc/z that д. л g < д .
л
 which is 
the biggest, i.e. if g.< g. tfeen g < д. л g 
(ν) If g« »g, e 9 ^ *^en g. ¿ g , г/ and only if g э g as sets. 
(vi) ! ƒ g. »g, e 9Д<£ tAen g η g ^ 0 ·£ƒ and only if there is a 
g e ga£ sttcA that g < g . 
PROOF: (i) is trivial. 
(ii) Let G„ £ д.. Then G e GaZ с Gat , so G also determines a 
2 2 2 CFn 1 
gl ~ g2 ' 91 € 3a^CF ' I f a l S O 9І ~ g2 a n d Gl e gî ' ^ 6 " G2 ~ G 1 G 
for some G e GaJL , by the definition of g' < g But this says at 
the same time that G. ~_ G_ , so g. = g! . 
1 Fi 2 1 1 . 
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(ili) Suppose g. e goZ , g e θ^,,ρ a n d 9< - 9- Then F. с F , so 
F, ν F„ с F is defined. By (ii) there is a unique g ν g e 9Cl£ -, 
1 2 1 ¿ C^FjVFj 
such that g. ν g < g. F. с F ν F. , so by (il) there is a unique 
g' с g&£ , such that g! - g. v g^. By (i) g; < q and again by (il) 
we have g' = g . We still have to prove that this construction of g vg 
does not depend on the choice of g , so suppose h с gat „ _, has also 
the property that g. < h. Choose representatives G., G , G and H of 
g., g , g and h respectively and let G! (respectively G1.') be an element 
F * 
of GaZ 1, such that G ~ G..G! (respectively H ^ G^.-G'.') , as exists, 
sinx g. < g ν g U'ospec i.ively g. il h) . Then G. (G!) л- H. (G'.') , so we 
— 1 — 1 F • 
h.i\6' ч .G ~ (G") .G' r Ga£ 1. Then by corollary (2.18) we have 
i i 
_ I TH* 4 V P O 1 
(ü'M .G! ~ G' for some g' < Gal 1 2. Then H- . G ~ G I / hence 
CI - , H , so g ν g •* h. 
• j ^  j 2 1 2 
(iv) If g e gcL¿ there are only finitely many h с aal such that h < g, 
as follows from (ii, and (1.4). Therefore (iv) follows from (iii;. 
(v) Suppose д. с 9 ^ ™ , and q^ -42' S o F l C F 2 ' L e t G2 L 92 ' ^ 1 6 " 
G f ^Я-Г-Р С ^^ГР ' I f G1 е д1 ' ^ 1 6 1 1 since g S g , there is a 
G f Gal 1 such that G. ~ G.G, so G, ~ G„. Hence G_ e g.. So g. c g,. 
2 1 1 F I 2 2 1 2 1 
Now suppose g» c g. . First we prove F «= F,. For each chamber 
A с St(F ) there is a G. e g- such that A = end(G ). Since g с g , 
we also have А с st(F ). By lemma (2.4) it follows that F с ρ N O W 
let G. e д. , then G_ e g, , so G. ~ G.. Hence there is a G € Gal 1 i l 2 1 2 Fl 1 
such that G ~ G.G. So д. á д.. 
(vi) If there is a g e gal such that д. й g , then g с g by (ν), so 
g η g fí 0. If G e g η g , then end(G) с St(F ) η St(F ). So 
F ν F exists and G determines a g t qa£ such that g. S д. ι' 
(4.6) RKMARK.g, л g is not necessarily an element of gal„ 
4 l 2 J' э C,end(g 1)Aend(g 2) 
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(4.7) DEFINITION. We define a mapping u : { (G,F) | F e F* (M) , G e Gat } -• Ü 
CF 
as follows: Let γ be a curve in Y such that <p(G) = {γ}. Then 
γ(1) e Y(F). Let J be the unique lift with γ(0) = с. Then γ(1) is 
determined by G and is contained in a unique u(G,F) e ti (F) . 
In te central case we define also a mapping ν : GaZ χ К (p.,) -»I/ as 
CC M 
follows: Let (G,A) e ^аЛ x к'Рм' a n d s uPP 0s e γ is a loop in Y 
such that ip(G) = {γ}. Then the unique lift of γ[ \/-Pc, \РТ*с + a], 
where a e A, that starts in c, has his endpoint in a uniquely determined 
v(G,A) e l/(A). 
(4.8) LEMMA. Let U. := u(G ,F.) for i = 1,2. Then и с и if and only if 
(G2,F2) с (G^Fj). 
PROOF: Let U
 c
 U , then clearly St(F ) с St(F ) , so F с F . Let 
y. be as in definition (4.7) . Let γ be a curve in U., from ^ (1) to 
•yd) and γ := ρογ. Then γ is a curve in Y(F ) , so by lemma (2.17) 
F 
we have <p(G) = {γ} for some G e Gal . Now γ. = γ.γ so by (1.4.10) 
G_ ~ G .G. So indeed (G-,F ) с (G.,F ). The reverse implication can 
also easily be seen. Г 
(4.9) THEOREM. (i) The mapping и induce^ a bisection between gat and U , the 
vertiaes of Σ. 
(ii) The mapping ν induces a bisection between Q&t- x K(Pii) and V , 
the vertices of Σ
 3 which are not vértices of Σ. 
PROOF: (i) Let U e U(F), A e K(M) , А с St(F) , a e A and a a point in 
U above v'-l 'a , γ a curve from с to a and γ = ρ0-?. According to 
(1.4.10) there is a G È бЯ-Сд c G a^ C F ' s u c h t h a t Ψ'0' = tv^· ^1611 
u(G,F) = U , so u is surjective. From lemma (4.8) it follows that 
u(G ,F ) = u(G7,F ) if and only if F. = F =: F and G ~ G.. Hence u 
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can be defined on CfoZ and is then infective. 
(11) Let V £ У(A) , A e К'Ри' · L e t ^j be a curve from с to a point 
in V. Now γ .= ρ 0?, is a curve in Y from V-Pc to a point 
γ (1) e Re (A) . We may assume that γ. (1) = a + \/-1 'с for some a € A. 
Then γ [a + V^Pc, V^Pc] is a loop in Y on V^Pc , so by (1.4.10) 
there is a G с ^¿cc S U c h t h a t c n ( Gi' = ^ Ύ ι ^ a + V^Pc, V^Pc ]}, hence 
the surjectivity. It is also straightforward to see that viG.,A )=v(G ,A ) 





) -» Ι/. Π 
So from now on we can identify the vertices of Σ with the 
set (jai. We proceed by describing the simplices of Σ 
(4.10) THEOREM. A set {g ,...,g }, g e QoZ constitutes a simplex in Σ bf 
and only if there is a g e gat suah that g < g for ι = l,...,k. 
PROOF· Let G с Gal for ι = l,...,k and U := u(G ,F ). Then by 
1 ^^1 ^ ! ! 
definition {u ,...,U } constitutes a simplex if and only if 
U = U η ... η U τ* 0. Then U € U(F) for some Fe F (M) , hence 
U = u(G,F) for some G e Gat . Since и <- U , it follows from lemma 
(4.Θ) that (G ,F ) с (G,F). Π 
1 1 — 
(4.11) COROLLARY. The simplbcial complex Τ гв zsomovphvc to nerf(ga£). 
PROOF This follows from (4.10) with the help of prooosition (4.5)(vi). Π 
(4.12) REMARK. If we define gat = U * qaZ , then it can be seen also, 
^ min FêF CF 
min 
that the simplicial complex Σ is isomorphic to nerf(qa£ ). 
^
 r
 min v я min 
(4.Li) DEFINITION. An element g e qat (or a representative G t g) as in theorem 
14.10) is said to point to that simplex {g , <9
ν
Κ Let g e Э^с a n d 
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{F.,...,F.} a set of facets in F. Then by proposition (4.5) di) there 
is a uniquely determined g e gat with g ¿ g and they constitute a 
1
 '
 Fi 1 
simplex. In particular, if {F ,...,F } is the set of all the facets in 
F , then this simplex is denoted by с ig). The set of all simplices to 
which g points is exactly the set of all subsimplices of a(g). 
The maximal simplices of Σ are the simplices of the form a(g) for 
g £ Э^^п for some A e К (M) . 
(4.14) DEFINITION. Let the system be central. For a vertex V of Σ , which is 
not a vertex of Σ (i.e. an element of V ) we denote by Σ(ν) the 
subcomplex of Σ consisting of all simplices that form with V a simplex 
of Σ . The corresponding subcomplex of Σ is denoted by ¿(V). 
For (g,A) e 9<^-cr x K(Pii' w e write Σ^,Α) (respectively Σ^,Α)) instead 
of Σ(ν^,Α)) (resp. ΣΙν^,Α)) ). We define Σ (V) and Σ (V) analogously. 
min min r ^ 
In remark (6.21) we will see that Σ^,Α) (resp. Σ(9,Α) ) 
has the homotopytype of a sphere (respectively cell). Now we still have 
to finish our description of Σ in the central case: 
(4.15) THEOREM. Suppose that the hyperplane system is central and let 
(g,A) e Э^г-г· * ^ РцР ^rá G e g . Then the galleries that point to 
simplices of Σ^,Α) are equivalent to galleries of the form G.G 
where G is a direct replacing gallery of С D with D e к(М) and 
E := pr( p(C,D) с р^ )(A). 
PROOF: Let G := G and let the curve γ and the point a e A be as in 
the proof of (4.9) (n). Let G ε ^ ^ p point to a simplex {U ,..,U } of Σ 
(definition (4.13)); suppose that this simplex forms a simplex in Σ witn 
V = v(G ,A). This means that if U -= u(G ,F) then Un V ^  0. For we may 
suppose that, if U £ Ü(F ), then F = F, ν... ν F, , hence U = П. U , Now 
^^ i l 1 k ι=1 ι 
ф(С
п
) = {γ_} , where γ is a curve in Y from Sf-V с to V^-TM , with 
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VIF) - Im (StíFj / 
ü t D e K(M) , D с St(F). Let 
γ be a curve in Y from с 
to a point in U η V above 
a + \/-l 'd and put γ := ρ γ. 
Now define the "straight" 
curves : 
Xj := [ v^c, a+^FTO ] 
λ 2 := [ a+sFTc, a+v/^Pd ] 
λ 3 := [ a+\/=T , d, V^Pd 1 
У2-У
х
3 • Hence yiiGj) = { Ύ * " ^ 1 } / Ф(С 2 ) = ί γ λ ^ . 
Now iplG G ) {λ λ λ } and by t h e d e f i n i t i o n of t h e f u n c t o r φ ( 1 . 1 . 3 ) 
t h e l a t t e r e q u a l s ip(C D) , where E := p r ( p(C,D) с р ^ ) (A) . So we have 
£ 
G ~ G .С D as has to be proven. Π 
If moreover the hyperplane system is simple, then we have still 
another description of the extension Σ e= ¿ : 
) THEOREM. Suppose we haoe a simple central hyperplane syetem. Then there 
is a bij eat ion between 9&t-rr x Кфді' and r.^viU\ 9a%-n > ^e set of cc M' AtK(M) M""-CA 
equivale*ioe classes of galleries starting in С . So the subcomplexes 
Z(g,A) can also be labelled by the latter. If g <• goJL and G £ g , 
then the galleries that point to simplices of Z(q) are equivalent with 
galleries of the form G.P where ρ is a direct positive gallery. 
PROOF: L e t us have t h e s i t u a t i o n of t h e o r e m (4 .15) and s u p p o s e m o r e o v e r 
t h a t t h e s y s t e m i s s i m p l e . Then we have K(Pi/) = K(M) , so A c K(M) . 
L e t C , C . , . . . , C = A and A = D - . D . , . . . , D , = D be d i r e c t T i t s g a l l e r i e s I n U l k 
and E := p r ( M(C,A) с M )(A) and E := p r ( M(A,D) с M ) ( A ) . Then 
(3 / Л с Ε η Ε, η Ε„ , SO G, ~
π 1 1 a R 
Ε Ει Ετ 
С D ~ С ІД ¿O - R C C 1 
С .D + D 1
 +
 . . . D, . 
η 0 1 к 
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(where ~ denotes pregallery equivalence, see (1.1.4)). By proposition R 
(1.4.8) the first and the last gallery are also gallery equivalent, so 
G.G ~ G'.P , where Ρ is the positive gallery D D ... D and G' 
G' G.C С . Now each gallery is equivalent to a gallery of 
this form and this induces the desired bisection between ga£„„ x К (p..) 
a n d
 A£
UK(M) 9^CA· D 
(4.17) EXAMPLE. As an illustration let us determine the complex Σ of the 
m m 
hyperplane system "the triangle", example (3.10) (equals Σ in this 
non central case). It is easily seen that the group gat (which is in 
general the fundamental group of Y !) is isomorphic to Ж , by the 
isomorphism (η.,η.,η ) •* g 1 g 2 g 3
 r
 where g is the equivalence 
class of the gallery G := ι ι (in the notation used m this kind of 
examples, see §(1.5)). For instance the commutation relation 
G ..G, ~G 9.G is illustrated by f liprelations around the plinth Ρ : 
1 1 2 2 12 12 12 2 1 2 12 1 2 2 11 
The minimal facets are the points: F (M) = {P.,P_,P^} . For each 
mm 1 2 3 
g e gai there is a unique representative G eg. So the vertices 
C?! ι 
of Σ : gai. = U. qa£„„ can be labelled by a disnomt union of 
m m
 3
 rain 1=1 3 CP1
 J J 
three copies of Τ .Ε χ {1,2,3}. The two-simplices {(η ,1),(n_,2),(η,,3) } 







by theorem (3.11) or in fact 
remark (3.15) we have ΙΣ I =* Y. 
min 
Now we can see why the system is 
not K(TT,1)· Take a subcomplex 
Σ' с Σ consisting of the 
min 
simplices {(η ,1),(η ,2),(η , 3) } 
with η e {a,b} , where a and b 
are two different integers. Then 
ΙΣ'I is a 2-sphere ( the surface 
of the platonic solid in fig. 28) 
Since the simplicial complex ΙΣ I is Lwodimensional ΙΣ1I generates 
rain 
a nontriviiil element in π (Y) . 
§5. THE ARTIN COMPLEX AND THE EXTENDED ARTIN COMPLEX 
In the case that the hyperplane system is associated to a 
linear Coxeter group or an extended Coxeter group (i.e. a generalised root 
system) the simplicial complex constructed in §3 can be described in terras 
of the groups involved. The construction turns out to be of the following 
general type. 
(5.1) DEFINITION. Let G be a group and H a finite collection of subgroups. 
We define an abstract simplicial complex, called the cosetnt.rf of the 
group G and the collection H as follows: 
cnerf(G,H) - neif( „U.. G/H ). 
Η(_Γ1 
(5.2) RbMARK. Since 0 ^ {1} с fl
u
 Η , the c o l l e c t i o n Η i t s e l f i s a (maximal) 
Ht Π 
simplex of crierf(G,H). This simplex serves as a fundamental domain for 
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the natural action of G on cnerf(G,H). 
3) LEMMA. The map С Э х - * - { х н | н е Н } induces a bijeotion between 
G/( П., H) and the set of maximal simpliaes of cnerf (G,H) . 
PROOF: Straightforward. 0 
4) LEMMA. Jf G <- G' , then the space I cnerf (G' ,H) I is homeomorphio to 
|cnerf(G,H)| χ G'/G , wheve we give G'/G the disarete topology. Hence 
Icnerf(G',H)I та a disjoint union of spaces homeomorphic to Icnerf(G,H)I. 
PROOF: Let Η r fi. Then each left coset of G in G' is a disjoint 
union of left cosets of H. So for each element of G'/G we have a 
subcomplex of Icnerf(G',Η)I. The space Icnerf(G1,H) I is a disjoint 
union of this kind of subcomplexes and a point in one such a subcomplex 
cannot be connected to a point in another. Furthermore they are all 
isomorphic to Icnerf(G,H)I , as can be seen from the action of G' on 
lcnerf(G\H) I . С 
5) LEMMA. The space Icnerf(G,W)I is connected if and only if G is 
generated by U,. H. 
PROOF: If Icnerf(G,H)I is connected, then by (5.3) the index of the 
subgroup generated by the elements of H is one. Conversely, let G be 
generated by U,, H. Then an arbitrary vertex of nerf(G,W) is of the 
form xH , χ e G and H e H. Write χ = a а-...i , a € H. £ H for 
i = l,...,k and let χ. := a....a.. Then, since a.H. = χ,.,.χ H = 







a i - i H i ^ s e 4 ^ n " Ι { Χ Η , Χ
Λ
} Ι , K V i W i W · " · 
l{x H ,x H }l is a sequence of 1-simplices connecting the vertex xH to 
a vertex of the fundamental simplex. D 
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(5.6) REMARK. It is convenient to restrict ourselves to collections И , which 
have the following two properties: 
(i)
 H n H H = {1}. 
(ii) G is generated by U^ H. 
By lemma (5.4) we do not lose much generality by supposing (ii). If (ii) is 
supposed we will suppress G in the notation: cnerf(H). 
Property (i) ensures with the help of lemma (5.3) that we have a bijection 
(5.7) σ : G -* {maximal simplices of cnerf(H)}. 
In all the cases we will consider, the properties (i) and (ii) will be 
satisfied. 
(5.8) EXAMPLE. Let (W,{σ ,...,σ }) be a finite, affine or compact hyperbolic 
system i.e. the subgroups W. := Wf. о г e·l ^ o r ^ = 1»···/^ are 
finite. Then the collection Η := { W. l i e {!,...,£} } satisfies (5.6) 
(i) and (ii). Now cnerf(H) is the well known Coxeter complex. Note 
that if W is finite, then |cnerf(H)| is homeomorphic to the i-l-sphere. 
(5.9) THEOREM. Suppose a simple hyperplane system of a linear Coxeter group w is 
given. Let (A , {s ,...,s.) ) be the associated Artin system. Then: 
d) The simplicial complex Σ of the hyperplane system as defined in 
(3.6) is isomorphic to the cosetnerf of the collection of subgroups of A 
of the form A , where J s {1,...Д) and W is finite. This collec-
tion satisfies (b.6) (i) and (ii). 
(ii) The system is central if and only if w is finite and in this case 
there is a bijection m ("midpoint") from A to the vertices of Σ , 
which are not vertices of Σ . If χ t A , then the maximal simplices of 
the subcomplex Σ(ιη(χ)) of Σ are the simplices of the form: 
σ ( xw ) , w t w, 
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where W has to be гпЬеітр еЬеа as a subset of A by remark (II.3.19). 
PROOF: The fact that the collection of subgroups of A^ as in (i) satis­
fies (5.6) (i) follows from theorem (II.4.13) (n) . We have a surjective 
map f : GaZ -» A as the composite Gat -» Ga£/W -+ π/ί' -» A , where the 
first is canonical projection and the two others are discussed in the proof 
of (II- 3.8) (see (II.3.16)). Now we claim that gaZ Э g ->· f (g) с A induces 
a bi]ection between gai and the cosets of the subgroups of A mentioned 
in d) . For, if G. e g, g e gaZ , then the elements of g are 
equivalent to galleries of the form G.G with G_ e Gai . After dividing 
out the action of W , we can suppose F с с , then f(Gai ) = A , where 
"J 
J S {1,...,Я} is of the type F,i.e. J = { ] Ι φ (F) = {0} }. Vi is finite 
г D J 
because F <= I and J is a proper subset, because F e F (M). Now f (g) 
is the coset f(G-)A . Conversely, if W is finite, but J ^  {1,...Д} 1 Wj " " J 
and χ e A , it is easy to see that f ("Ад, ) e З^^р» f o r some proper 
facet F determined by TT(x) e W and W . (i) now follows from corollary 
J 
(4.11).(ii) follows from (4.16). D 
(5.10) DEFINITION. Let A~ be an extended Artin group of rank J, as in definition 
(III.2.13). For J с {1, . ..,1} we define the following subgroups: 
A~ := the group generated by s ,t , η e J. Wj ir·*
 3 j 
Π (W) := the group generated by s , D € J and n e E. 
(5.11) REMARKS.(i) We have π (W) с π (W ) , but the other inclusion need not 
J J 
hold (take for instance J = 0). What we do have is: 
T T ^ W ) , = (π
ΐ7ν r ^ W ) = A~ n n"
1(WT). J |A~ J Wj J WJ 
(n) Analogous to theorem (II.4.13) it can be proved that the fliprelations 
form a complete set of relations for Π (W) and also. 
J 
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(5.12) π ^w) fi IT 1 ( W ) T = π
 1
 (w), _ . 
Jj Jp JinJ2 
(iii) From (ii) it can be seen that (as the notation already suggests) 
(A~ , {s.,t.} . » ) forms an extended Artin system and we have 
Wj J 3 DÉJ 
Чі
 n
 A W T 2
 = A
w 7 l T 2 
(Ξ.13) THEOREM. Suppose a hyperplane system of an extended Coxetev group of rank 
i is given. Let A~ be the assoaiated extended Artin group of rank I . 
Then: 
(i) The simplioial complex Σ of the hyperplane system is isomorphic 
to the cosetnerf of the collection subgroups of π (w) of the form 
π (w) where J ς { ! , . . . ,£} and w is finite. This collection 
J ψ u 
satisfies (5.6)(г) and (ii). 
(ii) The system is central if and only if W is finite and in this case 
there is a bijection m ("midpoints") from A~ to the vertices of Σ 
uhich are not vertices of Σ. If x.e e A~ is the unique way to urite 
an element of A~ as product of χ e π (w) and q r Q, then the 
maximal simplices of the subaomplex Kmtxe )) are the simplices of the form 
σ(χλ (w)) , w ι W 
q 
where w has to be interpreted as a subset of π (w) j which can be 
done by remark (U.S. 19) and lemma (III.4.1) and λ is the pseudoconjugation 
the action of Q on the set π (w) as defined in (III.4.14). 
PROOF: (i) is proved in a similar way as the corresponding statements of 
(5.9). Note that (5.6)(i) is satisfied by (5.12). It is in principle 
possible to give a bisection between A~ and QoJL * κ'Ριιι' a n d prove 
(ii) with the help of (4.15). But let us give a more direct and instructive 
proof: Let V< I/(A) be a vertex of Σ , which is not a vertex of Σ . Here 





of (III.3.5) (ni) . 
A maximal simplex of Σ 
is determined by a Uttifn) , 
D = w'(C) e K(M) for a 
unique w' e W. This 
simplex forms with V 
a simplex in Σ (i.e. 
is a simplex of Σ(ν) ) iff U n V ^ 0. We may 
assume, that there is a point in this inter­
section, which proTects (by Y -» Y ) on 
a + \/=T,d e Re" (A) η Im (D) с γ , where 
V^Pt a := w(q + e) e w(q + U ) A and d w' (c)erD 
(recall that с € Un с с ) . Let γ be a curve in Y from S to this point 
in U л V. Then γ ·= ρογ Is a curve in Y from V-Pc to a + V-Pd. 
Define the "straight" curves λ ,, . ,λ„ as follows 4 
λ1 := [ wíq+vnPc), w(q+c) 1 = [ wfq+^Pc), a ], 
λ 2 := [ w(q+c), w(q+c) + \/^ΡΜ·(0 ] = [ a, a+V^Pd ], 
λ := [ w(a+c) + N A T ' W ' C C ) , w(q) + ^Pw'(c) ] = [ a+V^Pd, w(q)+\/=Pd ], 
λ 4 := [ w(q) + \^Pw
,
 (c) ] = [ wtqî+vCT'd, V^T'd ]. 
Note that λ с Re (A) and λ,, λ. c I m (D) · N o w t l l e curve γλ λ 
projects on a loop in X representing an element in A~ = ττ(Χ,*) of the 
form x.e , χ с π (W), q e p as above. Conversely each element in A~ 
determines a curve m Y from γ-1'с to a point of the form w(q + γ-1'c). 
Composing this curve with λ and lifting to Y the endpoint lies in a 
Vet/. This way we get the desired bisection m A~ -> I/. 
The curve Ύ^,λ projects on a loop representing an element y 
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of π (W) , such that тт(у) = w'. This describes the bijection between 
π (W) and the maximal simplices of Ζ given by (i). 
S i n c e γ λ . λ . =а ν λ . λ, λ ,λ .λ-,λ. we have 3 4 2 1 1 2 3 4 
($) у = χ.e .ζ , for some ζ ε Α~ , represented by the projection of ^і^о^т^а· 
To analyse this element ζ , we note that λ λ λ projects on the same 
loop in X as λ'λ'λ' , where 
λ 
J := [ ^Рс, с ], 
λ· := [ с, с + V^Pw"^' (с) ], 
λ^ := [ с + \/-Pw~1\i· (с) , V CPw~ 1w ,(c) 1, 
the transforms of λ, under e .w L W. Inspection of these formulas 
gives that λ'λ'λ' projects on a loop representing the element 
w w' с W с n (w) . 
The curve λ projects on the same loop as its transform 
under (w 1)" .e W q e W : [ V^Pc, (w') _ (-w(q)) + V C P c ], so it projects 
on a loop representing (w') (w(-q)) e Q с A~. we conclude that 
-1 , (wM^wt-q) 
ζ = w w .e . 
The reasoning has shown that if a(y) is a simplex of 
I(m(x.e4)) , then ν = x.eq.z = x.e q.w".e ( w" ) ( _ q ) =: χ.λ (w") , where 
q 
w" := w w'. Conversely, it can be checked that σ(χ.λ (w)) is a simplex 
q 
of I(m(x.eq)) for all χ t π (W) , q e Q and w e W. Π 
14) REMARK. In the situation of a linear Coxeter group as well the situation 
of an extended Coxeter group the simplicial complex Γ . can be described 
m m 
by adding to the conditions on J in (5.9) (i) (respectively (5.13) (i), 
namely that J ç {!,...,£} and W finite, that J is maximal with 
resnect to these properties. 
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(5.15) REMARK. In the case that W is finite the sets J с {1,...Д} with the 
properties mentioned in (5.14) are precisely the sets J with |j| = l-l, 
hence of the form {!,...,£} - {j} for a j e {l,...,1}. Hence for a 
given χ e A (respectively x.e € A~) we have a bijection between the 
maximal simplices of the Coxeter complex of W (example (5.8)) and the 
maximal simplices of Ζ . (m(x)) (respectively Σ . (m(x.e )) ). This 
min min 
bijection induces a homeomorphisra between the S.-1-sphere and |Σ . (m(x))l 
(respectively |Σ . (mtx.e ))| ). 
min 
§6. THE CONTRACTIBILITY PROBLEM 
If the space ΙΣΙ is contractible and the system is 
locally-K(lT, 1) , then the system is K(TT,1), as follows from theorem (3.11). 
To investigate the question of contractibility of |Σ| we construct a 
space Ζ = ΖΐΤ,Η,Μ,ρ) in terms of facets and galleries, which turns out 
to be homotopy equivalent to ΙΣΙ, as follows: 
(6.1) DEFINITION. Let S := H - F . . Note that in the non central case S = H 
min 
and in the central case S = V - Л"!.. M , which has the homotopytype of a 
sphere, hence the use of the symbol S. 
(6.2) DEFINITION. For F e F*(M) we define F := F - F . ( hence, by (3.5) 
min 
:= F in the non central case). 
(6.3) DEFINITION. We first define the sets: 
Z' := { (x,g) e S x gaZ I x € end(g) } and for g e gat: 
Ζ' := end(g) У {g}. 
Я 
We give Ζ' the topology of end(g) с ν and we give Z' the topology of 
the dis-joint union of the spaces Z' (Note that the set Z' is a disjoint 
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union of the sets Ζ' , g e ç\(Lt) . Furthermore for g e gaZ: 
Ζ' := end(g) χ {g}. Note that this fits in with the notation, because Z' 
Я 9 
is indeed the closure of Z' in Z'. Now we come to the definition of 
g 
the space Z: 
(6.4) DEFINITION. We define an equivalence relation on Ζ' as follows: 
If (x.,g.) e Ζ' for i = 1,2, then 
(χ »g.) ^ (x_,g?) if x. = X- and if F с end(g.) is the facet containing 
χ and g' the unique element of qa£„„ (see (4.5)(ii)) 
ι i^ 1 3 CF 
such that g! < g , then g' = q'. 
ι ι 1 2 
Let Ζ denotes the quotient space г'/Ч and b : Ζ' -» Ζ the projection. 
(6.5) REMARK. From the definition it follows that each equivalence class contains 
a unique element (x,g) with the property that χ e end(g). So Ζ = U
o a
/Z , 
where Ζ := b(Z'). This is a disjoint union. The sets Ζ are the facets 
g g g 
of the space Z. 
(6.6) REMARK. To clarify the picture of the space Ζ (see also fig. 30) we note 
the following: Since each point in S is 
contained in A for some chamber A we 
could have restricted ourselves to 
elements g such that end(g) t K(M) (and 
g is then nothing but an equivalence 
class of galleries). I.e. Ζ can also be 
considered as a quotientspace of 
i 
0 1 
H= V - IR and M = {0,1} 
fig. 30 
IK 
g€ga£CA ,А<гк(М) Z g 
(6./) DEFINITION. Let g f qaJL. We define the star of the facet Ζ (and denote 
it by Str to avoid confusion with the notations St and Star) by: 
S t r ( C i ) : =
 g^h Zh 
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(6.θ) PROPOSITION. Str(g) is open. 
PROOF: Let к e QCdL. It suffices to show that 
(6.9) Z¿ η fcf^Stríg)) = { (χ,к) £ Z¿ I χ e St(end(g)) } 
if the l.h.s. is nonempty, because the r.h.s. of (6.9) is open in Z' 
Let χ € end(k) and b(x,k) e Str(g). By the definition of Str(g) (6.7) 
we have b(x,k) с Ζ for some h € QOJL with g < h. Then (χ,к) ^  (χ,h) 
and χ e end(h) , which entails h < к. So first of all we see that, if 
the l.h.s. of (6.9) is nonempty, then g < к. Furthermore from g £ h it 
follows that end(g) с end(h), so χ e St(end(g)), which proves that the 
l.h.s. is contained in the r.h.s. 
Now we assume that the l.h.s. is nonempty ( hence as we saw 
above we know that g < к ) and prove that the r.h.s. is contained in the 
l.h.s.: Suppose (x,k) e Ζ' and χ e St(end(g)). Then χ e F for some 
facet F with end(g) с F. Furthermore F с end(k), so there is a 
unique h e gaJL , such that h S к. end (g) с F , so there is a unique CF 
element g' e ал£„ ., . such that g' ^  h. So g' S к , but we also know 4 3
 C,end(g) ч ^ 
that g S к , so g = g' and hence g s h. From b(x,k) = b(x,h) с Ζ 
and g < h , we conclude that'b(x,k) e Str(g). Hence (x,k) is element of 
the rh.s. of (6.9). Π 
(6.10) PROPOSITION. Let g £ gaJL. Then: 
(i) b i z · ) = υ ζ. 
g hSg h 
(ii) b(Z') -is closed in Ζ . hence ζ = b(Z'). 
g g g 
PROOF: (i) is clear from def. (6.4) and remark (6.5). 
(ii) Suppose к £ ga£ is such that Ζ η bíZ') = 0 , then by (i): к φ g. 
κ g 
We show that Str(k) η btZ') = 0 , which proves (ii): Suppose 
Z, с str(k) η btZ') , then k<h and h<g , hence k<g , contradiction. Π 
к g 
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(6.11) REMARK. We have Ζ = U Ζ and a map defined on Ζ i s cont inuous, i f 
gegaZ g 
and only if the restrictions to Ζ , g e aal are continuous. If we wish 
g 
we even can restrict ourselves to g £ O^ A-** with A f K(M) . 
(6.12) PROPOSITION. Let g-.g, e Я&Р. TTzen str(g ) η str (g ) is ncnenpty if and 
only if g ν g existe and then it equals str( g ν g ) . 
PROOF: If nonempty, then there is a Ζ contained in the intersection and 
then g < g ι = 1,2. So then g ν g exists. And conversely. 
Striga 0
 Str(g2) = g U h Z h = U h Z h =: Str( ^ ν g 2 , . D 
ι 1 2 
(6.13) PROPOSITION. Let g e gal. Then Str(g) is contractu)le. 
PROOF: Choose a point x„ £ end(g). Then Ы х ^ д ) e Ζ с str(g) and we are 
0 U g 
going to contract Str(g) on b(x ,g). Let к € QCLZ. and suppose, that 
the lefthandside of (6.9) is nonempty (i.e. g S k). By the equality (6.9) 
we see that we can define a continuous map φ : A * [0,1 J -»A by 
φ ((x,k),t) := ( tx- + (l-t)x , к ), where A is the set in (6.9). It is 
not difficult to check, that (x,,k,) ^ (x_,k-) then φ, ((x,,k,),t) ^ 
1 1 ¿ ¿ kj 1 1 
φ ((x„,k ),t). So we have a continuous map φ : Str(g) * ΓΟ,Ι] -» Str(g), 
k2 2 2 
which is the desired contraction on b(x ,g). D 
(6.14) THEOREM. The space ζ is homotopy equivalent to the space III. 
PROOF: It follows fror (6.θ) and (6.12) that {Str(g)} . is an open 
дедах. 
cover of Z , whose nerf is isomorphic to Σ . This cover is simple by 
(6.1J) and (C.12), so the theorem follows. Π (6.15) DISCUSSION. We have a map q : Ζ -» S , sending the class of (x,g) to x. 
Suppose we have a central system. For A f ^'Pii' an<^ 5 e З^пг· w e 
define a section s = s (g, A) : Ξ -» Ζ of q as follows: 
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If χ e S , then χ e D for some D e K(M>) . Now let к e . a a^ C D
 b e
 t*16 
class of G.G, , where G e g and G, is a direct replacing gallery of 
α α 
the direct pregallery С D with E := pr ( p(C,D) <= pw ) (A) . Then 
s(x) := b(x,k). We have to check that this does not depend on the choices 
involved. We sketch this check for the choice of another D' 6 K(M), such 
that χ e D'. Let F с D η D' be the facet such that χ e F. Then, as 
we saw in (1.3.9) and (1.3.10) the map 
pr restricted to { В £ K(M) | F с в } 
is a bijection on K(M ). So we can take 
F 
В := pr" ( pr (C) ). Then a direct Tits j-
 F F 
gallery from С to B, followed by a direct 
Tits gallery from В to D, is a direct 
Tits gallery from С to D. So G can be 
ρ 
chosen of the form G.G , G» € Gui and 
G", = G,G: , GÌ e GCL¿F. Then G^ and G' d 1 ¿ ¿ α α 
are F-equivalent. 
The map s is continuous, because it is 
so when one restricts it to a set D and 
S is a finite union of such in S closed sets. Furthermore it is clear 
id
,~/ ^ ' where S(g,A) := s(g,A)(S) S (g,A) that q°s =id_ and soq, , 4
 S M|S(g,A) 
So we conclude from this discussion, that we have a collection 
of spheres in Ζ in the central case, labelled by qaJL * K(p.,). Now the 
CC m 
hope is that we can prove in some cases that Ζ is just a bouquet of these 
spheres. I.e. if one attach cells to these spheres one gets a contractible 
space. Indeed, constructing the space z, we are going to attach for each 
(g,A) e ga£ * κ(Ρι/' a c e l 1 B(9»A). Now, if it could happen that CC "M 
S(g ,A ) = S(g ,A ), with (g ,A ) ^ (g ,A ) , then the contractibility of 
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Ζ would be doubtful. But we have : 
(6.16) LEMMA. If Stg^Aj) = S(g2,A2) , then (g^Aj) = (g 2,A 2). 
PROOF (sketch): Let χ e С , then s (д.,A ) (χ) = s (g ,A ) (x) , so 
(χ,g ) ^  (x,g2) , which implies g = g . From s(g ,A ) (-x) = s(g ,A )(-x) 
it follows that G.C Al (-C) ~ G.C 2 (-e), where G t g = g 
2" 
So С * (-C) ~ С 2 (-C) , from which it can be proved that A. = A ? , by 
a simple application of an invariant technique, which we do not want to 
develop here. Π 
(6.17) DEFINITION. We define a space Ζ = Z(V,H,M,p) as follows: If the system 
is non central then Ζ := Z. If the systeir is central, then we attach a 
cell B(g,A) to each sphere S(g,A) of Z. Precisely: Ζ is a quotient of 
Ζ U ( V x (да/ хк(р,|)) ) , where points of S(g,A) are identified with 
points of V x {(g,A)} by S(g,A) ^  S с ν = V x {(g,A)} 
q 
Note that we can extend q : Ζ -» V in the central case, so we 
have a projection q : Ζ -» Η in both cases. 
(6.13) THEOREM. The space Ζ is homotopy equivalent to the space ΙΣΙ . 
PROOF: For the non central case this is theorem (6.14). So suppose central. 
Then: The in Ζ open sets Str(g) for g ε pct¿ induce open sets in Ζ 
This follows from the fact that q(Str(g)) = St(end(q)) is open in V. 
These open sets still do not cover Z. But for each (g,A) e S^pp " K'Pw' 
V x {(g,A)} induces an open set in Ζ dnd together with the first sets 
this gives an open cover of Ζ . It can be verified, that this cover is 
simple and that its nerf is isomorphic to Σ. Π 
(6.19) COROLLARY. If the system is locally-K(.i\, 1)
 3 then the universal covering 
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space Y is homotopy equivalent to ζ. 
(6.20) REMARK. It can be proved that the homotopy equivalence of (6.19) can be 
realised by the following map ψ : Υ -» Ζ , which makes 
the diagram shown commutative. Let y £ Y and set 
χ := Im(p(v)) e H. If χ e F . , then y e V e V and 
min 
ф(у) is the point in Ζ determined by χ and 
i
m
 / ν (V) e g a £ , x К (p.,) . If χ e S , then χ e F for an 
CC M 
F e F (M). Then y e U e U(F) and ψ(y) is the point 
-1 
in Ζ determined by b(x, u (U)) e Ζ. (Recall the maps 
u and ν from (4.9)). 
(6.21) REMARK. The spaces II(g,A)l are homotopy equivalent to a sphere, since 
they can be seen to correspond to the spheres S(g,A) by the homotopy 
equivalence of theorem (6.14). 
(6.22) REMARK. If the system is simplicial and if Π м = {0} , then the hyper-
Me M 
planes cut out a triangulation of a sphere around the origin. Deligne uses 
this triangulation to define his complex (which coincides with ΙΣ . I). 
m m 
But the use of the simpliciality condition for this purpose is not the 
essential use as we can see from the constructions of this chapter. 
The geometric simplicial complex on the sphere is exactly ΙΣ . (g,A) I 
min 
(cf. (5.14) and (5.15) ) . 
Now we are going to define feome conditions on the galleries, 
which seem to be satisfied in many cases and which are sufficient to prove 
that Ζ is contractible in the non central case ( for a simple system it 
follows then for a central system too). 
(6.23) DEFINITION. Let G e ^oZ . Recall (1.4.1) that Id is the length of G. 
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The gallery G is called F-minimal , if |G| < IG'| for all G' m the 
F-equivalence class of G. A gallery G is called minimal, if it is 
end(G)-minimal, i.e. if its length is minimal for the gallery equivalence 
class to which :t belongs. Note that F-mimmality implies minimality, 
but in general not conversely. 
If g f gaJL , we define the length of g , notation also Ig I to be the CF 
length of an F-minimal representative of g. 
(6.24) DEFINITION. Let CG'e Gat . G is said to be left (resp. right) contained 
in G' , if G' « G.G" (resp. G' « G".G) for some G" e Gat. Recall that 
» denotes flipequivalence (1.4.5). 
(6.25) DEFINITION. Let g be an equivalence class of galleries. Then a gallery 
G is called a direct starting (resp. ending) piece of g , if G is direct 
and loft (resp. right) contained m some minimal representative of g. 
(6.26) EXAMPLE. The galleries 1 2 and 3^  2 are direct starting pieces of the 
gallery class that is depicted in figure 12 (example (1.5.5)). The 
galleries 2 J_ and 2 3 are the direct ending pieces. 
(6.27) EXAMPLE. Let us consider the configuration of figure 32 The galleries 
flu i« 
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We see that the (maximal) direct starting nieces of g are: 1 2 5 , J_ 3 5 
( и 3_ _1_ 5 ) and 3^  4 5 . The (maximal) direct ending pieces. 5 2 1 , 5 3 1 
( sa 5 1 3 ) and 5 £ 3 , ending in chamber C. This example is interesting 
because this equivalence class splits up in three flipequivalence classes: 
{Gj}, {G2,G3,C/i,Gs} and {G^. 
(6.2Θ) DEFINITION. A gallery class g (with A:= beg(g)) is said to satisfy the 
dzreat starting pieces property (DSPP), if there exists a direct gallery 
G, , such that: 
α 
(r) Each direct starting piece of g is left contained in G . 
(ii) For each M « М^ η M(A, end(G.)) there is a minimal representative of q, 
α 
which starts through Μ , i.e. which Deligne gallery is of the form 
A , sp
w
 — (A) , ... ( definition of sp : (1.3.11) ). 
ΜΠΑ F 
The direct ending pieces property (DEPP) is defined analogously. 
It is easely seen that all the gallery classes of a hyperplane system 
satisfy DPPP if and only if all the classes satisfy DEPP and in this case 
the hyperplane system is said to satisfy the direct pieces property (DPP). 
(6.29) EXAMPLE. For the examples (6.26) and (6.27) the classes mentioned have 
both properties· G = 1 2 ¿"3. 2 1 for (6.26) and for example (6.27). 
G, = 1 2 5 3 4 for the direct starting pieces ( note that G, is direct, 
α — — d 
because the underlying Tits gallery is so and chamber A prescribes the 
signs ). And G, = 4 3 5 2 1 for the direct ending pieces ( now chamber В 
α — — 
prescribes the signs of G ). 
(6.30) DEFINITION. A hyperplane system is said to satisfy the facet mnimalzty 
property , if for each F e F (M) and G. с GaJL , G is F-minimal and 
G e Gai. , G is minimal, then G G is minimal (if defined). 
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(6.31) THEOREM. Let (ν,Η,Μ,ρ) Ъе a non aentrai hyperplane system, which satisfies 
the direct pieces property and the facet minimality property. 
Then Ζ(ν,Η,Μ,ρ) is contractible. 
For the proof we need a simple lemma, which tells us how we 
can project the closure of a chamber on its boundary in the direction of 
another chamber: 
(6.32) LEMMA. Let А,В с K(M) , Α φ Β. Set 
E :=
 м пМ(А,В) МП]Г 
Then E с ЗА is a strong deformation retract of A. 
PROOF: Choose b e B. For χ e A , A n [b,x] is of the form [d(x),x] 
for some unique d(x) £ A. We prove that 
d(A) = E. First remark that, 
X e d(A) » d(x) = χ « [b,x] η A = {x}. 
Let χ e A. If there is a M e Μ η ΜίΑ,Β) with 
fig. 33 
χ r M , then [b,x] η D. (A) = {x} , for b / D.. (A,B) 
M M 
до then χ e d(A). Conversely, if there is no 
such M , then for all M e М^ we have 
[b,x] η D (Α) φ (χ). So then [b,x] η A = П ,([b,x]nD (A) ) И W . This 
M McAT M 
shows that d(A) = E. The continuity of d is now also clear. By the 
convexity of A , we see that Α κ [0,1] Э (x,t) •+ (l-t)x + t.d(x) e A 
gives a deformationretraction of A on Ε. Π 
PROOF of theorem (6.31): We construct a filtration of Ζ : For η e E we 
define Ζ := union of all Ζ , where g e α,α£
Γ
 , A e K(M) and |g| < η. 
n+1 — 0 1 2 
Then C = Z c Z c Z с ,n 
neZ"* 
it suffices to show that Ζ is a (strong) deformation retract of Ζ 
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Therefore we define a continuous map κ · Ζ -* Ζ , t e [0,1]/ which 
is a (strong) deformation retraction of Ζ on Ζ . Let us define this 
first on Ζ for a g e S ^ ™ » A e K(M) and |g| < η + 1. If Igl ¿ η, 
then we define к to be the identity on Ζ . 
Now let |q| = η + 1. Let G, be the direct gallery , such 
d 
that all the direct ending pieces of g are right contained m G (so in 
particular end(G ) = A ). Let В := beg(G ). Then А И В , for Igl > 0. 
Since the systeir is non central , we have A = A , s o Z ' = A x {g} = A. 
So we can define к on Ζ with the help of the deformation retraction 
t g 
of lemma (6.32). Let us check that к is now well defined on Ζ by 
proving that the definitions coincide on Ζ η Ζ . 
There is only something to prove in the case that at least one, 
say g , of the gallery classes has length n+1. So Igl = n+1 and we use 
the same notations for g and its attributes as above. Suppose h e ga£ , 
D e K(M) . Ζ η Ζ, ^ ¡3 implies that Α η D И 0 , so this intersection 
g h 
equals F , where F ·= А л D (2.7). Now there is a unique k e дд£__ , 
CF 
such that k < g and k < h. Choose an F-minimal representative G. of 
k and let G e GaZ be a minimal gallery such that G.G. is a represen-
p 
tati ve of g. Let also G., e GoZ be minimal, such that G G is a 
representative of h. It follows from the facet minimality property, that 
G G_ and G.G., are minimal , in particular IG G I = n+1. Now we may 
suppose that IG^I ä l , for otherwise |G I = n+1 , hence |G I = 0 , so 
then A = D = F and g = h and there is nothing to prove. po we can 
write G = G' G" with |G"| = 1 and let G" pass through the wall MeM\ 
Since G" is a direct ending piece of g , we have M e Μ η Μ(A,В) by 
ρ 
(DEPP) . Now G e Gal. , so G" also and hence M e M . So F с E , 
where Ε is as in lemma (6.32). It follows that к restricted to the 
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intersection Ζ η Ζ is the identity for each t e [0,1] , in particular g h 
coincidence of the definition on Ζ and on Z, . So < is well defined 
g h t 
and it is continuous by remark (6.11). 
We still have to prove that κ.(Ζ ) с ζ . Let g and its 
attributes be again as above and suppose χ e A. We have to show, that 
к. (b(x,g)) , which equals b(d(x),g) by definition, is contained in Ζ , 
where d : A -» A is the map constructed in the proof of lemma (6.32) . 
Д 
By this lemma d(x) e M for some M e Μ η Μ(Α,Β) , so by (DEPP)(li) , we 
know that g has a minimal representative of the form G.G. , where 
|G_I = 1 and G- passes through M. So d(x) is element of the closure 
F of a common face F of A and endtG.). The pair (G.,F) determines a 
an element h e QuX- a n d Gi and G G are F-equivalent , so 
Cr 1 1 ¿ 
(d(x),h) 'ν (d(x),g) and since |h| = η , it follows that b(d(x),h), hence 
also b(d(x), g) is contained in Ζ . D 
(6.33) COROLLARY. Let we have a system as in theorem (6.31). Suppose the system is 
also loaally-K.(π, 1). Then the system is Κ(ττ,1). 
In the simple case there is no need to restrict ourselves to 
non central systems: 
(6.34) THEOREM. Let a simple hyperplane system be given, which satisfies the direct 
pieces property and the facet minimality property. If the system is 
locally-H.^, 1), ttien it is κ(ττ,1). 
PROOF· In the noncentral case this is corollary (6.33). So suppose the system 
is central. Choose a hyperplane N г M and a form φ e V , such that 
Ν = φ" (0). Let H:= φ" ((0,~)). Consider φ as an element of (\)*· L e t 
Υ' := φ (1) η Y. Then it is easely seen that Y' is a strong deformation 
Ch. IV 
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retract of Y" := Y(V,H,M-{N}). It is also not difficult to see, that 
I x Y' Э (t,z) •+ tz £ Y defines a homeomorphism. So the system (V,V,M) 
is К(тт,1) if and only if (V,H,M-{N}) is Κ(π,1). And the latter is Κ(π,1) 
by (6.33). D 
§7. THE DIRECT PIECES PROPERTY; CONJECTURES 
(7.1) CONJECTURE. A simplicial system has the direct pieces property and the 
facet minimality property. 
If this conjecture is true, at least for simple systems one can 
prove conjecture (1.3). This proof is independent of the result of Deligne 
(1.2), because to prove the 1оса11у-К(тт, 1 ) -property one can apply induction 
on the codimension of 0 ц in 7. 
In this paragraph we want to give a sketch of a possible proof 
of the conjectured implication: simpliciality •» direct pieces property. 
First we remark that it is only necessary to prove (6.28)(ι), because in the 
simplicial case it can be proved that (n) is satisfied if one takes the len 
length of G of (i) mirimal. Now we need a definition: 
(7.2) DEFINITION. We say that a gallery G reduces to a gallery G', notation 
G' /_ G , if we can obtain G' from G by length reducing canceloperations. 
If we can take these canceloperations as follows: 
(G, .G,.А В A.G_ , G_ .G,.G.), where G, is the maximal direct starting 
am 1 ¿ dm 1 2 am 
piece of the second gallery, we say that G reduces to G' respecting the 
direct starting pieces, notation G' ¿y G. 
If g„1 is a flipclass of galleries, then G' /_ g (resp. G' ¿\. g ) 
means that there is a Ge g , such that G' ¿_ G (resp. G' /\ G) . 
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Now by very general reasoning it can be seen that if {G.,...,G } 
is a finite collection of representatives of a gallervclass g, then there 
exists a flipclass g с g such that G /_ g for ι = l,...,k. In particu­
lar there exists such a class for all the minimal representatives of g. 
Now (6.28) would be proved if we have: 
(7.3) CONJECTURE. By the minimality of the representatives it follows that we can 
choose g such that we even have G /_'. g for all the minimal represen­
tatives G of g. 
ι 
and: 
(7.4) PROPOSITION. (6.2Θ) is true for flvpequivalenae. 
PROOF: This can be proved analogously as the key lemma of Deligne [6] 1.19. Ρ 
Here is the essential use of the simpliciality. 
It is interesting to ask if a somewhat stronger form of 
the direct pieces property is true, namely if we replace the word "minimal" 
by "irreducible", where: 
(7.5) DEFINITION. WE call a gallery irreducible, if it is not flipequivalent to 
a gallery, that contains a cancellation,ι.e. that is of the form 
и и 
G .А В A.G . 
Note that minimal implies irreducible, but not conversely 
(7.6) EXAMPLE. Consider G := 1 2 2 J_ )_ 2^  in figure 12, page IQ. Then no flip-
operations nor lengthreducing cancelonerations are possible, so G is 
irreducible. But σ ~ 2 2 2 3 1 _ 2 « 2 2 2 ^ _ 1 _ 3 ~ 2 2 ^ 3 , ε ο G is not 
minimal. 
If we not onlv replace "minimal" by "irreducible", but require 
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an additional condition (which is satisfied in all the examples we have 
considered so far) we get the following: 
(7.7) DEFINITION. A hyperplane system as said to satisfy the strong direct pieces 
property , if for each gallery class g, there exists a direct gallery G , 
such that direct starting pieces of Irreducible representatives of g are 
left contained in G and moreover if g. c g for 1=1,2 is a flipclass 
of irreducible galleries and G is the maximal direct starting piece of g , 
then IGJI + |G2I > |G dl. 
(7.Θ) THEOREM. If the hyperplane system satisfies the strong direct pieces 
property, then we have the following solution to the word problem of the 
galleries: Let G e GaJL and beg(G) =: Ά. If G ~ S , then G is 
reducible. 
PROOF: If G is irreducible, then G = G .G. for two irreducible and equiva­
lent galleries G. and G . Using the second condition in def.(7.7), we 
get a contradiction. The details are left to the reader. D 
If simplicial systems would satisfy the strong direct pieces 
property, then theorem (7.8) would give a very simple solution to the 
wordproblem for Artin groups. Note that for braidgroups it would mean the 
following: "If a braid is trivial, then this can be shown without increasing 
the number of crossings". 
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SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift bestuderen we het homotopietype van een 
ruimte Y , die verkregen wordt door uit een convex complex domein Ω een 
vereniging van complexe hypervlakken weg te laten. Met name de bepaling 
van de fwidamentaalgroep (of -groepolde) en de vraag onder welke omstandig­
heden de hogere homotopygroepen verdwijnen. Is dit laatste het geval dan 
spreekt men van een K(R,1)-ruimte. Een simpel voorbeeld van deze situatie 
* 
verkrijgen we door te nemen Ω := С en Y := Ω - IO) = С , daar via de 
exponentiele afbeelding С -» С de samentrekbare ruimte С de universele 
overdekkinqsruimte van Y blijkt te zijn. 
Soms is Y juist de verzameling van punten met een triviale 
stabilisator van een groep W die op Ω werkt en X := Y/W is dan de 
z.g. reguliere banen ruimte. Deze laatsten treden vaak op als het comple­
ment van de discriminant van de semiuniversele deformatie van een singula-
nteit, waarvan W dar de monodromiegroep is. Bijvoorbeeld is dit zo 
voor simpele singulanteiten (Grothendieck, Bneskorn 1970) en ook voor 
ummoduLaire singulariteiien (Pinkham, Looijenga 1976) . De vraag naar 
het homotopytvpe van dit complement (i.h.b. de fundamentaalqroep) en het 
door Arnold, Pham en Thom uitgesproken vermoeden dat het hier Κ(ττ, 1 )-ruim­
ten betreft, is dan ook de belangrijkste motivatie voor het onderzoek ge­
weest. Het vermoeden is bewezen voor simpele singulanteiten door Deligne 
(1972). Zijn bewijs vormt de voornaamste inspiratiebron voor dit proef­
schrift. 
Het domein Ω ligt binnen V , de complexificatie van een 
-1 
eindigdimensionale reële vectorruimte V , en is altijd van de vorm lm (H) 
waar Η een ooen convexe verzameling (meestal een kegel) in V is. In 
het z.g. simpele geval laten we uit Ω een vereniging van complexe hyper-
vlakken weg, die complexificatie zijn van reële hypervlakken uit een op Η 
locaal eindige collectie M. Om de situatie van gegeneraliseerde wortel-
systemen (i.v.m. unimodulaire singulariteiten) binnen handbereik te krijgen 
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geven we een iets algemenere definitie van een hypervlaksysteem, die ook 
toelaat dat er "complex affiene" hypervlakken worden weggelaten. 
We gaan nu kort in op de inhoud van elk der hoofdstukken. 
In hoofdstuk I maken we een elementaire observatie, die tot 
een beschrijving leidt van de fundamentaalgroepoïde van een ruimte waarop 
een overdekking met open enkelvoudigsamenhangende verzamelingen is gegeven. 
Dit maakt het gebruik van (voor het berekenen van fundamentaalgroepen veel 
gebruikte) stellingen van Van Kampen, Zariski en Lefschetz onnodig en geeft 
o.i. een inzichtelijke basis voor de rest van het proefschrift. Met behulp 
hiervan geven we een combinatorische beschrijving van di» Curi'lar.rntaal-
groepolde van ue te onderzoeken ruimtes. Centraal staat hierbij het begrip 
galerij in een algemenere betekenis dan bij Tits (en Deligne) die deze 
fraaie naamgeving voor het eerst hanteerde. 
In hoofdstuk II passen we deze resultaten toe op de situatie 
van de z.g. lineaire Coxetergroepen van Vinberg. We bepalen een presentatie 
voor de fundamentaalgroep van de reguliere banen ruimte, aldus een meet-
kundige interpretatie van de z.g. Artingroepen gevend. We veralgemenen 
hiermee een resultaat van Brieskorn, die dit reeds bewezen had in het 
geval van eindige Coxetergroepen. Tevens plaatsen we de stelling in zijn 
o.i. meest natuurlijke context namelijk die van de theorie van Vinberg. 
Als toepassing bewijzen we enkele resultaten over abstracte Artingroepen, 
zoals die ook verkregen zijn door Appel en Schupp. Echter nu zonder de be-
perking dat de Artingroepen van groot type moeten zijn. Een vrije zware 
beperking, waarvan Appel en Schupp zelf al vermoeden dat die niet nodig is, 
maar die voor de door hen gebruikte methoden uit de z.g. "small cancella-
tion" theorie noodzakelijk is. 
In hoofdstuk III beschouwen we de situatie die ontstaat in het 
geval van een z.g. uitgebreide Coxetergroep W , ontstaan uit een 
gegeneraliseerd wortelsysteem. We gebruiken nu de volle kracht van de 
resultaten van hoofdstuk I om een presentatie van de fundamentaalgroep van 
de reguliere banen ruimte te berekenen. Fraaier nog dan bij Artingroepen 
blijkt ook hier dat men de voor de hand liggende presentatie van de mono-
dromiegroep op subtiele wijze iets moet veranderen en dan enkele relaties 
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weglaten om de gevraagde presentatie te Л/егкпэдеп. De groepen die zo ont­
staan noemen we uitgebreide Artingroepen, alhoewel het geen uitbreidingen 
zijn in de gebruikelijke zin van het woord. Als de groep W van eindig 
type is, dan is W zelf weer een (affiene) Coxetergroep. De Artingroep 
behorend hierbij is isomorf met de uitgebreide Artingroep geassocieerd met 
W. We geven dit isomorfisme expliciet aan. 
In hoofdstuk IV tenslotte bespreken we het K(n,l) probleem. 
Als in het z.g. centrale geval ( H = V en de doorsnede van alle hypervlak-
ken bestaat alleen uit de oorsprong, dus i.h.b. is M eindig ) van een sim­
pel hypervlaksysteem de componenten van V - Цу M simpliciale kegels 
zijn ( het systeem heet dan simpliciaal ), dan is Y een K(TI,1), zoals 
Deligne in 1972 bewees. Zijn bewijs bestaat in wezen uit twee delen: Eerst 
construeert hij een simpliciaalcomplex dat het homotopytype van de univer­
sele overdekkingsruimte van Y heeft. Dan bewijst hij dat dit complex 
samentrekbaar is. De ontdekking dat voor het eerste deel de centraliteit 
( die Deligne voor het eerste deel nadrukkelijk wel gebruikt! ) en zelfs 
de simpliciaal conditie helemaal niet nodig is, was een aanmoediging om te 
proberen het resultaat te generaliseren zodat het b v. van toepassing zou 
zijn op de reguliere banenruimte van een oneindige Coxetergroep. Helaas is 
dit doel niet bereikt. Het eerste deel van het bewijs geven we in grote 
algemeenheid. Dat leidt tot een simpliciaal complex dat het homotopytype 
van de universele overdekkingsruimte van Y heeft, als we weten dat het 
systeem al "locaal-K(n,1)" is. We beschrijven dit complex gedetailleerd. 
Eerst in het algemeen met behulp van galerijen. Dan ook in termen van de 
Artingroep of de uitgebreide Artingroep, als het systeem afkomstig is van 
een lineaire Coxetergroep dan wel een gegeneraliseerd wortelsysteem. Dit 
leidt tot het z.g. Artinoomplex of het uitgebreide Artincomptex, construc­
ties die analoog zijn aan het bekende Coxetercomplex van een Coxetergroep. 
Het "bewijs" van het tweede deel gebruikt echter een nog on­
bewezen vermoeden. Toch leken de partiële resultaten het waard om vast-
gelegd te worden. Er zijn aanwijzingen dat het probleem van hetzelfde 
kaliber is als het z.g. woordprobleem voor Artingroepen. Voor het eindige 
geval is dit opgelost door Brieskorn en Saito en door Deligne. Voor Artin-
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l.Een locaal symmetries echt verwrongen product (warped product, zie [1] 
2 2 2 e 
metriek dx + f dy , waar f functie op 1 component) van Riemann ruimten 
is locaal isometnes met een gewoon product van Riemann ruimten met 
constante kromming. Het verwrongen product geeft dus geen interessante 
methode om locaal symmetnese ruimten te construeren. 
[1] Bishop, R.L. and O'Neill, в.: Manifolds of negative Curvature. 
Trans. A.M.S., 145, 1-49 (1969). 
[2] Lek, Η. van der • Vertírongen producten. Doctoraalscriptie, Nijmegen. 
(1974). 
2.Zíj A een Artingroep van groot type (i.e. m Ì 3) . Laat w en w' 
twee woorden zijn in de voortbrengers s en hun inversen. Dan repre-
senteren w en w' hetzelfde element van A. dan en slechts dan als 
W 
er een rij woorden w = w.,w.,...,w, = w' bestaat, zodat 0 1 к 
lw I < maxiIwl,|w' I ) en (w ,w ) is een canceloneratie of een z.g. 
oontiguiteitsoperatie voor ι = 1, ,k. 
Een contiguiteitsoperatie is een paar van de vorm ( axb, ayb ) , waar­
bij χ en у woorden zijn in { s , s , s , s } voor een paar 
I J I J 
fi,j} , die eenzelfde element van A minimaal representeren. Dit geeft 
een oplossing van het woordprobleem. Zie ook ref. [1] proefschrift. 
3.Beschouw de vlechtgroep В voortgebracht door a,b en с (relaties 
aba = bab , beb = ebe en ac = ca ). Dan zijn de woorden 
a b c e b a b e a b e n b с a b c b a a b c 
twee minimale representanten van dezelfde vlecht. Zij zijn echter 
niet m.b.v. contiguiteitsoperaties in elkaar over te voeren. De 
aanname "van groot type" is dus nodig in stelling 2. 
4.Zij A een Artingroup van groot type. De semigroun A van posi­
tieve woorden, dwz de semigroup die abstract gedefinieerd wordt door 
de voortbrengers s.,...,s. en de relaties s s s . . . = s s s ... 
1 !. i j l J I J 
(m eindig en elke kant heeft m factoren), wordt door het voor 
ij ij 
de hand liggende homomorfisme injectief in A afgebeeld. 
fig.В 
Zi] 
voortgebracht door s ,. 
op biz. 42). Definieer voor ι 
b 
В. , de vlechtgroep op J+l draden 
1+1 












^ (a r) 
ik 
-1 
w b waar w e B
n 
,k. De rij­
tjes ι ,....i k en ε ,...,ε (e{+,-}) en 
ι en w zi-jn uniek bepaald. Met inductie 
naar het aantal draden qeeft dit een stan­
daardvorm voor elke vlecht (het ,,kanmen"van niet noodzakeli}! 
pure vlechten). Zo is b.v. de standaard vorm van de vlecht 
-1 -1 4 (s ч s, s ) (fig.В) getekend in fig.A. In het bijzonder 
zijn de in de figuren A en В getekende vlechten in wezen 
hetzelfde. 
6.Als een vlecht met minder dan 4 draden ontwarbaar is, 
dan is deze vlecht te ontwarren zonder het aantal kruisingen 
te verhogen. 
7.Als van twee Vinbergparen de Cartanmatnces gelijk zijn, 
dan zijn de bijbehorende reguliere banenruimtes van de 
lineaire Coxetergroepen homotopy equivalent. 
8.Het is leuk om te zien hoe uitgelaten een hond reeds is 
nog voordat het dier uitgelaten is. 
9.De zogenaamde "oefen radicale therapie groepen" bevorderen 
m het algemeen in hoge mate de maatschappelijke weerbaar­
heid en het persoonlijk welzijn van diegenen die eraan 
deelnemen. 
10.Voor het ontwerpen van een geautomatiseerd systeem is 
mensenkennis vaak belangrijker dan computerkennis. 
11.Naar aanleidinq van het door Einstein ontdekte feit dat massa en energie 
verschijningsvormen van eenzelfde fysische grootheid zijn, kan men zich 
afvragen of zich in de natuurkunde meer van dit soort identificaties 
voordoen. Met name lijkt het een prikkelende gedachte dat de grootheid 
"informatie" hierbij ook betrokken zou kunnen zijn. 
12.Vanuit economisch oogpunt en in verband met het algemeen welbevinden 
is het een goede zaak, dat mensen in grotere of kleinere leefgemeenschap-
pen leven. Het huidige sociale en fiscale stelsel bevorderd dit echter 
niet. In verband hiermee en tevens ter voorkoming van ontoelaatbare in-
menging in de privacy door controle-'-pnde instanties verdient het aanbeve-
ling om een overdraagbare belastingvrije voet voor alle meerderjarigen 
in te voeren. 
13.Het verkeersveiligheidverhogende effect van stoülichten wordt onder 
andere ook veroorzaakt door het feit dat fietsers in het algemeen zeer 
voorzichtig zijn als ze door rood rijden. 
14.Op 8 september 1983 tussen 14.00 en 14.45 uur in de aula van de 
Katholieke Universiteit te Nijmegen zal iemand de juistheid van de 




harm van der lek 
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